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Decision and secondary undertaking notice

DECISION AND SECONDARY UNDERTAKING NOTICE
On 14 September 2017, the QCA issued an initial undertaking notice requiring Queensland Rail to submit a
replacement draft access undertaking to take effect 1 July 2020, for what will become the 2020 access
undertaking (AU2) period. On 14 August 2018, Queensland Rail submitted its proposed replacement draft
access undertaking (the 2020 DAU) to the QCA for assessment.

Decision
In accordance with s. 134(1) of the Queensland Competition Authority Act 1997 (QCA Act), the QCA has
considered Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU and has decided to refuse to approve it.
The QCA has assessed the appropriateness of all aspects of Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU in accordance with
the relevant statutory requirements. The QCA’s assessment has considered the appropriateness of
Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU proposal overall, and its individual aspects, having regard to s. 138(2) of the
QCA Act.

Secondary undertaking notice
This decision and its appendices constitute a secondary undertaking notice for the purposes of s. 134(2) of
the QCA Act. It sets out the reasons for the QCA's decision to refuse to approve Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU
and the way in which the QCA considers it appropriate for Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU to be amended.
In accordance with s. 134(2), the QCA asks Queensland Rail to:
 amend its 2020 DAU in the way described in this decision and as specified in Appendix B, being the
way the QCA considers appropriate; and
 give the QCA a copy of the amended draft access undertaking within 60 days of receiving this notice.

………………………………………
Professor Flavio Menezes
Chair
Queensland Competition Authority

Next steps
The QCA is not seeking submissions on this decision.
If Queensland Rail complies with the QCA's secondary undertaking notice, the QCA may approve the
amended draft access undertaking pursuant to s. 134(3) of the QCA Act.
In the event Queensland Rail does not comply with the QCA's secondary undertaking notice, in accordance
with s. 135 of the QCA Act, the QCA may prepare its own draft access undertaking for the declared service.
The QCA will provide advice to stakeholders on the way forward for that process, should it become
necessary.
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DECISION SUMMARY
Our decision is to refuse to approve Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU, for the reasons detailed in this document.
This decision sets out our assessment of Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU against the relevant statutory criteria
and the reasons why we do not consider it is appropriate to approve the 2020 DAU. We have also specified
those amendments considered appropriate in order for us to approve a replacement access undertaking
for Queensland Rail's declared service. Our goal is to have an appropriate undertaking ready to replace the
2016 access undertaking when it terminates on 30 June 2020.
Stakeholders endorsed Queensland Rail's approach of only proposing to change a limited number of
matters from the 2016 undertaking, and its efforts to reach agreed positions during the collaborative
process after our draft decision.
We also welcome Queensland Rail's desire to continue many of the policies we considered appropriate to
approve in the final decision on the 2015 DAU in October 2016, and to find common ground with its
customers. Our decision is to require a number of amendments to Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU, but there
are many provisions we consider appropriate to approve. Key positions in this decision include:
 applying a reference tariff for West Moreton coal services of $21.50/'000 gtk ($11.88/net tonne) that
recovers Queensland Rail's incremental costs of providing coal services, and recording the shortfall
from full cost recovery in a loss capitalisation account
 setting a post-tax nominal regulated rate of return (weighted average cost of capital, or WACC) for
West Moreton coal services, of 5.46 per cent, compared to 7.47 per cent proposed by Queensland Rail
 adding provisions for supply chain groups, based on the terms that were largely agreed between
Queensland Rail and customers during the collaborative submission process
 allowing ad hoc planned possessions outside the master train plan (MTP), while retaining strong
requirements to notify and consult with access holders/seekers and operators
 including a mechanism in the undertaking for amending the operating requirements manual (ORM)
 extending the dispute mechanism to all parties that receive the benefit of an obligation in the
undertaking
 approving most aspects of Queensland Rail's proposed price differentiation rule, which applies when
access charges are set for non-reference-tariff services
 improving the bargaining position of access seekers to negotiate contract renewal terms with
Queensland Rail, rather than prescribing renewal terms in the undertaking
 reducing the regulatory burden by appropriately limiting our role in certain processes, including the
annual calculation of the QCA levy.
This summary should not be relied on as a substitute for the detailed analysis in the main body of this
document.

The access regime
Queensland Rail provides access to a declared service for the purposes of Queensland's third party access
regime established under Part 5 of the QCA Act.
The relevant service is 'the use of rail transport infrastructure for providing transportation by rail if the
infrastructure is used for operating a railway for which Queensland Rail Limited, or a successor, assign or
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subsidiary of Queensland Rail Limited, is the railway manager'1, and is referred to in this decision as the
'declared service'. The existing declaration of the service in s. 250(1)(b) of the QCA Act expires on
8 September 2020. We are about to complete our review of whether, with effect from the expiry date, the
relevant service (or parts of the service) should be declared (see section 1.2 for more information).
Queensland Rail owns and operates a 6,600 kilometre rail network, including the commuter lines in south
east Queensland, and the West Moreton, Mount Isa and North Coast systems.
Because of the declaration, Queensland Rail is subject to various obligations under the QCA Act, including
an obligation to negotiate access to the service in good faith (s. 100) with access seekers who have various
rights, including to information about the service, and to dispute resolution.
The access regime also provides for implementing a QCA-approved access undertaking, which is defined
under the QCA Act as 'a written undertaking that sets out details of the terms on which an owner or
operator of the service undertakes to provide access to the service whether or not it sets out other
information about the provision of access to the service'.2
An undertaking approved by us is intended (amongst other matters) to establish binding provisions to guide
negotiation of access terms. The QCA Act constrains us from making a determination in relation to an access
dispute that is inconsistent with the approved undertaking (s. 119) and, to the extent permitted by an
approved undertaking, provides the access provider with exemptions in certain circumstances from
provisions of the QCA Act which otherwise prohibit preventing or hindering access (ss. 104 and 125).

Decision structure
This document provides our assessment of Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU and reasons for our decision to not
approve it. The West Moreton reference tariff is considered in Chapters 2 to 4, and the non-tariff aspects
of the DAU are considered in Chapters 5 to 11. The overall structure is as follows:3
 Background and context to our investigation (Chapter 1)
 Reference tariff (sch. D)—pricing for coal services accessing the West Moreton and Metropolitan
systems, including:
 overall approach and tariff structure (Chapter 2)
 regulated rate of return (WACC) (Chapter 3)
 building blocks and reference tariff (Chapter 4)
 Preamble and application and scope (Part 1)—includes provisions on the scope and duration of the
undertaking, the non-discriminatory treatment of access seekers and access holders, and the
negotiation of funding agreements when access seekers agree to pay for extensions (Chapter 5)
 Negotiation process (Part 2, sch. B and sch. C)—a framework for negotiating access rights, and
providing information, between the negotiating parties (Chapter 6)
 Pricing rules (Part 3)—includes the pricing rules to apply when developing access charges for nonreference-tariff services (Chapter 7)

1

The declaration of Queensland Rail's below-rail infrastructure is set out in s. 250(1)(b) of the QCA Act.
Schedule 2 of the QCA Act.
3
References to 'Parts' and 'schedules' are to elements of the DAU, while references to 'Chapters' are to our
decision.
2
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 Operating requirements and network management principles (Part 4 and sch. F)—the rules for
managing the network, amending technical operating requirements, and coordinating with supply
chain groups (Chapter 8)
 Reporting (Part 5)—the proposed framework for reporting information and demonstrating compliance
with the undertaking (Chapter 9)
 Administrative provisions (Part 6)—includes a dispute resolution mechanism, rules that apply to the
QCA when it makes decisions under the undertaking and provisions to address the transition from one
undertaking to another (Chapter 10)
 Standard Access Agreement (sch. H)—the proposed standard access agreement that reflects the
standard terms and conditions for access to Queensland Rail's network (Chapter 11).
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The QCA's investigation

THE QCA'S INVESTIGATION
Our task is to either approve, or refuse to approve, Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU based on the
evidence and information available, having regard to the statutory assessment criteria (s. 138(2)).
We have considered Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU in accordance with the criteria in s. 138(2) and
other applicable requirements of the QCA Act. In some cases, the assessment of whether it is
appropriate to approve Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU, having regard to the factors listed in
s. 138(2), gives rise to competing considerations. In such cases, we weigh up the competing
considerations as appropriate. Where appropriate, the balance between these considerations is
addressed in the relevant chapters of this decision.
As part of our assessment, we have considered all submissions received within the stipulated time
and the merits of the arguments put by stakeholders. Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU has been
developed from, and shares similar drafting to, the 2016 access undertaking, which we approved
in October 2016. Despite such similarities, we have considered Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU
afresh in accordance with the requirements of the QCA Act.

1.1

Outline of assessment criteria
In accordance with s. 134 of the QCA Act, we must consider Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU and
either approve it, or refuse to approve it. In doing so, we must publish Queensland Rail's 2020
DAU and consider comments on it (ss. 138(3)(c), (d)). If we refuse to approve Queensland Rail's
2020 DAU, we must provide a written notice stating the reasons for the refusal and the way in
which we consider it is appropriate to amend the DAU (s. 134(2)). The factors affecting our
consideration and approval of a DAU are set out in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act.

1
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Approval criteria in the QCA Act
The QCA Act provides that the QCA may approve a draft access undertaking only if it considers it
appropriate to do so having regard to the matters mentioned in s. 138(2), which are:
(a)

the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act, which is:
to promote the economically efficient operation of, use of and investment in, significant
infrastructure by which services are provided, with the effect of promoting effective competition in
upstream and downstream markets (s. 69E).

(b)

the legitimate business interests of the owner or operator of the service;

(c)

if the owner and operator of the service are different entities—the legitimate business
interests of the operator of the service are protected;

(d)

the public interest, including the public interest in having competition in markets (whether or
not in Australia);

(e)

the interests of persons who may seek access to the service, including whether adequate
provision has been made for compensation if the rights of users of the service are adversely
affected;

(f)

the effect of excluding existing assets for pricing purposes;

(g)

the pricing principles in s. 168A of the QCA Act, which in relation to the price of access to a
service are that the price should:

(h)

(a)

generate expected revenue for the service that is at least enough to meet the efficient costs of
providing access to the service and include a return on investment commensurate with the
regulatory and commercial risks involved; and

(b)

allow for multi-part pricing and price discrimination where it aids efficiency; and

(c)

not allow a related access provider to set terms and conditions that discriminate in favour of
the downstream operations of the access provider or a related body corporate of the access
provider, except to the extent the cost of providing access to other operators is higher; and

(d)

provide incentives to reduce costs or otherwise improve productivity;

any other issues the QCA considers relevant.

Section 138(3) of the QCA Act provides, among other things, that the QCA may approve the draft access
undertaking only if it is satisfied the proposed undertaking:
(a)

is consistent with any access code for the service; and

(b)

is not inconsistent with a ruling relating to the service that is in effect under division 7A of
Part 5 of the QCA Act.

There are no applicable access codes or rulings in effect under division 7A.

2
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Declaration review
The existing declaration of Queensland Rail's service in s. 250(1)(b) of the QCA Act expires on
8 September 2020. Pursuant to s. 87A of the QCA Act, we have been reviewing whether we should
recommend to the Treasurer that the relevant service (or parts of the service) should continue to
be declared beyond that date. We published a draft recommendation concerning the declaration
review in December 2018, and must provide a final recommendation in March 2020.4
While there has been an overlap in timeframes between the investigation of the 2020 DAU and
the declaration review, the reviews are separate processes and subject to separate assessment
criteria (s. 76 and s. 138 respectively). Stakeholders should therefore be aware of the following:
 Each review process has been undertaken separately, on its merits and in accordance with
the relevant assessment criteria.
 Any draft or final position in respect of one matter does not pre-suppose a conclusion in the
other matter.
 Stakeholders' submissions on each process were invited separately.
 We may, nevertheless, inform ourselves on any matter relevant to the investigation of the
2020 DAU in any way we consider appropriate, pursuant to s. 173(1)(c) of the QCA Act.
Practical issues relating to the outcome of the declaration review process, including what will
happen to the undertaking if all or part of Queensland Rail's network ceases to be declared, are
discussed in section 5.2 of this decision.

1.3

Queensland Rail undertakings—history and context
Queensland Rail was created in 2010, when the Queensland Government separated it from the
former QR Ltd, and subsequently privatised the remainder of the business as QR National Ltd
(now Aurizon Holdings Ltd.). Queensland Rail operates the narrow-gauge below-rail network
across Queensland, except for the central Queensland coal network (CQCN), which is owned and
operated by Aurizon Holdings.5
For the first five years after Queensland Rail was created, access to its declared rail network was
subject to the 2008 access undertaking that had been approved for QR Network, as amended in
2010 to include new tariffs for 2009–13.6 The termination date of the 2008 undertaking, as
applied to Queensland Rail, was extended several times between 2011 and 2015.7 However, we

4

See QCA, Declaration reviews: Aurizon Network, Queensland Rail and DBCT, draft recommendations,
December 2018.
5
The CQCN is operated by Aurizon Network Pty Ltd (formerly QR Network Pty Ltd), a subsidiary of Aurizon
Holdings.
6
The Queensland Government made the 2008 undertaking apply to Queensland Rail limited via a transfer
notice published in the Queensland Government Gazette on 29 June 2019, under s. 9(1)(j) of the
Infrastructure Investment (Asset Restructuring and Disposal) Act 2009.
7
See the variations to the 2008 access undertaking (https://www.qca.org.au/project/queensland-rail/previousaccess-undertakings/2008-access-undertaking/extension-daaus/). The same 2008 undertaking, as amended
in June 2010, also applied to QR Network for three months, until the 2010 QR Network undertaking (UT3)
was approved in October 2010.
3
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refused to approve an application by Queensland Rail to extend the 2008 undertaking beyond
June 2015.8

June
2006

October
2008

June
2010

July
2010

2012–
2015

October
2016

August
2018

•2006 QR Ltd
undertaking
(UT2)
approved

•2008 QR
Network
undertaking
(UT2)
approved,
with minor
amendments
from 2006
QR Ltd
undertaking

•2008 QR
Network
undertaking
amended to
include new
UT3 pricing
for 2009–13
(including
West
Moreton)

•Queensland
Rail
demerged
from QR Ltd
•2008 QR
Network
undertaking
(as amended
June 2010)
applies

•Queensland
Rail
submitted
2012, 2013
and 2015
DAUs

•2016
undertaking
approved
(including
West
Moreton
pricing for
2013–20)

•Queensland
Rail
submitted
2020 DAU to
apply for five
years
beginning
July 2020

Since the separation of QR Ltd, Queensland Rail has provided below-rail services to rail freight
operators, but has not competed in the above-rail freight market. Queensland Rail submitted four
DAUs between March 2012 and May 2015, as it sought to put in place a new access undertaking
better suited to the nature of its business. The first three DAUs were voluntary, and Queensland
Rail withdrew them respectively in February and June 2013, and December 2014.
In February 2015, we issued an initial undertaking notice under s. 133 of the QCA Act. Queensland
Rail submitted a DAU in May 2015. We published a decision on the 2015 DAU in June 2016, and
in October 2016 approved a complying undertaking submitted by Queensland Rail. The 2016
access undertaking terminates on 30 June 2020.
Some of the history of West Moreton coal services, and the tariff approach, is discussed in
section 2.2.1. The distinction between the access pricing approach for coal services on the West
Moreton system and the pricing regime for the rest of Queensland Rail's services is discussed
below in Box 1.

8

For more information on why the 2008 undertaking was not extended beyond June 2015, see QCA,
Queensland Rail's draft amending access undertaking- extension of termination date, final decision, June
2015.
4
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Box 1: Queensland Rail access charging framework
Access charges for coal-carrying train services on the West Moreton and Metropolitan
systems are determined in accordance with an approved reference tariff. Access charges for
all other services are negotiated between Queensland Rail and access seekers according to
the pricing rules in the undertaking.
Access charges for West Moreton and Metropolitan coal services
An approved reference tariff is for a reference train service, which is a notional train service
with certain characteristics, including particular operational and technical characteristics,
and contract terms and conditions.
If a coal-carrying train service differs from the reference train service, the reference tariff
may be adjusted to account for differences in the cost or risk of providing the different
service. Our analysis and decision on Queensland Rail's proposed West Moreton coal
reference tariff for the 2020 DAU period is provided in Chapters 2 to 4.
Access charges for other services
For all other services, access charges are negotiated within the bounds of the pricing rules
in the undertaking. If the parties fail to reach agreement on access charges and other terms,
a dispute can be raised under the dispute resolution provisions in the undertaking and/or
the QCA Act. If called on to resolve a dispute, we must not make a determination that is
inconsistent with the undertaking, including the pricing rules. However, we are not required
to accept any price that is consistent with the pricing rules; but rather must make a
determination having regard to the matters in s. 120 of the QCA Act.
The pricing rules in the 2020 DAU are largely consistent with the rules in the 2016
undertaking, although Queensland Rail proposed some changes to the treatment of price
differentiation and pricing limits. Our analysis and decision on Queensland Rail's proposed
pricing rules is provided in Chapter 7.
Note: References to 'other services' are to non-coal-carrying train services on the West Moreton and Metropolitan
systems, and all train services on the Mount Isa, North Coast, Western, South Western, Central Western and
Tablelands systems.
Source: Part 3 and sch. D of the 2016 undertaking and 2020 DAU.

1.4

The regulatory process
On 14 September 2017, we issued an initial undertaking notice to Queensland Rail under s. 133
of the QCA Act, requiring Queensland Rail to submit a draft access undertaking by 30 April 2018.
We considered that initiating the process established by s. 133 of the QCA Act was the best way
to maximise the chances that an appropriate replacement undertaking would be approved by the
time the 2016 access undertaking expired.
The date for lodging the draft access undertaking was extended on two occasions, following
requests from Queensland Rail. Queensland Rail submitted the 2020 DAU on 14 August 2018, in
accordance with the extensions granted to the lodgement date. We published Queensland Rail's
2020 DAU for stakeholder comment on 16 August 2018 and received submissions from five
parties: Aurizon Bulk, Aurizon Coal, New Hope, Pacific National and Yancoal. We received two
further collaborative submissions, from Queensland Rail and Yancoal.
We published a draft decision on Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU for stakeholder comment on
29 April 2019, and received submissions from six parties: Aurizon Bulk, Aurizon Coal, New Hope,

5
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Pacific National, Queensland Rail and Yancoal. We received seven further collaborative
submissions, from Aurizon Coal, Glencore, Incitec Pivot, New Hope, Pacific National, Queensland
Rail and Yancoal.
We published a discussion paper on the West Moreton coal pricing approach on 24 October 2019,
and a further submission from Queensland Rail on West Moreton coal reference tariffs on
25 November 2019. We received submissions on the discussion paper and further submission
from four parties: Aurizon Coal, New Hope, Queensland Rail and Yancoal.
The submissions are listed in Appendix A, which also includes the submission numbers that are
used for referencing in this decision.

1.5

Agreed positions
Throughout the 2020 DAU assessment process, we have encouraged open communication
between stakeholders as a way to improve regulatory outcomes. We have strongly supported
stakeholders collaborating and, where possible, providing joint submissions on agreed positions.
We therefore welcome the common ground on several issues that Queensland Rail and a number
of its stakeholders have found through the collaborative submission process.
Nevertheless, we must also consider the effect of proposed amendments on all stakeholders,
including train operators, future access seekers and non-coal traffics, who are not necessarily
represented by the parties that developed consensus positions. Moreover, our broader
considerations also include the public interest. Accordingly, while the existence of stakeholderconsensus positions is persuasive, it is not decisive.

1.6

Significant changes from draft decision
This decision follows largely the same format and structure as the draft decision. However, it has
been written as a standalone document, which does not require the reader to refer back to
previous decisions and other documents in order to understand the adopted positions. For some
matters, the analysis and conclusions are little changed from the draft decision. In other cases,
the sections have been substantially rewritten to address new information and arguments.
However, the draft decision is only referred to explicitly where that is necessary to explain any
significant departure from or elaboration on previously adopted positions.
The changes in position in this decision compared with the draft decision reflect, among other
things, the submissions on the draft decision and the further comments made through the
collaborative submission process. Some of the more significant revised positions are:
(a)

setting a reference tariff at low volumes that recovers Queensland Rail's incremental
costs, including a return on and of forward-looking capital expenditure, and recording the
shortfall from full cost recovery in a loss capitalisation account (Chapters 2 and 4)

(b)

applying most of the changes to the standard access agreement that were proposed by
Queensland Rail and stakeholders in collaborative submissions (Chapter 11)

(c)

implementing an amendment process for the ORM that reflects stakeholders' comments
after the draft decision (section 8.1)

(d)

adding reporting on urgent and emergency possessions, as suggested by stakeholders
(section 9.1.3)

(e)

improving the bargaining position of access seekers to negotiate contract renewal terms
with Queensland Rail (section 6.4)

6
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adding provisions for supply chain groups, based on the terms that were largely agreed
between Queensland Rail and customers during the collaborative submission process
(section 8.3).

We have also identified a number of typographical and cross-referencing errors that should be
corrected (see Appendix B). It is in the interests of all parties that the final documents are
workable and free from errors (ss. 138(2)(b), (d), (e) and (h)).

1.7

Way forward
In releasing a decision at this time, we are aware of the importance of a timely and seamless
transition between undertakings. It is almost two and a half years since we issued an initial
undertaking notice to Queensland Rail, requiring that it submit the 2020 DAU. Since then, in every
significant measure and communication regarding this matter, we have reiterated the goal of
having an appropriate replacement undertaking ready to approve by the time the 2016
undertaking expires.
An on-time replacement undertaking has multiple benefits, including increased certainty for
Queensland Rail and its customers, and reduced regulatory costs. It also creates opportunities for
the parties to explore more fundamental changes to the regulatory approach, once the
undertaking is in place, without jeopardising the timeliness of this or future DAU investigations.
The reason for issuing a mandatory notice so early was that the undertaking approval process
takes a significant amount of time. Queensland Rail needs time to prepare its submission.
Stakeholders need time to consider the DAU, respond to other stakeholders' submissions and,
ideally, collaborate among themselves and with Queensland Rail. We need time to consider the
DAU, stakeholder comments and other relevant considerations, having regard to the approval
criteria in the QCA Act (s. 138(2)).

Initial
Undertaking
Notice
(Sept 2017)

Queensland
Rail submits
proposal
(Aug 2018)

QCA draft
decision
(April 2019)

QCA decision
(Feb 2020)

Queensland
Rail re-submits
(April/May
2020)

2020 DAU
takes effect
(1 July 2020)

This secondary undertaking notice asks Queensland Rail to submit an amended draft access
undertaking (DAU) by 27 April 20209 (ss. 134(2)(b)(i), 134(2B)). We will either approve the
amended DAU, or reject it. If Queensland Rail fails to submit an amended DAU or if we find it is
not appropriate to approve the amended DAU, we may prepare our own DAU for the declared
service (s. 135). In that case, we will provide advice on the process for assessing and approving a
replacement undertaking, including timelines for submissions.

9

This date may be extended, if requested by Queensland Rail, to no later than 27 May 2020.
7
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West Moreton reference tariff approach (schedule D)

WEST MORETON REFERENCE TARIFF APPROACH (SCHEDULE D)
The 2020 DAU covers all of Queensland Rail's declared service, but only includes a proposed
reference tariff for coal services on the West Moreton and Metropolitan systems (the West
Moreton reference tariff). The two systems connect mines in southern Queensland with the
export terminal at the Port of Brisbane.
In the 2020 DAU, Queensland Rail proposed a West Moreton system reference tariff at $22.39
per thousand gross tonne kilometres ('000 gtk), using the building block approach based on
forecast volumes of 9.1 million tonnes a year (mtpa). Queensland Rail subsequently proposed an
alternative pricing approach that reflected significantly lower forecast volumes of 2.1 million
tonnes. This included: a 'low volume' system reference tariff that would cover Queensland Rail's
cash costs but be within access holders' willingness to pay; and a loss capitalisation approach.10
Queensland Rail proposed to set the Metropolitan system reference tariff at $18.13/'000 gtk, by
escalating the 2016 undertaking price by actual and forecast CPI.

Overview of the decision
While volumes remain low we require Queensland Rail to apply a West Moreton system
reference tariff of $21.50/'000 gtk, that recovers Queensland Rail's incremental costs of providing
coal services, and record the shortfall from full cost recovery in a loss capitalisation account.
We also require that Queensland Rail review the approved pricing approach, including the
reference tariff and loss capitalisation mechanism, when it reasonably expects contracted
volumes will exceed 4.1 million tonnes a year during the undertaking period.
The economic issues and overall pricing approach, given the prospect of low volumes, at least in
the near future, are discussed in this chapter. The regulated rate of return and detailed cost buildup and resultant reference tariffs are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. Rules for setting
prices for non-reference tariff services (Part 3 of the 2020 DAU) are discussed in Chapter 7.
Tariff approach—summary
Queensland Rail DAU

Clause

QCA decision

Volume forecast
Volumes of 9.1 million mtpa, with a
potential lower forecast of 2.1 mtpa.

Volumes of 2.1 mtpa, with the possibility
volumes will return to higher levels during the
undertaking period (see section 2.2.2).

Reference tariff approach
Reference tariff calculated using the
building block approach.

sch. D, cl. 3

Reference tariff calculated to recover
Queensland Rail's expected incremental cost
of providing coal services (see section 2.3.1).

Two-part tariff, split into train path and
gtk components.

sch. D, cl. 3

The proposal is appropriate to be approved
(see section 2.3.2).

Additional paths the same price as
contracted paths.

10

The proposal is appropriate to be approved
(see section 2.3.3).

Queensland Rail, 42: 2–3, 17–28, sub. 45: 3, 6, sub. 47, sub. 48: 38, 74, 126–131.
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Clause

QCA decision

100 per cent take or pay, subject to
approved ceiling revenue limit.

sch. D, cl. 4

The proposal is appropriate to be approved
(see section 2.3.4).

A loss capitalisation approach may be
considered.

sch. D, cl. 8
(added)

It is appropriate for accumulated revenue
shortfalls to be accounted for, and recovered,
if and when system volumes increase
sufficiently in future.
Amendments are required to set out how the
losses will be recorded and assessed by the
QCA (see section 2.3.5), with the recovery
approach to be settled later (see section
2.3.6).

Process to review tariff approach
(reference tariff and loss capitalisation.)

sch. D, cl. 8.8
(added)

It is appropriate that Queensland Rail review
the tariff approach when it reasonably expects
contract volumes will exceed 4.1 mtpa and
submit any proposed changes for approval
(see section 2.3.6).

Other tariff matters
Metropolitan tariff escalated from 2016
access undertaking prices by CPI.

11

The proposal is appropriate to be approved
(see section 2.4.1).

Capital expenditure reviews to be
annual.

sch. E,
cl. 1.3(a)

The proposal is appropriate to be approved
(see section 2.4.2).

Specified what must be addressed in a
QCA statement of reasons for a capital
expenditure determination.

sch. E, cl. 1.5

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. Schedule E, cl. 1.5 should be
removed (see section 2.4.2).

Expand what the QCA is required to
consider when assessing prudency of
capital expenditure.

sch. E,
cls. 3.2(e),
4.2(c), 5.3(c)

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. The provisions in the 2016
undertaking should be adopted (see section
2.4.2).

Adopt the process outlining the
accounting treatment of the capital
expenditure carryover account from the
2016 undertaking

sch. E, cl. 7

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. Amendments are required so the
process accurately reflects the appropriate
accounting treatment (see section 2.4.2).

The QCA to review all adjustment
charges.

sch. D, cl. 6

The proposal is appropriate to be approved
(see section 2.4.3).

Remove adjustment amount process.

sch. D, cl. 7

The proposal is appropriate to be approved,
subject to the new undertaking being ready to
approve before the 2016 undertaking
terminates. This issue is not discussed further
in this decision.11

Added ability to 'impose' access charges
that vary for cost or risk.

3.3(c)

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. It must be clear that Queensland
Rail will negotiate variations for cost or risk
and any variations only reflect those
differences (see section 2.4.4).

Reference train characteristics (number
of wagons and maximum train length).

sch. D,
cl. 2.1(c)

The reference train service should be
amended to reflect the characteristics
approved in the 2019 reference train service
DAAU (see section 2.4.5).

Yancoal, sub. 27: 6.
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Queensland Rail's proposal—West Moreton system
The 2020 DAU proposed an approach to determining the West Moreton reference tariff for coal
services that in many respects follows the approach used to assess tariffs in the 2016 undertaking.
The established methodology included:
 a building blocks approach to determining the appropriate total revenue requirement, which
provided for an average price based on:
 recovery of efficient maintenance and operating costs
 return on capital, based on a WACC applied to a regulated asset base, and a return of
capital (depreciation)
 forecast volumes over the term of the undertaking
 a common network asset base allocated between coal and non-coal services to reflect the
shared nature of the system
 a two-part tariff structure, with weight/distance (gtk) and train path components (AT1 and
AT2) each recovering half of the revenue requirement.
Queensland Rail proposed volumes of 9.1 million tonnes a year in its 2020 DAU submission.
It subsequently provided revised (lower) forecasts to reflect changing expectations on market
conditions.12 On its most recent information, Queensland Rail proposed a revised pricing
approach, based on cost estimates for forecast annual coal volumes of 2.1 million tonnes.13 This
included applying a 'low-volume' reference tariff of $25.72/'000 gtk, which was less than a cost
recovery price of $47.10/'000 gtk. The approved reference tariff would apply until contracted
volumes increased to 4.1 million tonnes. The foregone revenue during the low-volume period
would be recorded and assessed by the QCA, and recovered when volumes increased (with the
recovery approach settled once volume expectations were clearer).

2.2

Regulatory and economic context

2.2.1

Balancing competing interests
The appropriate price for coal services on the West Moreton system will reflect a range of factors
particular to the circumstances of the network (see Box 2). It is a high-cost, low-volume system,
compared with other coal networks, and it uses low-capacity trains that need to travel through
the passenger-focused Metropolitan system to reach the Port of Brisbane. Moreover, at this time
there is expected to be substantial spare capacity, particularly in the near term, and significant
uncertainty around the mix of future customers.
The nature of the network means that Queensland Rail faces extra costs in providing for coal
services on a system designed for lighter duty. Yet coal services have for more than a decade
covered much of the substantial cost of sustaining the infrastructure, to the benefit of
Queensland Rail and all rail users.

12
13

Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 2.
Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 2–3, 17, 20–28, sub. 45: 3, 6, sub. 48: 126–130.
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Box 2: West Moreton history
The West Moreton system was built more than 150 years ago for mixed freight and passenger
services. It remains fundamentally the same as when it was constructed, but selectively
upgraded to cope with the heavier coal and grain trains that it now supports.
Export coal rail services from the Darling Downs coalfields west of Toowoomba began in 1995,
when the Wilkie Creek mine opened. Volumes were low at the start, and coal services were
accommodated with almost no capital expenditure until the early 2000s, when mining started
at New Acland. Capital investment remained low even as New Acland expanded in 2007.
Spending accelerated in 2009, as Queensland Rail began renewing the infrastructure to cope
with the wear and tear of higher volumes, and prepare for the opening of Cameby Downs in
2011.
West Moreton capex and coal volume
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The West Moreton capacity available to coal services was fully contracted from 2011 until the
end of 2013, when Wilkie Creek shut. Even though volumes have fallen since then, capital
spending has remained high, as bridges have been replaced, formation and drains rebuilt,
and track and sleepers renewed. Actual and forecast investment for the 10 years to 2025
totals $242.1 million, compared with $49.2 million in the first 10 years of coal services from
the Darling Downs (all figures are in 2020–21 dollars).
For miners, the standard of service they receive is limited by the configuration and condition of
the West Moreton system14, given the network was not originally constructed, designed or
optimised for coal services.15 Yet it is unlikely that miners would have any rail access at all if the
old network had not been available when West Moreton coal services resumed in the 1990s.16
These challenges and mutual benefits have been reflected in the established tariff approach, and
should be reflected in future. Achieving an appropriate balance becomes more complex where
the majority of available capacity available to coal is expected to be unused—even if this is only
transitory—and there is significant uncertainty around the mix of customers. In particular,

14

New Hope, sub. 24: 6.
Yancoal, sub. 27: 4.
16
West Moreton annual coal volumes peaked at 7.8 million tonnes in 2011–12, and were forecast to be 6.25
million tonnes for the 2016 undertaking period (see section 8.10 of QCA, Queensland Rail's Draft Access
Undertaking, decision, June 2016: 184–189). New coal systems are typically built for 20 million tonnes or
more.
15
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meeting Queensland Rail's revenue requirement becomes more complicated at low volumes,
because the price required to cover Queensland Rail's costs increases to levels that are well
beyond customers' apparent willingness and ability to pay.
Affordability
Stakeholders have highlighted the issue of affordability, in response to both the 2020 DAU and
Queensland Rail's most recent reference tariff review event.17 Stakeholders said the prevailing
tariffs are at the upper limit of an affordable range—and any increase beyond this will have
significant consequences for access holders, access seekers and the network. This is because an
'unaffordable' tariff puts pressure on the economic viability of existing operations and
discourages investment in the West Moreton coal industry, hindering any prospect of volumes
recovering. This in turn will result in a significant loss of economic activity, employment and
royalties, and, unless the state funds the continued operation of the network, will possibly strand
investments of all stakeholders.18, 19
Queensland Rail has also acknowledged that affordability is a concern at low volumes, and said it
had regard to affordability in setting its proposed low-volume reference tariff.20 However,
stakeholders said that Queensland Rail's proposal was based on 'outdated and flawed analysis'
resulting in a 'material gap' between what Queensland Rail and existing miners would consider
affordable.21
Our approach
We have considered Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU and subsequent submissions, comments from
other stakeholders, and the criteria in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act, in forming our views on the
appropriate approach to access pricing for West Moreton coal services. In doing so we have
sought to balance the objectives of, among other things:
 promoting the efficient operation of, use of and investment in network assets, including
encouraging more access holders to contract on the West Moreton system (s. 138(2)(a))
 generating sufficient expected revenue to meet efficient costs and give Queensland Rail the
opportunity to make a return on investments commensurate with the regulatory and
commercial risks of providing access (ss. 138(2)(b), (g); 168A(a))
 setting a price that has regard to the interests of access seekers and holders, and
competition in downstream markets (ss. 138(2)(a), (d), (e), (h)).

2.2.2

Volume uncertainty
The 2020 DAU calculated the reference tariff using a forecast volume of 9.1 million tonnes a year.
However, there is continuing uncertainty about the future of New Hope's New Acland mine,
which accounts for about two-thirds of the coal hauled on West Moreton.

17

In December 2019, we approved Queensland Rail's proposed review event application to increase the West
Moreton reference tariffs to reflect, among other things, fewer contracted train paths from New Hope’s New
Acland mine. See Volume and reference train review event on our website.
18
Yancoal, sub. 27: 12–13, sub. 41: 2–3, sub. 46: 9, 21–23; New Hope, sub. 33: 5, 1, sub. 44: 4–5; Aurizon Coal,
sub. 43: 1.
19
Yancoal, Submission in response to QR 2016 Access Undertaking review event, October 2019: 5–9; New Hope,
Submission in response to QR 2016 Access Undertaking review event, October 2019: 4–7.
20
Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 20–22, sub. 45: 3.
21
Yancoal, sub. 46: 11–12; New Hope, sub. 33: 15, sub. 44: 5.
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Queensland Rail said it had based its 2020 DAU approach on an expectation that, even if the New
Acland mine shut down, other demand would emerge, and the West Moreton system would
return to full utilisation.22 While Queensland Rail proposed that revised pricing arrangements be
developed at 2.1 million tonnes (reflecting Yancoal's forecast 21 train paths)23, it maintained its
view that any low-volume period would be transitory and that the system would, in time, operate
up to the available capacity.24
Stakeholders agreed that achieving a high-volume outcome was increasingly unlikely in the short
term.25 New Hope said that it was continuing to seek the required approvals, but that the delays
experienced to date were now certain to result in a period of lower volumes.26 Even so, volumes
might still increase over the longer term. Yancoal noted a full-scale New Acland project (of up to
7.5 million tonnes) and an incrementally expanded Cameby Downs (of up to 2.8 million tonnes)
would result in volumes higher than Queensland Rail's original forecast.27
Our approach is based on a (low-volume) forecast of 2.1 million tonnes a year, with the possibility
that volumes will increase during the undertaking period. This reflects the actions and comments
of the key stakeholders: New Hope has continued to pursue the approvals required to extend the
life of New Acland, Yancoal could increase volumes in line with recent approvals, and Queensland
Rail has said it expects demand to recover.

Summary 2.1
The QCA's decision is based on a forecast volume of 2.1 million tonnes a year, with the
possibility this could increase over the 2020 undertaking period.

2.3

West Moreton system reference tariff
Our pricing approach adopts several aspects of the 2020 DAU approach, most of which are carried
over from previous undertaking periods. These include:
(a)

using a building blocks approach to determine an appropriate total revenue requirement
(see Chapters 3, 4)

(b)

applying a two-part tariff (section 2.3.2)

(c)

pricing additional paths the same price as contracted paths (section 2.3.3)

(d)

applying 100 per cent take or pay, with an approved ceiling revenue limit (section 2.3.4).

However, there are aspects of the 2020 DAU approach that are not appropriate to approve and
should be amended to appropriately balance the incentives and risks between Queensland Rail
and access holders and seekers. These include:
(a)

using the total revenue requirement for the purpose of loss capitalisation (see section
2.3.5 and Chapters 3, 4) but not the reference tariff that applies while volumes remain
low

22

Queensland Rail, sub. 18: 9.
Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 5.
24
Queensland Rail, sub. 36: 10, sub. 42: 18.
25
New Hope, sub. 33: 5; Yancoal, sub. 41: 2.
26
New Hope, sub. 33: 5, sub. 44: 9.
27
Yancoal, sub. 27: 5.
23
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(b)

calculating the reference tariff, while volumes remain low, to recover Queensland Rail's
expected incremental cost of providing coal services (section 2.3.1)

(c)

accounting for revenue shortfalls, to be recovered over time, if and when system
volumes increase sufficiently (section 2.3.5)

(d)

requiring a review of the tariff approach (including the loss capitalisation mechanism)
when Queensland Rail expects contracted volumes will exceed 4.1 million tonnes a year
during the undertaking period (section 2.3.6).

An alternative pricing approach
During our assessment, the outlook for coal volumes has changed significantly. It is now clear that
a 'high-volume' scenario (9.1 mtpa) will not eventuate in the near term, so the focus should shift
to a pricing approach that is suitable at low volumes (2.1 mtpa).
Queensland Rail and stakeholders agreed that the appropriate way to set charges is through an
approved reference tariff—but that a reference tariff based on the building blocks is not
affordable for (existing or future) access holders at low volumes.28
Queensland Rail and stakeholders did not agree on an alternative pricing approach. Queensland
Rail suggested an 'opening' low volume reference tariff of $25.72/'000 gtk, to cover the floor price
of providing services for coal trains and make a small contribution to the capital costs of providing
the service.29 It said:
Queensland Rail’s intention is that in addition to being affordable, the reference tariff should be
fair to current and future access seekers and provide incentive for future expansion. 30

However, stakeholders said this price was also not affordable, and that a lower tariff, that was
more in line with prevailing tariff levels (of $16.63/'000 gtk) or no greater than 5–10 per cent
above our draft decision ($17.79–$18.63/'000 gtk) was required.31
In assessing Queensland Rail's proposed tariffs in the 2020 DAU (and its subsequent revised
proposal) we have had regard to affordability and market conditions—but also note there are
competing considerations. These include whether the pricing arrangements generate sufficient
revenue, and the benefits from providing predictability and certainty in the regulatory process
and its outcomes. Our alternative pricing approach seeks to provide support for Queensland Rail's
revenue within the broader pricing framework of the access undertaking, having regard to the
impact of the arrangements on customers.
We require that the low volume reference tariff be set at $21.50/'000 gtk, so that the expected
revenue at 2.1 million tonnes a year recovers the expected incremental cost of providing coal
services (akin to the floor revenue limit that applies for non-coal services32). This includes coal's
share of approved cash operating and maintenance costs as well as a return on and of forwardlooking capital expenditure.
While this price is higher than customers' stated upper limits of affordability, it is in line with
current prices (which would apply under access agreements for existing users in the event that
no reference tariff is set) and reasonable historical expectation about price increases (see section

28

Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 6, 21, sub. 45: 3; New Hope, sub. 44: 4–5, 10–12; Yancoal, sub. 46: 7, 9.
Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 20–22.
30
Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 19.
31
Yancoal, sub. 46: 11–12, 19; New Hope, sub. 44: 3, 4.
32
The pricing rules for non-coal services are discussed in Chapter 7.
29
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4.10). This price is not expected to provide full revenue adequacy, with any revenue shortfall in
recovering remaining efficient costs to be dealt with through the loss capitalisation model (see
section 2.3.5).
While we consider that these arrangements (having a reference tariff plus loss capitalisation) are
appropriate while volumes are low, they should be reviewed, if volumes increase sufficiently (see
section 2.3.6).
In assessing these arrangements, we sought to balance competing concerns, including
stakeholders' concerns regarding affordability. The tariff, combined with loss capitalisation and
required review, maximises the opportunity for Queensland Rail to recover the efficient costs of
providing access, which promotes efficient investment in rail infrastructure (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (g),
168A(a)). It provides certainty to access holders and access seekers over the maximum price
required to be paid when volumes remain low (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)) and allows appropriate changes
be made to arrangements if it becomes clear that volumes are recovering to more sustainable
levels (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
An opportunity for negotiation to reach an affordable price
As part of our consultation process, we sought stakeholders' comments on the possibility of
providing additional price flexibility, including for parties to negotiate access charges away from
the reference tariff. This included setting the reference tariff to recover all efficient costs, then
providing for Queensland Rail and its customers to negotiate lower access charges (having regard
to affordability), with recourse to arbitration should negotiations fail.33
Stakeholders did not support using negotiation/arbitration to reach an affordable price. While
Queensland Rail welcomed the possibility to shift to a negotiate–arbitrate approach, it said that
it was not appropriate to do so at this time. It said, given parties were unable to agree an
affordable price as part of this assessment process, a negotiate–arbitrate approach would simply
delay this decision, creating considerable and unnecessary uncertainty and costs. It was also
concerned about providing for negotiation/arbitration for only one, and not all, conditions of
access.34
Yancoal and New Hope did not consider that negotiation–arbitration could be relied on to
produce an affordable price. They said history showed Queensland Rail was unlikely to be
incentivised or able to negotiate a tariff to attract, retain or grow volumes (even where clear
threats to future volumes had become evident) and that arbitration was likely to be ineffective,
inefficient, expensive and cause extensive delays.35
New Hope supported the possibility to negotiate tariffs below (an already affordable) reference
tariff, but noted that negotiations were unlikely to result in material price differences and present
a range of complications (given the possible impacts on other access holders and seekers) that
were better dealt through a draft amending access undertaking.36 Yancoal said if negotiations
from the reference tariff were allowed, appropriate protections would also be required to deal
with the treatment of capitalised losses and preserve equity for existing access holders paying
reference tariff based charges.37

33

QCA, West Moreton coal pricing approach, discussion paper, October 2019.
Queensland Rail, sub. 45: 3–4.
35
Yancoal, sub. 46: 4, New Hope, sub. 44: 5, 10–13.
36
New Hope, sub. 44: 12–13.
37
Yancoal, sub. 46: 8.
34
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Given the comments by Queensland Rail and other stakeholders, and in the interests of
consistency and timeliness, we have not pursued this approach.38 However, we might revisit
options to provide for greater flexibility for Queensland Rail and its customers to negotiate prices
in future undertaking periods, particularly if volumes remain low, and there is significant unused
capacity and possibly a single customer.

Summary 2.2
Our decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU is to
set the West Moreton system reference tariff to recover Queensland Rail's expected
incremental cost of providing coal services.
Drafting: sch. D, cl. 3.

2.3.2

Two-part tariff
The 2020 DAU provides for a two-part tariff that recovers the annual revenue requirement on a
train path basis, and on a weight and distance basis (i.e. per gtk) (sch. D, cl. 3.1).
The two-part tariff was introduced in 2010 to address the potential for above-rail investments to
increase volumes, and therefore below-rail revenues. The tariff structure splits the gains from any
increase in capacity per train—Queensland Rail increases its revenue, while customers benefit
from lower unit costs.39
The tariff structure also has the effect of creating a 'distance taper'—a tariff outcome that lessens
the disincentive for developing mines further from ports.40
The distance taper aims to strike a balance between the user pays principle, revenue adequacy
and fostering development along the West Moreton system.41 It recognises that mines closer to
the Port of Brisbane (e.g. New Hope's New Acland mine) do not use infrastructure west of their
haulage point—but consume capacity so that fewer paths are available to access seekers further
west (e.g. Yancoal's Cameby Downs mine). This means supplying a train path with an origin closer
to the port carries an inherent opportunity cost to Queensland Rail (which requires sufficient
revenue to cover access to the entire system) and the distance taper provides for users closer to
the port to pay a portion of that cost.
Yancoal strongly supported the two-part tariff and distance taper, because it was 'more important
than ever to continue to incentivise and facilitate investment in development or expansion of
mines further west.'42 Yancoal said:
[G]iven that all stakeholders now appear to be preparing for the potential that Cameby Downs
will, for at least a period, be the only coal user of the West Moreton network—it is critical that
nothing is done to increase the costs of Cameby Downs as doing so will sabotage the potential
ability to preventing the economic stranding of QR's West Moreton network and the West
Moreton coal mines.43

38

We note parties can depart from the reference tariff to reflect differences in the cost or risk compared to the
reference train service (cl. 3.3(c); sch. D, cl. 2.1).
39
QCA, QR Network 2009 Draft Access Undertaking, draft decision, December 2009: 93.
40
The distance taper has been a feature of the central Queensland coal network tariffs since the first QCAapproved access undertaking in 2001.
41
QCA, Queensland Rail's Draft Access Undertaking, decision, June 2016: 202.
42
Yancoal, sub. 27: 4.
43
Yancoal, sub. 41: 11.
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While New Hope preferred a fully user-pays tariff (i.e. one where all of the tariff was distancebased),44 it accepted that the two-part tariff structure was a way to balance competing
considerations.45 It was, however, concerned that under the proposed (high volume)
arrangements the Cameby Downs mine was not expected to contribute sufficient revenue to
cover the full incremental cost of the service.46
Our decision is that, while there is still an expectation that New Acland or another mine may
contract for access on West Moreton during the term of the 2020 undertaking, it is appropriate
to retain the distance taper approach in the pricing structure. When volumes are high, the
distance taper helps balance the competing objectives of cost reflectivity and revenue adequacy
by:
 having miners closer to the port pay less for access than those further away, which is
consistent with the user pays principle (ss. 138(2)(a), (e), (h))
 encouraging economic development by mitigating some of the cost disadvantage faced by
mines further from the port (ss. 138(2)(d), (h))
 addressing in part the opportunity cost to Queensland Rail of selling a shorter path, which it
might otherwise have been able to use for a more distant mine that provided more revenue
(s. 138(2)(b)).

Summary 2.3
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve the two-part tariff structure for the
West Moreton coal tariffs in the 2020 DAU.
Drafting: sch. D, cl. 3.1.

2.3.3

Additional (ad hoc) path pricing
We have considered the West Moreton tariff in an environment where forecast volumes are
below capacity and there is a risk that volumes could remain low, including having only one mine
railing.
In our draft decision, we were considering pricing additional (ad hoc) paths at a 5 per cent
premium to contracted paths to encourage miners to contract more paths, encourage
Queensland Rail to make capacity available, and enable Queensland Rail to achieve revenue
adequacy sooner, if access holders choose not to contract.47 Queensland Rail supported our
proposed approach.48
New Hope and Yancoal did not support applying a premium for ad hoc services, saying it would
achieve little in terms of additional incentives for miners (who already had an incentive to enter
into and retain contracts that reflected expected production) but would add complexity and
might produce a number of counter-productive incentives and outcomes.49 Yancoal said this
included discouraging the use of ad hoc paths for marginal production and marketing
opportunities where there was material spare capacity and 'punishing' users for not contracting

44

New Hope, sub. 14: 29–30.
New Hope, sub. 24: 8.
46
New Hope, sub. 24: 8, sub. 33: 17.
47
QCA, Queensland Rail's Draft Access Undertaking, draft decision, April 2019: 14–16, 65.
48
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 13.
49
New Hope, sub. 24: 9–10; Yancoal, sub. 27: 4–5, 14, sub. 41: 10.
45
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their entire volume (at 100 per cent take or pay) where there was still considerable uncertainty
around future tariffs, especially at low volumes.50
We no longer consider that a premium price for ad hoc services is necessary, given the revised
volume forecasts and pricing approach (see sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.3.5 and 2.3.6). With these
arrangements in place, a price premium is unlikely to provide any further incentive for miners to
contract or assist Queensland Rail to achieve revenue adequacy in the face of low volumes.
Rather, we consider that pricing additional paths the same price as contracted paths is in the
interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers and access holders (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Summary 2.4
The QCA's decision is that pricing additional (ad hoc) paths the same price as contracted
paths is appropriate.

2.3.4

Take or pay arrangements
The 2020 DAU requires 100 per cent take or pay for West Moreton coal services, but provides for
Queensland Rail to only collect take or pay when total revenue is below the 'approved ceiling
revenue limit' (sch. D, cls. 4(c), (d)). This is consistent with the approach that applies in the 2016
undertaking. The 'approved ceiling revenue limit' reflects the total revenue requirement that is
calculated on the basis that all 97 paths are contracted (see section 4.2.2).
New Hope and Yancoal accepted continuing existing arrangements of 100 per cent take or pay
for the West Moreton reference tariff, and the approved ceiling revenue limit.51
We consider the take or pay arrangements support revenue certainty for Queensland Rail,
provide access seekers an incentive to sign agreements for capacity they expect to use (and access
holders to make unused paths available to others52) and provide Queensland Rail an incentive to
offer additional (ad hoc) paths if there is demand. This promotes the efficient operation of, use
of and investment in, network assets, having regard to Queensland Rail's interests and access
seekers' and access holders' interests (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (e), (g), (h); 168A(a))).

Summary 2.5
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve that 100 per cent take or pay apply
for the West Moreton reference tariff, subject to an approved ceiling revenue limit.
Drafting: sch. D, cl. 4.
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Yancoal, sub. 27: 4–5, sub. 41: 10.
New Hope, sub. 24: 10; Yancoal, sub. 27: 2.
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Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU does not include a capacity trading mechanism, like that included in Aurizon
Network's access undertaking and system rules. Nevertheless, Queensland Rail's proposed 'approved ceiling
revenue limit' approach provides some of the same benefits. See Aurizon Network's 2017 access
undertaking.
51
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Loss capitalisation
Queensland Rail proposed to use a loss capitalisation mechanism to give it an opportunity to
recover efficient costs when volumes rise. Loss capitalisation is the deferred recovery of regulated
costs in circumstances where volumes are low but expected to grow.53
Queensland Rail set out its loss capitalisation proposal in its November 2019 submission, including
measures to track the accumulated gap between the total revenue requirement for West
Moreton coal services and revenue actually earned during the 2020 DAU period.54 Key aspects
include:
 total revenue requirement calculated using the established building blocks approach based
on efficient costs
 actual revenue calculated including contracted and ad hoc (additional) coal-carrying train
services and take-or-pay revenue
 capitalised amounts to be approved each year by the QCA
 once new tonnages come on the system, the capitalised losses to be recouped by applying a
'repayment premium' on top of a building-blocks-based access charge, approved by the QCA
 the details on exactly how the losses are recouped to be determined after volumes have
increased.
Yancoal and New Hope said they were open, in principle, to applying loss capitalisation. However,
they said:
 the capitalised amounts should have a 'limited life'
 there should be a limit on the 'repayment premium' that can be charged while the
capitalised losses are being recovered.55
Queensland Rail and its customers shared a concern that a large accumulated capitalised loss
could reduce demand for access. Queensland Rail said:
Any loss capitalisation approach must provide pricing certainty for access seekers and access
holders at the time of approval by the QCA and should not act as a disincentive to future access
seekers.56

Yancoal was concerned that if loss capitalisation was not implemented well, it could discourage
the volume recovery required for a return to a building-blocks-calculated tariff that worked for
all parties. It said:
A large capitalised loss built up through a delay in volumes returning, or the risk of accelerated
future recovery of such losses, has the potential to create a significant chilling effect on
investment in West Moreton coal projects.57

Loss capitalisation is typically used for lumpy assets such as dams, where there is a reasonable
expectation that demand will build over time to a level where the capitalised losses can be
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See ARTC, Hunter Valley Coal Network access undertaking development, stakeholder consultation paper,
March 2015: 4.
54
Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 18–28, sub. 45: 6–7, sub. 48. Queensland Rail previously said in its explanatory
submission accompanying the DAU that it might propose loss capitalisation at low volumes (sub. 18: 4).
55
New Hope, sub. 24: 15, sub. 33: 14, 16, sub. 44: 9–10; Yancoal, sub. 27: 13, sub. 41: 6, sub. 46: 13–14.
56
Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 19.
57
Yancoal, sub. 46: 14.
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recouped. The 2020 DAU West Moreton tariff is an unusual application of loss capitalisation, in
that forecasts of future demand depend on assumptions about a small number of discrete events,
rather than a demographic or statistical assessment.
One of the most similar situations to West Moreton is Pricing Zone 3 in the Hunter Valley, where
demand was low when a new rail line opened for hauling coal, but was expected to grow as more
mines were developed. Zone 3 losses accumulated for five years from 2011 to 2015, before the
unrecovered balance started declining in 2016.58
An appropriate loss capitalisation approach for West Moreton coal services will reflect the shared
interests of Queensland Rail and its customers, each of which have sunk costs that are unlikely to
be recovered without the other. Queensland Rail is entitled to the opportunity to recover its
efficient costs of providing access. At the same time, consistent with stakeholders' concern about
discouraging efficient use of the rail network, existing and future customers may not be willing or
able to pay access charges sufficient to justify the continuation of the service. An imbalanced
approach would be likely to encourage inefficient investment, either by Queensland Rail or its
customers.
Our decision reflects much of the approach proposed by Queensland Rail, in that we require that
the total revenue requirement be assessed using a building blocks methodology, and that actual
revenue will include payments for ad hoc services and take-or-pay. The treatment of actual
revenue is symmetrical, as it provides for all relevant payments to Queensland Rail to be reflected
when calculating capitalised losses.
We also consider it appropriate that the undertaking set out how the losses will be recorded and
how they will be assessed by the QCA, but leave the recovery approach to be settled later once
volume expectations are clearer. While prescribing the method for recouping losses now would
provide certainty, we consider that it is not appropriate to do so, given key facts are not known.
Should volumes rise in the way Queensland Rail and its customers predict, the details of the tariff
approach, including recovery of capitalised losses, can be settled with the benefit of a clearer
profile of demand growth, for example. It is also reasonable to assume that the existing or new
customers will only have signed for increased or extended access if Queensland Rail has provided
some sort of contractual commitment to prices no higher than required to make their planned
investment viable. We are likely to take that negotiated outcome into account when considering
any DAAU submitted by Queensland Rail (under s. 142 of the QCA Act) that includes an approach
for recouping the capitalised losses.
Our view, subject to further consultation and consideration when the matter comes up, is that
the capitalised losses should have a limited life, to prevent the accumulated amount in the underrecovery account from ballooning to a level at which there is no reasonable prospect of recovery.
This is to address our concern—shared by Queensland Rail and its stakeholders—about the effect
on future demand of a large overhang of capitalised losses.
Under such an approach, each year's under- or over-recovery would remain at full value in the
under-recovery account for five years, after which it would be fully depreciated over the next five
years. This 10-year life—five years of accumulation, then five years of 'depreciation'—would help
mitigate the accumulation of losses while giving Queensland Rail a reasonable amount of time to
find new customers to recover its forgone revenue. The 10-year life would reduce any
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The ACCC approved the 2015–16 loss capitalisation amount for Pricing Zone 3 in December 2019. See ACCC,
2016 Australian Rail Track Corporation's compliance with the Hunter Valley Coal Access Undertaking, final
determination, December 2019, particularly pp. 3 and 32–34.
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distortionary inter-temporal effects where past costs are borne by future users, by placing a
natural limit on the amount that can be rolled forward to future periods. Should volumes rise to
a level where it became feasible for Queensland Rail to start recouping the capitalised losses, the
oldest losses would be recovered first, to minimise the amount of depreciation of unrecovered
amounts that took place after volumes rose.
The mechanism for implementing the above approach includes establishing a loss capitalisation
account, updated within six months of the end of each financial year. The amounts in the account
will accrue interest at the bank bill swap rate. The annual adjustments to the loss capitalisation
account will be subject to approval by the QCA.
We consider that the loss capitalisation regime, including limited life, encourages efficient
investment by Queensland Rail, while also having regard to its legitimate business interests, and
providing an avenue for it to recoup returns commensurate with the regulatory and commercial
risks of providing access (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (g), 168A(a)). It also reflects the interests of access
seekers and holders (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)). Overall, the capitalisation approach appropriately
balances the interests of all parties in a low-volume situation where achieving prices that
customers are willing to pay while providing revenue to recover all of Queensland Rail's efficient
costs immediately has become impossible.
Modelled maintenance costs
Queensland Rail proposed in its November 2019 submission that maintenance costs for annual
volumes between 2.1 million and 4.1 million tonnes be derived from a financial model approved
by the QCA.59 It submitted a proposed financial model on 10 December 2019.
We are not opposed in principle to using a financial model to provide transparency and certainty
to Queensland Rail and its customers about maintenance costs for annual volumes below 4.1
million tonnes. However, Queensland Rail submitted the model when it was too late to consult
appropriately, while still publishing a decision in time for a new undertaking to be in place on
1 July 2020.
We consider that the harm that would come from delay in getting an appropriate undertaking in
place on time outweighs the potential benefits of assessing and approving a maintenance cost
model as part of this decision. Queensland Rail may opt to circulate the maintenance cost model
to its customers after this decision, and submit a DAAU to implement the modelled maintenance
costs approach in the new undertaking period.
In the meantime, we have provided for Queensland Rail to seek approval to revise its
maintenance costs for the purpose of loss capitalisation for annual volumes between 2.1 million
and 4.1 million tonnes.

Summary 2.6
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to include provisions for loss capitalisation where the reference tariff is not expected to
recover an efficient total revenue requirement.
Drafting: cl. 3.5.2; sch. D, cl. 8; various consequential amendments in definitions (cl. 7.1).
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Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 23.
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Responding to changing volumes
Future West Moreton system coal volumes remain uncertain (see section 2.2.2). While we have
based our analysis of the West Moreton reference tariff on a 'low-volume' scenario, it may be
that volumes will ultimately increase and any impacts on tariffs will be accounted for.
We consider that it will be appropriate for Queensland Rail to vary (reduce) the approved
reference tariff at some point, if and when volumes recover. At a minimum, this would require
volumes such that forecast revenue from the approved reference tariffs exceeds total efficient
costs (at the higher volume).60 While it is difficult to predict when this is likely to occur, it is clear
that it will require significant new volumes beyond current known demand.
The 2020 DAU provides for Queensland Rail to submit variations to the reference tariffs in
response to review events and requires that it do so for endorsed variation events, reflecting the
2016 undertaking approach (sch. D, cl. 5). The 'Review Event' provides for a material change in
circumstances, which has been used by Queensland Rail under the 2016 undertaking where
contracted volumes have fallen below forecast.61 However, the 2020 DAU does not directly deal
with increases in volumes.62
Queensland Rail subsequently proposed a volume trigger to review the low-volume reference
tariff as part of its revised, low-volume price proposal.63 Under this proposal, Queensland Rail
will:
 'fix' the reference tariff for annual volumes between 2.1 million tonnes and 4.1 million
tonnes
 review the reference tariff (and loss capitalisation account) when volumes exceed 4.1 million
tonnes a year and submit proposed variations for approval through a DAAU.64
Queensland Rail said this approach reduced the costs of recalculating reference tariffs while
volumes were low (and tariffs were well below the level required to recover efficient costs), and
provided access holders with a safety net to ensure they were not paying a higher reference tariff
than required as volumes increased.65
New Hope was concerned that the proposed volume trigger review could become an 'excuse' to
completely re-set the approach to West Moreton tariffs.66 New Hope said that in that event it
would be required to make investment decisions without any certainty as to how the reference
tariff might vary due to the project being developed (as the project will, at some point during its
ramp up, cause the West Moreton network to pass the 4.1 million tonnes a year volume trigger).
Accordingly, New Hope said the proposed 4.1 million tonnes review should be confined to an
update of the total revenue requirement—and that a full review of pricing (that resulted in
changes to the reference tariff) would only be appropriate once any capitalised losses had been
repaid.
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At this point any accumulated capital losses would begin to be recovered (see section 2.3.5).
Queensland Rail has used the review event provisions of the 2016 access undertaking to increase reference
tariffs in response to reductions in contracted volumes from New Hope’s New Acland mine.
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These had previously been dealt with in the 2016 access undertaking by definition through the 'Endorsed
Variation Event'.
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Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 24–25, sub. 45: 6, sub. 48: 130–131.
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The requirement will be specific to the reference tariff and will not open up other areas in the approved
access undertaking.
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Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 25.
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New Hope, sub. 44: 8.
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Yancoal said that as volumes rose it was legitimate for any 'building blocks based' tariff to
decrease, but noted that at low volumes (where the reference tariff did not fully recover efficient
costs) this would have effect through the loss capitalisation calculation, rather than directly
altering the reference tariff.67 It proposed that the reference tariff remain unchanged until
volumes had recovered to the point where the price that recovered efficient costs fell below the
affordability based reference tariff (and then only after some or all of that difference was used to
recover previously capitalised losses).
We note that Queensland Rail could seek to vary the reference tariff through a DAAU (under
s. 142 of the QCA Act) or through a review event under the undertaking (sch. D, cl. 5), should it
wish to do so. We would consider any such proposal on its merits at that time.
In addition, we require Queensland Rail to review its pricing arrangements when it reasonably
expects annual contracted volumes will exceed 4.1 million tonnes during the undertaking period,
and submit any changes, including proposed variations to reference tariffs, for approval.
This will provide an opportunity to put in place new, or revised, arrangements that better suit
changing conditions and associated incentives, risks and costs. This could include revised
reference tariffs. Linking the review to expected volumes is simple and easy to implement and
provides some certainty over possible timing. While we have not sought to limit the scope of the
review, we expect it will include updating volume forecasts, revising efficient costs, considering
the size of any accumulated capitalised losses and the intended recovery approach, and assessing
the expected impact on existing and future users. Any subsequent changes (including variations
to the reference tariff) will be proposed and assessed through a DAAU—so they will only be
approved, if appropriate, having regard to the QCA Act, including the assessment criteria
(s. 138(2)). This strikes an appropriate balance between Queensland Rail's interests and access
seekers' and holders' interests (ss. 138(2) (b), (e), (h)).

Summary 2.7
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU so
that Queensland Rail is required to review its pricing arrangements when it reasonably
expects annual contracted volumes will exceed 4.1 million tonnes during the undertaking
period, and submit any changes for approval.
Drafting: sch. D, cl. 8.8.

2.4

Other reference tariff matters

2.4.1

Metropolitan tariff
The Metropolitan tariff has been developed for the past decade using a proxy approach that relies
on prices derived for the coal services that use the West Moreton system. This approach avoided
the complicated task of seeking to allocate costs for the Metropolitan system to coal services,
which use only a small portion of what is predominantly a commuter network.
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Yancoal, sub. 41: 6–8, 20.
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Queensland Rail proposed to continue this Metropolitan proxy pricing approach, and escalate the
2016 undertaking price by actual and forecast CPI.68 New Hope and Yancoal supported this
approach.69
We consider that the proxy approach remains an appropriate way of determining a price that sits
between:
 the incremental cost—which would be at or near zero, and
 the standalone cost—which could be expected to be at least as high as the price that is being
charged.
We note this leaves the way open for Queensland Rail to apply in the future to implement a
Metropolitan-specific asset base, including by potentially seeking ex post approval for capital
expenditure completed during the 2020 DAU period that has not been included in its forecasts.
Accordingly, our decision is that it is appropriate to approve continuing the 2016 undertaking
approach and price for the Metropolitan system tariff. This simple, transparent approach is in the
interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers and access holders (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
As with the 2016 undertaking, this decision would not predetermine the QCA's consideration of
any future DAU.

Summary 2.8
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve the Metropolitan system tariff, which
escalates the prices from the 2016 undertaking by actual and forecast CPI.
Drafting: sch. D, cl. 3.

2.4.2

Capital expenditure approval process (schedule E)
Timing and frequency of submissions (cl. 1.3(a))
The 2020 DAU requires Queensland Rail to submit an annual capital expenditure report to the
QCA for review within six months after the end of each financial year (sch. E, cl. 1.3(a)).
Queensland Rail said an annual assessment continued to be a reasonable approach that provided
it with an opportunity to address its processes should the QCA determine that expenditure was
not prudent—and our suggestion that there be less frequent reviews placed an unnecessary level
of stranding risk upon Queensland Rail.70
Stakeholders also supported an annual review to provide more timely insight and assessment of
the prudency and efficiency of capital expenditure decisions, given:
 the varying views of the outlook for demand71
 questions had been identified regarding the prudency and efficiency of capital and operating
costs and potential trade-offs between capital investment and maintenance expenditure72
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Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 45.
New Hope, sub. 14: 30, sub. 24: 10; Yancoal, sub. 27: 3.
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Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 13.
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Yancoal, sub. 41: 10.
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Yancoal, sub. 27: 5.
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 this would provide more timely consideration and feedback on the adequacy of consultation
undertaken and of any trade-offs made—with a less frequent process resulting in a slower
process of improvement73
 existing information asymmetries required the regulator to rely on its information-gathering
powers.74
We maintain there are potential benefits from moving to less frequent capital expenditure
reviews, including reducing the regulatory and administrative burden in preparing, responding
to, and assessing annual submissions. The recent review of the 2013–17 capital expenditure,
completed early in 2019, shows that multiple years of projects can be assessed at once.75 We also
note that Queensland Rail can seek pre-approval if it desires more certainty before starting work
on large projects (and has done so for its Toowoomba Range slope stabilisation project).76
However, we have not required that the 2020 DAU provide for less frequent review at this time,
given the strong support for maintaining the existing arrangements. This may be better dealt with
in the future, when the West Moreton volume outlook is more certain and stakeholders become
more confident in Queensland Rail's capital expenditure processes and practices.
Accordingly, our decision is that it is appropriate to approve Queensland Rail's proposal for an
annual capital expenditure review (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (e), (h)).

Summary 2.9
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve an annual capital expenditure review
process, as proposed in the 2020 DAU.
Drafting: sch. E, cl. 1.3.

Statement of reasons (cl. 1.5)
The 2020 DAU includes a prescriptive list of factors that must be addressed in a statement of
reasons produced by the QCA for decisions made under the capital expenditure approval process
(sch. E, cl. 1.5).77 New Hope and Yancoal opposed Queensland Rail's proposal, saying that it was
appropriate to give the QCA some flexibility in providing its reasons.78
We do not consider that the proposed list of factors that must be addressed in the statement of
reasons is appropriate—it is likely to lead to further costs being incurred and delays in statements
being produced. Further, we do not consider that Queensland Rail has adequately demonstrated
that it receives insufficient reasons in relation to decisions made under sch. E that would support
the amendment being accepted.
Therefore, our decision is that it is not in the interests of stakeholders to adopt the proposed
drafting (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)). Instead, our decision is that the capital expenditure approval process
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New Hope, sub. 24: 10, sub. 33: 17.
Pacific National, sub. 25: 11.
75
See QCA, Queensland Rail's 2013–17 capital expenditure claim, decision notice, attachment to the QCA's
letter to Queensland Rail, 21 March 2019.
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See QCA, Queensland Rail's Toowoomba Range Slope Stabilisation prudency preapproval, decision notice,
attachment to the QCA's letter to Queensland Rail, 18 March 2019.
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Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 64.
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New Hope, sub. 15: 5, sub. 33: 17; Yancoal, sub. 16: 21, sub. 27: 5.
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in the 2016 undertaking should be adopted in the 2020 DAU. This requires us to provide reasons
for decisions made under schedule E, and provides the necessary flexibility for the statement of
reasons to reflect the circumstances at hand.

Summary 2.10
The QCA's decision is that it is not appropriate to approve the list of factors that must be
addressed in a statement of reasons for a capital expenditure decision. Schedule E, cl. 1.5
should therefore be removed from the 2020 DAU.

Prudency criteria (cls. 3.2(e), 4.2(c), 5.3(c))
The 2020 DAU sets out what the QCA would be required to consider when assessing the prudency
of capital expenditure, standard of works and costs, expanding on the 2016 undertaking
requirements (sch. E, cls. 3.2(e), 4.2(c), 5.3(c)). New Hope and Yancoal opposed Queensland Rail's
proposal.79
We do not consider that the additional factors are appropriate. They add unnecessary complexity
to the process by requiring us to also consider if additional material submitted by Queensland
Rail, on which there is no limitation, is relevant. This may delay decisions and reduce certainty,
which is not in the interests of Queensland Rail or stakeholders (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (e), (h)).
We consider the factors listed in the 2016 undertaking adequately prescribe what we should
consider when undertaking prudency assessments. This does not prevent Queensland Rail from
submitting supplementary information for us to consider, as also noted by New Hope.80

Summary 2.11
The QCA's decision is that it is not appropriate to approve the prudency assessment
processes in the 2020 DAU. The existing clauses in the 2016 undertaking should be adopted.
Drafting: sch. E, cls. 3.2(e), 4.2(c), 5.3(c).

Carryover account (cl. 7(e))
The 2020 DAU includes the process for the accounting treatment of the capital expenditure
carryover account from the 2016 undertaking (sch. E, cl. 7(e)).
We have considered the provision afresh, and do not consider it appropriate, as it does not
accurately reflect the appropriate accounting treatment of the capital expenditure carryover
account. New Hope and Yancoal agreed that the provisions should be revised to be consistent
with the intent of the carryover account.81
For the purposes of clarifying the intention of cl. 7(e), we consider the clause should be amended
to reflect that the capital component described in cl. 7(b) should be included in the asset base,
and that the cashflow components described in cl. 7(c) should be taken into account in tariff
pricing.
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New Hope, sub. 15: 5, sub. 24: 10, sub. 33: 17; Yancoal, sub. 16: 21, sub. 27: 5–6.
New Hope, sub. 15: 5.
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Clarifying the intention and process behind the accounting treatment of the capital expenditure
carryover account is in the interests of Queensland Rail and stakeholders, as it provides certainty
(ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (h)).

Summary 2.12
The QCA decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the approach to
the capital expenditure carryover account in the 2020 DAU is to make it more accurately
reflect the appropriate accounting treatment.
Drafting: sch. E, cl. 7.

2.4.3

Adjustment charge approval process (sch. D, cl. 6)
The 2020 DAU includes the same adjustment charge approval process as the 2016 undertaking
(sch. D, cl. 6 of the 2020 DAU). Adjustment charges are a true-up of access charges, which results
from a variation to the reference tariff that is approved by the QCA after that variation is to take
effect (sch. D, cl. 6.1).
The adjustment charge approval process requires Queensland Rail to submit the proposed
adjustment charges for approval and may involve the QCA consulting with stakeholders before
deciding whether to approve or refuse to approve the proposed charges (sch. D, cls. 6.2 to 6.4).
New Hope and Yancoal supported the adjustment charge approval process, noting that while it
was notionally a mechanical process, verification might not be simple for users82, who might not
have access to all of the information which was required to calculate (or verify) adjustment
charges.83
While we consider that that our role in approving adjustment charges is not strictly necessary,
we note the general support for maintaining an approval role. In addition, to the extent the
process imposes costs, these are likely to be limited by the mechanical nature of assessment and
can be reduced further through good regulatory practice. On that basis, our decision is that
providing for our approval of adjustment charges is appropriate (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (h)).

Summary 2.13
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve the proposed adjustment charge
approval process in the 2020 DAU.
Drafting: sch. D, cls. 6.2 to 6.5.

2.4.4

Price differentiation for reference tariffs
The 2020 DAU provides for Queensland Rail to 'impose access charges' that vary from the
reference tariff, to reasonably reflect differences in cost or risk to Queensland Rail of providing
access (cl. 3.3(c)). Apart from adding the ability to 'impose' the variation, the proposed clause has
the same effect as that in the 2016 undertaking. This formed part of a broader amendment to the
limits on price differentiation in Part 3 of the 2020 DAU, which mostly applied to non-reference
tariff services (see Chapter 7 of this decision).
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Yancoal, sub. 27: 6.
New Hope, sub. 24: 11, sub. 33: 17.
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New Hope and Yancoal said Queensland Rail should be required to negotiate (not impose)
variations of the reference tariff.84
New Hope said the drafting should make it clear that only cl. 3.3(c), and not the rest of cl. 3.3,
applied to reference tariffs, and that the cost or risk should be 'efficient'.85 Yancoal said it should
be clearer that cost or risk was the only basis for variation.86
While the price differentiation provision in the 2020 DAU for reference tariffs may be in the
interest of Queensland Rail, it is not in the interest of access seekers/holders, as it provides for
Queensland Rail to 'impose' variations that should be subject to negotiation. We therefore
consider cl. 3.3(c) lacks balance and is not appropriate to approve (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
A more balanced approach would provide for Queensland Rail to 'negotiate' variations for any
differences that reasonably reflect the degree to which the cost or risk of providing access for the
proposed service differs from that of the reference train service—and that any variations should
be 'only as required' to reflect those differences. We consider that New Hope's concern about
the cost or risk needing to be efficient is addressed by the requirement that the variation
'reasonably reflect differences'.

Summary 2.14
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the price
differentiation rule in the 2020 DAU is to specify that Queensland Rail will 'negotiate' any
variation of the reference tariff to reasonably reflect the degree to which the cost or risk of
providing access for the proposed service differs from that of the reference train service and
that any variations be 'only as required' to reasonably reflect those differences.
Drafting: cl. 3.3(c).

2.4.5

Reference train characteristics
In December 2019 we approved Queensland Rail's DAAU seeking to amend the characteristics of
its reference train service, increasing the number of wagons to 42 (from 41) and the maximum
train length of the reference train service to 688 metres (from 675 m) (2019 reference train
service DAAU).87
We consider that the change to the reference train service also applies to future railings, and
accordingly it is in all parties' interests for the 2020 DAU to be amended to reflect this
(ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Summary 2.15
The QCA's decision is that the reference train service should be amended to reflect the
characteristics approved in the 2019 reference train service DAAU.
Drafting: sch. D, cl. 2.1(c).
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Rate of return

RATE OF RETURN
The weighted average cost of capital (WACC), or rate of return, is an estimate of the rate of return
on investment that is commensurate with the regulatory and commercial risks associated with
providing access to the service. For the Queensland Rail 2020 DAU, the WACC is used in the
building block methodology as an input to assess the total revenue requirement and reference
tariffs for coal services operating on the West Moreton system of the Queensland Rail network.
In the 2020 DAU, Queensland Rail proposed a post-tax nominal WACC of 7.47 per cent, having
regard to the risks that the entire Queensland Rail network faces.88

Overview of the decision
Our decision is that a post-tax nominal WACC of 5.46 per cent is appropriate. In coming to this
view, we have assessed only the regulatory and commercial risks that Queensland Rail faces in
providing access for coal traffic on the West Moreton system, rather than the risks associated
with the entire Queensland Rail network. We have also calculated individual WACC parameters
in forming our bottom-up WACC estimate, and have assessed the appropriateness of the overall
WACC generated from this analysis.
Rate of return (WACC)—summary
Queensland Rail DAU

QCA decision

WACC scope
The WACC provides a return commensurate with
the risks of providing services across the entire
Queensland Rail network.

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved. The
WACC should provide a return commensurate with
the risks facing coal traffic on West Moreton only
(see section 3.1).

Assessment of individual WACC parameters
A bottom-up assessment of individual WACC
parameters provides a post-tax nominal (vanilla)
WACC of 7.47 per cent for a June 2017 placeholder
averaging period.

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved. A
bottom-up assessment of individual WACC
parameters provides a post-tax nominal (vanilla)
WACC of 5.46 per cent for an averaging period
ending 15 November 2019 (see section 3.2).

Class 1 railroads, ports, airports and toll roads are
relevant comparator industries for estimating the
asset beta and capital structure.

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
West Moreton coal's89 exposure to systematic risk is
greater than that of regulated energy and water
businesses, but less than that of toll roads (see
sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2).

An asset beta of 0.77 and an equity beta of 0.98
based on 28 per cent gearing are appropriate.

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved. An
asset beta of 0.5 and an equity beta of 0.71 based
on 40 per cent gearing are appropriate. These
values are consistent with the underlying West
Moreton coal asset exhibiting greater systematic
and financial risk than Aurizon Network (see
sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2).

West Moreton coal exhibits greater systematic risk
than Aurizon Network.
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Queensland Rail DAU

QCA decision

The cost of debt is estimated for a BBB+
benchmark entity, in a manner consistent with the
Aurizon Network UT5 draft decision.

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved. A
cost of debt estimated for a BBB benchmark entity
based on Bloomberg and RBA third-party estimates,
with an uplift to reflect short-term volume
uncertainty, is appropriate (see sections 3.2.2 and
3.2.4).

A term-matched risk-free rate and a market risk
premium of 7.0 per cent are proposed, consistent
with the approach in the Aurizon Network UT5
draft decision.

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved. A
10-year risk free rate and a market risk premium of
6.5 per cent are appropriate (see sections 3.2.3 and
3.2.5).

A gamma estimate of 0.46, consistent with the
Aurizon Network UT5 draft decision.

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved. A
gamma of 0.484 is appropriate, reflecting more
recent values (see section 3.2.6).

Assessment of the bottom-up estimate
Queensland Rail proposed a WACC of 7.47 per
cent, in accordance with the WACC parameters
assessed.

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Alongside an appropriate accelerated depreciation
profile, a post-tax nominal WACC of 5.46 per cent
for the averaging period ending 15 November 2019
provides a return on investment commensurate
with the commercial and regulatory risks involved
(see section 3.3).

Key issues
In reviewing Queensland Rail's WACC proposal, we have had regard to the pricing principles in
s. 168A(a) of the QCA Act. They state that the price of access should generate expected revenue
for the service that is at least enough to meet the efficient costs of providing access to the service,
and include a return on investment commensurate with the regulatory and commercial risks
involved.
Queensland Rail proposed a post-tax nominal (vanilla) WACC of 7.47 per cent, comprising:
 cost of equity of 8.76 per cent
 cost of debt of 4.13 per cent
 a capital structure of 28 per cent debt.90
Our decision is that it is not appropriate to approve Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU WACC proposal,
having regard to the approval criteria in the QCA Act (s. 138(2)). For an averaging period ending
on 15 November 2019, our decision is that an appropriate rate of return is 5.46 per cent,
comprising:
 a return on equity of 5.82 per cent
 a return on debt of 4.92 per cent
 a capital structure of 40 per cent debt (60 per cent equity)
 gamma of 0.484.
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Queensland Rail said it sought to minimise debate over allowed returns by accepting our WACC
methodology, as set out in our draft decision on Aurizon Network's 2017 DAU (UT5), except to
update the beta and gearing ratio.91
The beta and gearing inputs that Queensland Rail used to estimate its WACC have contributed
significantly to our decision to not approve Queensland Rail's proposal. Relevantly, Queensland
Rail's proposed WACC (for which beta and gearing are inputs) is based on the risks of the entire
Queensland Rail network. As a result, this is likely to provide a rate of return that does not
represent the risks associated with coal traffic on the West Moreton system. Our view is that a
WACC based on the risks faced by coal traffic on the West Moreton system is appropriate.
We assessed both a bottom-up assessment of individual WACC parameters and the overall
reasonableness and appropriateness of the resulting WACC. While a bottom-up assessment
provides a means for assessing an appropriate rate of return for Queensland Rail, an ultimate
consideration is whether the overall WACC is appropriate, having regard to all of the relevant
factors in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act.
At the time of this decision, the future of New Hope's New Acland mine remains uncertain.
Queensland Rail noted that the WACC consultant we engaged (Incenta) as part of the draft
decision, assumed that this uncertainty had been resolved, and that New Acland Stage 3 had been
approved. It said:
However, the reality is that it remains uncertain as to whether NAS3 will progress. In an accurate
assessment this uncertainty would have had a fundamental effect on the outcome of Incenta's
review. Even if NAS3 does progress, the true risk of this uncertainty should have be taken into
account.92

Queensland Rail also said the WACC for a low tonnage scenario should be increased to reflect the
risk of New Acland Stage 3 not being approved.93
New Hope said the risks regarding the future of the New Acland mine were well known at the
time of our draft decision and, as the situation remained unchanged, there was no reason for
altering WACC parameters because of a low-volume scenario.94 Yancoal acknowledged that
under an affordability-based tariff, West Moreton coal would be exposed to a greater level of
volume risk than might have been envisaged at the time of the draft decision. 95
When we released our draft decision, we considered it likely the future of New Acland Stage 3
would be decided in the near term. In line with Queensland Rail's submission of a proposed
reference tariff for high volumes, we assessed Queensland Rail's WACC on the basis that New
Acland Stage 3 would be approved before the start of the 2020 undertaking.
This uncertainty has not been resolved, as New Hope has not yet received approval for its New
Acland Stage 3 project. Volumes will therefore be reduced for at least some portion of the
undertaking period. However, we note that Queensland Rail still anticipates that volumes will
return to a high level, and that it has submitted costs that would enable higher volumes to begin
immediately if any approvals were granted.96
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By implementing a limited life loss capitalisation account, Queensland Rail may be able to recover
the lost revenue associated with low volumes, assuming that volumes do return to a high level in
the future. This mechanism helps to mitigate the risk faced by West Moreton coal in the face of
volume uncertainty. So while revenue may be deferred, Incenta's analysis is relevant in the
context of high volumes on the West Moreton system.
Although Queensland Rail expects volumes to return to high levels, we are aware that there is
some possibility that this situation never occurs. Furthermore, this return may take many years.
In either of these cases, the loss capitalisation account would not be a useful revenue recovery
mechanism. Accordingly, we have had due regard to this uncertainty when evaluating an
appropriate cost of debt for West Moreton coal.

3.1

WACC scope
A threshold issue in considering Queensland Rail's proposal is what risks to assess when
evaluating an appropriate WACC—for instance whether the relevant scope is the entire
Queensland Rail Network, or just the West Moreton system.
Queensland Rail proposed a WACC based on risks that the entire Queensland Rail network faces,
noting:
In determining the WACC for rail entities, the QCA has consistently set a network wide WACC rate.
That is, the WACC has been determined on the characteristics of, for example, Queensland Rail's
entire below rail network, rather than having separate WACC calculations for each individual
system based upon the system's characteristics.97

New Hope and Yancoal disagreed with Queensland Rail's assessment that the relevant risk profile
included risks to its activities outside of West Moreton coal. New Hope said:
NHG considers that, consistent with the QCA Act pricing principles, the rate of return that is
allowed for in pricing of services for coal customers should reflect the degree of risk faced in
supplying services to those customers. The pricing principles provide that the price of access to a
service should generate expected revenue for the service that is at least enough to meet the
efficient costs of providing access to the service and include a return on investment
commensurate with the regulatory and commercial risks involved in providing the services. To the
extent that QR faces a different degree of risk in the supply of other services, that should not be
reflected in returns recovered from coal customers.98

We had regard to the pricing principles in the QCA Act, amongst other considerations, when
determining an appropriate rate of return for Queensland Rail.
Contrary to Queensland Rail's submission, we have not always had regard to network-wide
characteristics when determining a WACC for Queensland Rail. While the definition of WACC in
the 2016 access undertaking applied to the ceiling price for tariffs on all parts of Queensland Rail's
network, the matters considered in determining the 2016 undertaking WACC related to the risks
of providing access for coal traffic on the West Moreton system.
In the 2020 DAU, the purpose of the WACC is as an input to calculating the reference tariff for
coal-carrying services that operate on the West Moreton system. As such, the WACC should
reflect the risks that are pertinent to coal traffic that travels over this system. This is consistent
with estimating a rate of return that is commensurate with the regulatory and commercial risks
involved in providing the service for which the reference tariff is being set. To set a return on
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investment based on risks relevant to the whole network would be inefficient, as it would send
incorrect investment signals. It would also not reflect a return commensurate with the risks
involved in providing the reference service on the West Moreton system. Coal traffic on
Queensland Rail's West Moreton system is likely to bear risks that are significantly different from
risks to other parts of the network. A WACC that reflected an average of all disparate risks would
incentivise capital expenditure above an efficient level in West Moreton, where that average
WACC was higher than the system-specific WACC. Conversely, there would be under-investment
in areas where the system-specific return on investment was higher than the network-wide
average WACC. In other words, if a WACC for the entire Queensland Rail network was used, this
would result in inefficient pricing, which would lead to inefficient use of the network.
For these reasons, it is appropriate to determine a WACC by having regard to only risks borne by
Queensland Rail's coal operations on the West Moreton system.99

3.2

Individual WACC parameters
Queensland Rail's proposed post-tax nominal (vanilla) WACC is based on a build-up of individual
WACC parameters. Queensland Rail's WACC proposal was accompanied by advice it received
from its consultant, Frontier Economics (Frontier).
We have undertaken a bottom-up WACC analysis to evaluate Queensland Rail's proposal.
Table 1 outlines Queensland Rail's proposed parameter build-up associated with its 2020 DAU
WACC proposal, as well as our values for individual WACC parameters.
Importantly, this is not a like-for-like comparison, as Queensland Rail's WACC parameters are
estimated with reference to a June 2017 placeholder averaging period, while our WACC
parameters are estimated with reference to an October–November 2019 averaging period.
Our assessment of the individual parameters used to generate a bottom-up estimate is below.
Table 1

WACC parameters—Queensland Rail's proposal and the QCA's decision
Parameter

Queensland Rail 2020 DAU
submission

QCA decision

Credit rating

BBB+

BBB

Risk-free rate

1.90%

1.18%

Market risk premium

7.00%

6.50%

Asset beta

0.77

0.50

Gearing

28%

40%

Corporate tax rate

30%

30%

Gamma

0.46

0.484

Equity beta

0.98

0.71

Debt beta

0.12

0.12

Cost of equity

8.76%

5.82%

Debt margin (incl. refinancing and uplift)

2.23%

3.74%

Cost of debt

4.13%

4.92%

WACC

7.47%

5.46%

Note: Most of the parameters in the table have been rounded to two decimal places for presentation. To preserve
accuracy, we have not rounded any of the WACC inputs in estimating a final WACC figure.
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Beta
The asset beta (or unlevered equity beta) of an entity is a relative measure of the underlying risk
of the entity relative to the risk of the market as a whole—often referred to as systematic risk.
The levered equity beta reflects not only this risk, but also the financial risk borne by equity
holders from the use of debt as part of the funding for the business.
Appropriate comparator industries
Queensland Rail proposed an asset beta of 0.77, based on advice it received from Frontier.
Frontier formed this view by conducting a first principles analysis of the risks facing the entire
Queensland Rail network. Frontier noted that there were few, if any, comparators that embodied
all of Queensland Rail's key risk characteristics. Consequently, Frontier considered:
Comparators should be selected and afforded weight on the extent to which their asset beta
reflects conditions relevant to Queensland Rail in contrast to alternative comparators. 100

Frontier determined that Class 1 railroads and ports were the most relevant comparators, and
provided weightings of 40 per cent to Class 1 railroads and 30 per cent to ports. It considered
airports to be the next most relevant comparator and assigned it a weighting of 15 per cent.
Frontier stated that toll roads and pipelines were less relevant, and applied weightings of 15 per
cent and 0 per cent respectively. According to Frontier, energy and water businesses were not
relevant at all, sharing no key, risk-based features with Queensland Rail.101
Yancoal and New Hope did not agree with Queensland Rail's assessment of appropriate
comparator industries. Yancoal considered from first principles that the best comparators would
be Australian coal supply chain businesses with similar exposure to coal commodity prices and
regulatory arrangements, and Australian water and electricity businesses with similar regulatory
arrangements.102 New Hope considered that, due to the similarities between Queensland Rail and
Aurizon Network, regulated energy and water businesses were the best comparators for
Queensland Rail.103,104
As outlined above, the beta should reflect the risks pertinent to coal traffic that travels over the
West Moreton system. Consequently, the analysis that we undertook to determine appropriate
comparator industries focused specifically on these risks, rather than the risks faced by the entire
network.
First principles analysis in the draft decision

Our draft decision concluded that the comparators considered by Queensland Rail to have some
relevance (Class 1 railroads, ports, airports, toll roads and North American pipelines), were all
likely to have higher exposure to systematic risk than West Moreton coal. Class 1 railroads, North
American pipelines, ports, toll roads, and airports business groups all operate in environments
where the underlying demand for the provided service is responsive to the state of the economy,
and they have limited mechanisms to buffer revenues in the event of an economic shock. In
contrast, Queensland Rail is unlikely to have cyclical demand for its coal operations on West
Moreton. Furthermore, Queensland Rail has a regulatory regime that is likely to provide a high
level of revenue stability in the event that there is a temporary reduction in demand for West
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Moreton coal services. Consequently, we considered that Class 1 railroads, North American
pipelines, ports, toll roads and airports business groups are likely to exhibit greater systematic
risk than West Moreton coal.
In the draft decision we said that West Moreton coal was likely to face a greater level of
systematic risk than regulated energy and water businesses. West Moreton coal and regulated
energy and water businesses share many similarities, including market power and regulatory
frameworks that insulate their revenues. However, there are some differences between West
Moreton coal and regulated energy and water businesses that are likely to contribute to different
systematic risk profiles—in particular, Queensland Rail's potentially greater exposure to volume
risk.
The conclusion from our draft decision was that the asset beta for West Moreton coal was likely
to be less than the asset beta of toll roads but greater than the asset beta of regulated energy
and water businesses.
Both New Hope and Yancoal supported our assessment that West Moreton coal was likely to face
more systematic risk than a typical regulated energy and water business, but less systematic risk
than a typical toll road business.105
We engaged Incenta Economic Consulting (Incenta) to estimate raw asset betas for firms within
these two comparator groups. Incenta considered that it was appropriate to use 10-year asset
beta data, rather than 5-year asset beta data, as a 10-year estimation period is likely to contribute
to greater stability of estimates, owing to an increased number of observations, and smaller
standard errors.106 By taking an average of weekly and monthly 10-year data, Incenta calculated
an average asset beta of 0.38 for regulated energy and water businesses, and an average asset
beta of 0.51 for toll road businesses.107,108
Our draft decision also compared the level of systematic risk faced by West Moreton coal, Aurizon
Network's Central Queensland Coal Network (CQCN) and ARTC's Hunter Valley Coal Network
(HVCN), as well as other regulated Australian freight networks (ARTC interstate network, Arc
Infrastructure, and The Pilbara Infrastructure (TPI)). The analysis indicated that Aurizon Network
was likely to face less systematic risk compared to West Moreton coal, because of a stronger
regulatory framework109 and a more resilient customer base. Similarly, the HVCN has a stronger
regulatory framework, which can better buffer cash flows, resulting in less exposure to systematic
risk. We considered that ARTC interstate, Arc Infrastructure and TPI were likely to face greater
exposure to systematic risk, largely because of negotiate–arbitrate regulatory regimes that
provide less revenue certainty than the regulatory framework applicable to West Moreton coal.
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Implications of a revised tariff approach
It is our view that changes to the pricing regime are unlikely to significantly alter the systematic
risk West Moreton coal is exposed to.
In our draft decision—under the assumption of a high volume of coal railings—we proposed to
set a reference tariff based on costs at a constant volume level of 8.5 million tonnes a year,
regardless of actual railings. Under this approach, volume risk would potentially be borne by West
Moreton coal in instances where volumes did not reach 8.5 million tonnes.
In this decision—under the assumption of low coal volumes—the reference tariff is set lower than
a tariff based on efficient costs, with revenue shortfall accounted for, and potentially recouped,
through loss capitalisation. We have required this, as a tariff high enough to recover efficient
costs is likely to be beyond the ability and/or willingness to pay of any affected access holder or
seeker. We consider that the presence of a loss capitalisation account provides West Moreton
coal with the best opportunity to recover revenue.
While the current circumstances demonstrate the potential exposure to volume risk that West
Moreton coal faces, we do not consider that the origin of this volume risk is systematic in nature.
The uncertainty regarding volumes and the future of New Acland Stage 3 is due to legal and
government approval processes rather than any economic reasons. As such, we do not consider
that the low volumes and the necessary changes that we have made to the West Moreton coal
tariff approach significantly alter the level of systematic risk West Moreton coal is exposed to.
Determining an appropriate beta
Our draft decision considered that Queensland Rail's proposed asset beta of 0.77 was likely to
overstate the risks facing West Moreton coal—Frontier had estimated an asset beta by using a
weighted average of comparator industries that all exhibited a greater level of systematic risk
than West Moreton coal. Therefore, we were of the view that Queensland Rail's proposed asset
beta was not appropriate.
We did not consider that any one specific business sample acted as a direct comparator for West
Moreton coal at the time. Rather, an appropriate asset beta was likely to be:
 higher than the estimated asset beta for regulated energy and water businesses (0.38)
 lower than the estimated asset beta for toll road businesses (0.51).
In selecting an asset beta from within the range of 0.38 to 0.51, we also had regard to crosschecks
performed against other regulated Australian rail networks.
Taking these factors into account, and noting the uncertainty in determining an asset beta that
falls between two point estimates, our draft decision considered that there was merit in
estimating an asset beta that is toward the upper bound of the range between regulated energy
and water businesses and toll road businesses. As such, we considered that an asset beta estimate
of 0.50 was appropriate.
Queensland Rail submitted that we should give further consideration to systemic risk arising from
changes in international coal prices and cited low thermal coal prices as a determinative factor in
Peabody's closure of the Wilkie Creek mine.110
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We note that our first principles analysis within the draft decision considered this matter in detail
and our estimate of an appropriate asset beta took this into account. This analysis concluded that:
 Queensland Rail's customers are heavily incentivised to maintain production in the face of a
short-term reduction in thermal coal prices
 the economics of the Wilkie Creek mine do not necessarily reflect those at the New Acland
and Cameby Downs mines. Both New Acland and Cameby Downs kept operating during this
period, and also when prices were much lower than when Wilkie Creek closed
 in the event that volumes railed from a customer do decline, Queensland Rail has regulatory
mechanisms (100 per cent take-or-pay on contracted volumes and relinquishment fees) to
help it recover revenue.
Yancoal did not consider than an asset beta of 0.5 was appropriate for West Moreton coal. It
submitted that:
an asset beta of 0.5 relative to Incenta's estimate of the average toll-road asset beta of 0.51,
suggests commercial and regulatory risks that are nearly equivalent to those of toll roads.
However, toll roads typically involve far more significant volume risks …111

Yancoal disputed our assessment that Aurizon Network and ARTC's HVCN had significantly
stronger regulatory regimes than Queensland Rail. Yancoal said there might be differences in
respect of the West Moreton service (such as greater volume risks arising from exposure to
thermal coal instead of principally metallurgical coal, and a smaller number of customers), but it
was important these differences were not overstated. Yancoal said the appropriate asset beta
was marginally higher than the ARTC HVCN asset beta of 0.45, but less than our proposed asset
beta of 0.5.112
We consider that the beta estimates for regulated energy and water businesses and toll road
businesses form the bounds of our beta determination process. However, when selecting an asset
beta from within this range, we have also had adequate regard to the crosschecks of other
potentially comparable businesses.
We are of the view that by virtue of having a larger customer base, Aurizon Network and ARTC
HVCN are able to have stronger regulatory frameworks. For these networks, a reduction in
volumes railed by a single customer, or even the loss of a customer, can be recovered by
increasing the access charges to the remaining customers within the network, using unders and
overs accounting. In contrast, West Moreton coal has only two customers; therefore, it is not
feasible to implement this type of unders and overs accounting. Instead, West Moreton coal has
a limited life loss capitalisation account, which defers this revenue to a time when volumes have
returned to high levels. However, the presence of a limited life loss capitalisation account does
not guarantee the recovery of revenue, nor does it assist in smoothing West Moreton coal's
revenue profile over time. Consequently, we consider that Aurizon Network and ARTC HVCN have
regulatory frameworks that better insulate allowable revenue from changing customer volumes.
New Hope was of the view that 'uncertainty' was not a sufficient reason for choosing an asset
beta at the top of the range. In addition, New Hope considered that insufficient weight had been
given to the crosschecks that we had performed, which suggested a beta closer to that of Aurizon
Network and ARTC HVCN. 113
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Our view is still that Queensland Rail’s proposed asset beta of 0.77 is inappropriate and that a
point estimate of 0.5 is likely to represent an appropriate asset beta for West Moreton coal. While
our decision has taken into account the inherent uncertainty in selecting a point estimate, it was
not the principal reason for our selection of 0.5. As explained previously, several factors suggest
West Moreton coal (with an asset beta of 0.5) is riskier than both Aurizon Network and ARTC
HVCN (asset betas of 0.42 and 0.45 respectively). Both West Moreton coal and ARTC HVCN differ
from Aurizon Network in that their customers are predominantly thermal coal producers. Given
the economics of thermal coal relative to metallurgical coal (i.e. relative margins), West Moreton
coal’s and ARTC HVCN's customers are likely to be more vulnerable to sustained economic shocks
than Aurizon Network’s customers, all else being equal. As a result, we would expect both West
Moreton coal and ARTC HVCN to have higher asset betas than Aurizon Network.
We would further expect West Moreton coal to have a higher asset beta than ARTC HVCN. As
indicated, an important consideration is that both Aurizon Network and ARTC HVCN have more
resilient regulatory frameworks, as the number of customers on these networks support the
implementation of a robust form of unders and overs accounting to provide relatively constant
revenue—this is not the case with Queensland Rail. Accordingly, at this time we consider the
relativities of the asset betas of Aurizon Network (0.42), ARTC HVCN (0.45), and West Moreton
coal (0.5) to be appropriate.114
We used the Conine de-levering/re-levering formula to convert the asset betas to equity betas,
and vice versa, using a debt beta of 0.12. In conjunction with a gearing level of 40 per cent (see
below), we estimated an equity beta of 0.71 for Queensland Rail.

3.2.2

Capital structure and credit rating
The capital structure and credit rating of a firm are two WACC inputs that are inherently linked.
The benchmark capital structure determines the relative weights to attach to the debt and equity
components of the firm's funding. The benchmark credit rating is informed by the capital
structure. Companies that face less risk in their operating environment can, in general, sustain
higher levels of debt for a given rating category.

Capital structure
Queensland Rail's consultant, Frontier, estimated the capital structure by applying weightings to
the midpoint of 5-year and 10-year observed gearing levels in comparator industries.115 Frontier
applied the same weights to the (same) comparators used in its asset beta analysis.116 In doing
so, Frontier estimated a gearing level for Queensland Rail of 28 per cent. In relation to the
difference in gearing level from the 2016 undertaking, Frontier submitted:
We note that a 28% gearing figure is materially below the 55% figure that the QCA has adopted in
recent decisions for Queensland Rail and Aurizon. However, a lower level of gearing is consistent
with a higher degree of systematic risk—other things being equal, riskier assets are able to support
relatively less debt.117
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Yancoal and New Hope disagreed with Queensland Rail's proposed approach to gearing. They
considered that Queensland Rail's proposed gearing level was inappropriate, as it was not based
on the relevant risk profile.118
We do not consider the capital structure proposed by Queensland Rail to be appropriate. As
outlined above, the appropriate gearing level should be set with reference to West Moreton
coal—rather than the entire Queensland Rail network.
We engaged Incenta to provide advice on an appropriate level of gearing for West Moreton coal
under the assumption that New Acland Stage 3 would proceed and that New Hope would have a
long-term contract in place for the duration of the undertaking. Incenta evaluated the business
risk119 of a number of different industries and determined that regulated energy and water
businesses and toll roads were likely to be the best comparators for West Moreton coal. Incenta
calculated the average and median level of gearing for regulated energy and water businesses in
the sample to be 38 and 39 per cent respectively, while for toll road businesses it calculated the
average and median level of gearing to be 39 and 42 per cent respectively. As such, Incenta
considered that a point estimate of 40 per cent for West Moreton coal was reasonable.120
Having regard to Incenta's analysis, our draft decision considered that a gearing level of 40 per
cent was appropriate.

Credit rating
Queensland Rail proposed a benchmark credit rating of BBB+, based on the precedent set by our
draft decision on Aurizon Network's UT5.121
As a firm's credit rating and capital structure are inherently linked, we also engaged Incenta to
provide advice on an appropriate benchmark credit rating for West Moreton coal.122 Incenta
considered that the best way to establish a benchmark credit rating for West Moreton coal was
to take the benchmark gearing level (40 per cent) and apply Standard & Poor's credit rating
methodology.123 That methodology involves establishing a business risk profile and a financial risk
profile for the firm, before determining an anchor credit rating.
Figure 1 Anchor credit rating matrix

Source: Incenta, Estimating Queensland Rail's WACC for the 2020 DAU—asset beta, benchmark gearing, and credit
rating, April 2019.
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As Standard & Poor's has not evaluated the business risk associated with West Moreton coal,
Incenta has benchmarked West Moreton coal against assessments made for Aurizon Network
and Arc Infrastructure.124 Incenta analysed a number of factors, including market power, EBITDA
volatility, regulation, level and trend of industry margins, counterparty risks and take-or-pay
contracts. It concluded that West Moreton coal's business risk was more similar to Aurizon
Network's (which was rated strong by Standard & Poor's), than to Arc Infrastructure's (rated
satisfactory by Standard & Poor's).125 Consequently, Incenta determined that a business risk
profile rated strong was appropriate for West Moreton coal.
To assess West Moreton coal's financial risk profile, Incenta tested two key credit metrics based
on funds from operations (FFO)—FFO/debt and FFO/interest cover. Incenta considered that,
under an assumed asset beta of 0.51 (the estimated asset beta for toll roads), the credit metrics
would suggest financial risk that was significant, which would imply a BBB credit rating.126 For an
assumed asset beta of 0.38 (the estimated asset beta for regulated energy and water businesses),
the credit metrics would suggest either significant or aggressive financial risk, implying a credit
rating of either BBB or BB+.
Based on an estimated asset beta of 0.5 and Incenta's analysis, our draft decision considered that
a credit rating of BBB was appropriate for West Moreton coal.

Implications of low volumes on capital structure and credit rating
Incenta's assessment of an appropriate credit rating and level of gearing was undertaken on the
basis that New Acland Stage 3 would receive approval and that New Hope would sign a long-term
contract before the start of the 2020 undertaking period. However, at the time of this decision,
this uncertainty has not been resolved, and there will be low volumes for at least a portion of the
2020 undertaking period.
A limited life loss capitalisation account will enable West Moreton coal to capture revenue that it
may not be able to receive if volumes are low. So while revenue may be deferred, this does not
provide for dissimilar total revenue outcomes for West Moreton coal, assuming that volumes are
able to return to high levels in a short enough period of time. As such, much of Incenta's analysis
remains relevant for considering an appropriate credit rating and level of gearing.
However, we acknowledge New Acland Stage 3 may never be approved, so volumes on the West
Moreton system do not return to high levels. In such a case, loss capitalisation would not be an
effective tool, as capitalised losses would not be recoverable. Even if volumes do recover, but
only at a point far in the future, all capitalised losses might not be recoverable. These possibilities
create an increased level of short-term risk relative to our draft decision assessment.
This risk is non-systematic in nature, as it is directly tied to court and government approval
processes. As such, we do not think that it is appropriate for us to alter our estimates of West
Moreton coal's asset beta. However, as this risk has an impact on the broader level of business
risk that West Moreton coal faces and the total volatility of its expected cash flows, this additional
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risk should be taken into account when evaluating an appropriate capital structure and credit
rating.
One way to account for a greater level of overall risk is to lower the credit rating of the business
and let such changes flow on into the cost of debt estimate via the debt risk premium.
Alternatively, a revision could be made to the assessed level of gearing that the entity would be
able to maintain. However, for the purposes of this decision, we consider that it is more practical
to make a discretionary adjustment to our estimate of the debt risk premium directly, rather than
changing the regulatory credit rating or level of gearing for West Moreton coal.
We apply a discretionary adjustment for the following reasons:
 Comprehensive analysis has been performed that indicates that a BBB credit rating and
gearing of 40 per cent are appropriate in a setting where New Acland Stage 3 has been
granted approval (or equivalent volumes have been contracted). While we have assessed
this undertaking under the expectation of low volumes, we note that a low level of
contracted volumes may only be transitory in nature.
 Incenta recommended that once a benchmark gearing level has been established through
careful analysis, it should be maintained unless there is compelling new evidence that a
change is required. Given that Queensland Rail's expectation that contracted volumes will
return to high levels over the medium to long term, and the possibility that New Acland
Stage 3 could receive approval within the 2020 undertaking period, we consider that there is
merit in leaving West Moreton coal's credit rating and gearing unchanged.
 Providing a discretionary uplift to the debt risk premium enables the same outcome—
compensation for the short-term volume risk that West Moreton coal faces—without the
complexity of requiring a comprehensive review of West Moreton coal's gearing and credit
rating in the face of such uncertainty.
 While this approach might be viewed as unconventional, we consider that it is appropriate
and pragmatic, given the unique circumstances facing West Moreton coal at this time.
In summary, we consider it appropriate to account for this short-term volume risk via a direct
adjustment to the debt risk premium estimate (see section 3.2.4). Therefore, we continue to be
of the view that a BBB credit rating and gearing of 40 per cent are appropriate for West Moreton
coal.127

3.2.3

Risk-free rate
The risk-free rate is the rate of return on an asset with zero default risk. It compensates the
investor for the time value of money. Commonwealth Government bonds are commonly
considered to be a reasonable proxy for the risk-free asset.
Queensland Rail initially proposed to maintain the methodology employed in the Aurizon
Network UT5 draft decision, to estimate the risk-free rate.128 New Hope and Yancoal supported
that approach.129 However, Queensland Rail indicated in its proposal that it might make further
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In coming to this position, we do not consider that it is appropriate to simply adopt the credit rating
proposed by Queensland Rail, as Yancoal suggested (sub. 27: 9).
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submissions if we made any changes to the WACC methodology applied in the UT5 draft
decision.130
We do not bind ourselves to previous market parameter decisions where we consider past
decisions are no longer providing appropriate regulatory outcomes. As part of the UT5 final
decision, we considered that there was merit in giving consideration to alternative approaches
other Australian regulators adopted—specifically, adopting a 10-year bond term (and not a termmatched bond) to estimate the risk-free rate.131
Our draft decision therefore applied a 10-year bond term to estimate the risk-free rate. Other
regulators have generally accepted the argument that the term of the bond should be a proxy for
the life of the regulated asset. We considered that a longer-term bond may also better reflect the
expectations of investors—given the long-term nature of infrastructure asset investment.
New Hope submitted that we did not explain why the principle of term-matching, which we
previously supported based on extensive analysis over many years, was no longer considered
appropriate.132
We acknowledge that we have undertaken extensive analysis on term-matching. However, we
are no longer convinced that term-matching provides for an overall return on investment that is
commensurate with the commercial and regulatory risks involved for regulated entities. As such,
we have decided to adopt a 10-year bond term to estimate the risk-free rate, as part of our
bottom-up WACC assessment.
In order for us to estimate the risk-free rate and debt risk premium (see below) in our final
decision, Queensland Rail supported the use of an averaging period of the 20 business days to 15
November 2019.133 We consider that this is an appropriate averaging period, given that it was
nominated in advance, and it occurred before the start of the upcoming regulatory period.
For the 20-day averaging period to 15 November 2019, we have estimated a 10-year risk-free rate
of 1.18 per cent.

3.2.4

Debt risk premium
The debt risk premium is the amount above the risk-free rate a business has to pay to acquire
debt funding from financial markets and is related to, among other factors, a firm's credit rating.
The debt risk premium increases in line with the riskiness of the business and varies over time in
line with market circumstances.
Queensland Rail proposed to maintain the methodology employed in the Aurizon Network UT5
draft decision for estimating the debt risk premium. This approach is based on applying an 'onthe-day' benchmark debt management strategy. New Hope and Yancoal also supported this
approach.134
In the draft decision on Aurizon Network's UT5, we used an econometric-based approach to
estimate the debt risk premium for the benchmark credit rating. Under that approach, the
econometric specification might change to make better use of the available data. In the past, we
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have also used third-party data from the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) and Bloomberg to act
as a crosscheck on the estimate generated from the econometric approach.
In past regulatory decisions, the averaging period generally occurred before the release of the
draft decision, giving stakeholders the opportunity to comment on both the bond sample as well
as the methodology used to estimate the debt risk premium. However, the averaging period for
the Queensland Rail 2020 DAU was not nominated for a date before the draft decision, which
made it difficult to undertake adequate and timely consultation on the appropriate econometric
approach to be adopted for Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU.
Given these circumstances, our draft decision considered that a viable alternative to the
econometric approach was to use third-party data from the RBA and Bloomberg to estimate the
debt risk premium. We were also satisfied that the estimates produced from Bloomberg and RBA
data were not likely to introduce any bias to our debt risk premium estimate and noted that this
data is widely used by other Australian regulators.
Our draft decision estimated a debt risk premium using a placeholder averaging period of the 20
business days to 31 January 2019. We have since updated this estimate to reflect the Queensland
Rail supported averaging period of the 20 business days to 15 November 2019. Our estimates of
the debt risk premium using both the RBA and Bloomberg BVAL data series over this period are:
 2.04 per cent, using the RBA BBB-rated series, extrapolated to an effective 10-year term135
 2.02 per cent, using the Bloomberg BVAL 10-year BBB rated series
 2.03 per cent, taking an average of the RBA and Bloomberg estimates.

Low volumes and cost of debt considerations
As stated before, we consider it appropriate to adjust our estimate of the debt risk premium to
account for the potential short-term volume uncertainty faced by West Moreton coal.
One way to determine an uplift to the applicable debt risk premium for West Moreton coal is by
looking at observed bond yields for corporate entities that are considered to bear a greater level
of risk than a typical BBB-rated business (our assessment of West Moreton coal's credit rating
under a high level of contracted tonnes yielded a BBB rating).
The corporate bond market in Australia is relatively young, and there is limited liquidity for
corporate bonds with credit ratings lower than BBB—this is in part due to the fact that securities
rated below BBB- are not considered investment grade. Indeed, the RBA and Bloomberg do not
publish data for lower credit ratings as they do for BBB and A rated entities. As such, we turned
to the more mature and liquid United States (US) corporate bond market to examine yields of
corporate bonds that are rated lower than BBB to try and determine the risk premium that lower
credit rating bonds might attract. Sub-investment-grade bonds In Australia would be likely to
have credit margins that include a liquidity premium relative to bonds of an equivalent credit
rating in the United States. Given there is limited data for Australia, that premium is difficult to
determine. Nevertheless, we consider that corporate bond data from the United States is useful
to establish a lower bound for the required uplift to the debt risk premium.
As a starting point, we looked at the yield differential between US corporate bonds rated BBB and
BB. Bloomberg publishes its own 10-year US BB and BBB corporate bond indices that are created
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in much the same way as the Australian 10-year BBB corporate bond index that we have used to
estimate the debt risk premium for a typical BBB rated entity.
The chart below shows the daily 10-year US BB and BBB corporate bond yields from the start of
2019. Over this period, the yield differential between BBB and BB rated US corporate bonds has
also remained relatively consistent. Over the averaging period supported by Queensland Rail
(21 October 2019 to 15 November 2019), the differential between BBB and BB rated US corporate
bonds was 1.6 per cent.
Figure 2 Corporate bond yields

Source: Incenta, Bloomberg.

There is merit in using the yield differential between BBB and BB rated US corporate bonds for
uplifting the debt risk premium for West Moreton coal given the lack of available data. Under
Incenta's approach to establishing a credit rating, a BB credit rating would be consistent with a
downgrade of both West Moreton coal's financial risk profile and its business risk profile by one
notch (see Figure 3).136 Given the current short-term uncertainty West Moreton coal faces, we
consider such a downgrade would be warranted. Therefore, we consider that the risk premium
associated with a BB rated corporate bond over a BBB-rated corporate bond is likely to provide a
lower bound approximation for the increased risk to West Moreton coal.137
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Incenta considered West Moreton coal to have a strong business risk profile and a significant financial risk
profile.
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Figure 3 Anchor credit rating

Source: Incenta, Estimating Queensland Rail's WACC for the 2020 DAU—asset beta, benchmark gearing, and credit
rating, April 2019.

It is appropriate for this uplift to apply for all of the undertaking period, regardless of whether
New Acland Stage 3 receives approval during this time. While the approval of New Acland Stage 3
would result in a substantial lessening of the risk facing West Moreton coal, any announcement
that indicated that New Hope would not be proceeding with its New Acland Stage 3 mine would
increase the risk facing West Moreton coal. Consequently, our assessment of an uplift of 1.6
percentage points to West Moreton coal's debt risk premium reflects that there is some
probability that contracted volumes could return to a high level, but also a probability they could
remain at a low level for the entire undertaking period.
As such, an uplift of 1.6 percentage points is appropriate to capture the short-term increased risk
profile facing West Moreton coal.
We consider that a debt refinancing transaction cost allowance of 0.108 per cent is an appropriate
estimate of the cost to source new debt. Alongside a debt risk premium (uplift included) of 3.63
per cent and a 10-year risk-free rate of 1.18 per cent, we have estimated a cost of debt of 4.92
per cent for West Moreton coal.
For the 20-day averaging period to 15 November 2019, an overall cost of debt of 4.92 per cent is
appropriate for Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU.

3.2.5

Market risk premium
The market risk premium (MRP) is the additional return that an equity investor requires to be
compensated for the risk of investing in a market portfolio of risky assets, relative to purchasing
a risk-free asset.
In its 2020 DAU submission, Queensland Rail proposed an MRP of 7 per cent, based on the MRP
used to assess Aurizon Network's WACC in the UT5 draft decision.138
Yancoal did not support an MRP of 7 per cent, noting that recent decisions by the ACCC and AER
included MRPs of 6 per cent and 6.5 per cent respectively. Yancoal also noted that after those
AER decisions, the AER proposed in its draft rate of return guidelines to adopt an MRP of 6 per
cent.139 Similarly, New Hope considered that our estimate of the MRP in the draft decision on
Aurizon Network's UT5 was materially higher than the MRP proposed by the AER in its draft rate
of return guidelines. New Hope said we had given too much weight to the Wright approach when
estimating the MRP in the Aurizon Network UT5 draft decision, noting that it lacked empirical
support.140
As part of the collaborative submission process, Frontier, on behalf of Queensland Rail,
responded to the issues raised by Yancoal and New Hope. Frontier considered that the MRP of 7
per cent in our Aurizon Network UT5 draft decision was consistent with our use of a four-year
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risk-free rate. Frontier noted that if we adopted a 10-year risk-free rate, the equivalent MRP
would be 6.5 per cent. In relation to the Wright approach, Frontier submitted that disregarding
the Wright approach would be inconsistent with our empirical analysis, which shows that there
was not a significant difference between the stability of the MRP (Ibbotson) and real market
return (Wright). Frontier said the ACCC had always adopted an MRP of 6 per cent, regardless of
market conditions, and the AER's decision for an MRP of 6 per cent in its recently released rate of
return guidelines was inconsistent with its own empirical evidence and with the approach of other
regulators.141
Frontier's assessment—that any evaluation of the MRP must also consider the risk-free rate—is
reasonable. In the Aurizon Network UT5 draft decision, our estimate of the MRP was 7 per cent
based on a four-year risk-free rate, while we have used a 10-year risk free rate as part of this
decision.
The Wright and Ibbotson approaches represent two theoretical extremes regarding how the MRP
behaves. The Wright approach assumes that the MRP has a perfect negative correlation with the
risk-free rate, while the Ibbotson approach assumes that the MRP is constant over time. The
empirical evidence indicates that neither approach is likely to perfectly characterise the MRP.
Nonetheless, each method provides relevant information for estimating the MRP. Accordingly,
our view is that weight should be afforded to both methods.
Our draft decision estimated the MRP with five different techniques—Ibbotson, Siegel, survey
and independent expert data, Cornell DGM, and Wright. Taking a simple average of the five
estimates produced an MRP estimate of 6.5 per cent, while the median was 6.2 per cent, and a
weighted mean consistent with our assessment of the relative strengths and weaknesses of the
methods produced an estimate of 6.35 per cent.142 Given these results, we considered that an
MRP of 6.5 per cent was appropriate.
Yancoal considered it was a material increase to round our point estimate of 6.35 per cent to 6.5
per cent (i.e. rounding to the nearest half per cent), when there was no reason to suspect that
our estimate contains any downward bias.143 Similarly, New Hope questioned 'the basis on which
our point estimate of 6.35% is increased to 6.5% by rounding'. New Hope considered that:
The MRP point estimate represents the QCA's best estimate of the MRP. While we understand
that any such estimate is not precise and reflects the exercise of judgement, we do not understand
how the application of rounding can improve the estimate. 144

Yancoal appreciated that the draft decision estimate of 6.5 per cent was consistent with recent
QCA decisions, but considered it was out of step with the estimates of other regulators, for what
should be a generally applicable market parameter. Yancoal was of the view that an MRP of 6.0–
6.1 per cent—reflecting recent ACCC and AER decisions—would be more appropriate.145
While our weighted average MRP estimate was 6.35 per cent, that estimate by itself was not
determinative of our draft decision. Rather, it was one of three estimates that we considered
before arriving at a view on an appropriate estimate. We also had due regard to estimates
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produced by the simple average and the median. Taken together, the estimates produced by the
simple average, median, and weighted average pointed to an MRP that was approximately 6.5
per cent.
Due to the use of three different estimates to inform our draft decision on an appropriate MRP,
and the large standard errors associated with these estimates, we consider that it is reasonable
to use an MRP estimate rounded to the nearest half per cent.
We note that the AER has lowered its estimate of the MRP to 6.1 per cent in its final rate of return
guidelines.146 However, recent decisions by other Australian regulators produce MRP estimates
that range from 5.9 per cent to 7.45 per cent (see below).147 While the MRP is a market
parameter, there has been little consensus amongst Australian regulators as to how it should be
estimated, as can be observed in the MRP outcomes in the chart below. Although our draft
decision produces an estimate that is different (both higher and lower) from recent decisions by
other Australian regulators, we do not consider that this makes it an inappropriate estimate.
Figure 4 Market risk premium estimates from other regulators' decisions

Source: QCA analysis.

Nonetheless, we have updated the estimates for each of the five MRP techniques to reflect more
recent data (to November 2019) (Table 2).
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An estimate of 7.45 is based on an average of IPART's historical and current MRP estimates. While these
historical and current MRP estimates feed into IPART's historical and current WACC estimates separately,
IPART derives a point estimate for its overall WACC by taking the midpoint of its historical and current WACC
estimates.
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MRP estimation techniques
Method

MRP estimate

Ibbotson

6.5%

Siegel

5.8%

Survey and independent expert

6.4%

Cornell DGM

4.7%

Wright

10.3%

These estimates of the MRP range from 4.7 per cent to 10.3 per cent. Notably, a simple average
of the five updated estimates gives an MRP estimate of 6.8 per cent, while the median is 6.4 per
cent. The weighted mean, consistent with our assessment of the relative strengths and
weaknesses of the methods, is 6.5 per cent.148 Having regard to these three estimates, we
consider that an MRP of 6.5 per cent remains appropriate.

3.2.6

Gamma
The Australian tax system allows companies to provide their shareholders with credits (i.e.
dividend imputation credits) to reflect company taxes paid on profits that are distributed as
dividends. Shareholders then use dividend imputation credits to reduce their own tax liabilities.
Therefore, imputation credits effectively reduce a company's cost of capital.
The value of dividend imputation credits is captured by a parameter known as 'gamma', which is
the product of:
 the distribution rate—the ratio of distributed imputation credits to company tax paid, and
 the utilisation rate—the rate at which distributed imputation credits are used by investors in
the market.
Queensland Rail proposed a gamma of 0.46, maintaining the estimate employed in the Aurizon
Network UT5 draft decision.149 New Hope and Yancoal supported this estimate.150
The gamma estimate we considered appropriate as part of the Aurizon Network UT5 draft
decision was 0.46, based on a distribution rate of 0.83 and a utilisation rate of 0.55. The same
methodology was used to estimate gamma for the UT5 final decision—updating the distribution
rate and utilisation rate to reflect more recent data—which resulted in an estimated gamma of
0.484, the product of a distribution rate of 0.88 and a utilisation rate of 0.55.
We have considered these matters fully for the purposes of this decision.
As we have updated gamma to reflect more recent data, we do not consider it is appropriate to
approve Queensland Rail's proposed gamma of 0.46. Instead, we consider a gamma of 0.484,
based on a distribution rate of 0.88 and a utilisation rate of 0.55, is appropriate.
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Overall WACC
While our bottom-up WACC assessment is a means for considering all the components of
Queensland Rail's WACC proposal separately, ultimately we must consider whether it is
appropriate to approve the overall WACC, having regard to the factors in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act.
In assessing the overall WACC, we have had regard to the pricing principles in the QCA Act, which
state that we should provide a return on investment commensurate with the regulatory and
commercial risks involved (s. 168A(a)). We are of the view that our bottom-up estimate of the
WACC does not fully account for some of the commercial risks faced by Queensland Rail in
providing rail services for coal along the West Moreton system.
The ongoing uncertainty regarding New Hope's New Acland Stage 3 mine approval highlights the
short-term volume risk that West Moreton coal is exposed to. If New Hope does not receive
approval, there will be a significant short-term drop in coal volumes railed. While we have
approved the use of limited-life loss capitalisation, and Queensland Rail has indicated that the
medium- to long-term outlook remains positive, there is no guarantee that third-party
investments will be made to restore the volume of coal railed to its recent higher levels. If higher
volumes on the West Moreton system fail to materialise, a limited life loss capitalisation account
is not an effective means of recovering revenue.
In response to short-term uncertainty West Moreton coal faces, we have provided West Moreton
coal with an uplift to its estimated debt risk premium that in our view is sufficient; however we
do not think that it accounts for West Moreton coal's longer-term stranding risk.
Even if New Acland Stage 3 does proceed, we consider that over the longer term, stranding risk
still exists. New Acland Stage 3 has an expected mine life of at least 12 years.151 West Moreton
coal could be put in the same position as it is now, requiring additional investment to avoid a
decline in volumes, when the Stage 3 reserves are exhausted. Furthermore, as the contracted
capacity on the network is limited to 97 train paths a week, there is limited opportunity for new
investment that might replace New Acland Stage 3, such that a new project would be ready to
start railing when New Acland Stage 3 shuts. Due to the large infrastructure costs and long lead
times associated with developing a coal mine, there is a material possibility that rail volumes do
not recover for an extended period of time even if additional customers or investment do
eventuate.
Another source of longer-term uncertainty for Queensland Rail's West Moreton coal assets is the
development of Inland Rail. It is hard to assess the impact that Inland Rail might have on the West
Moreton system; however, it is possible Inland Rail will lead to some sections of the West
Moreton system being bypassed and becoming obsolete.
We consider that this longer-term asset stranding risk West Moreton coal faces is potentially
significant, but it is principally non-systematic in nature. As a consequence, we have not provided
compensation within the return on equity for the longer-term stranding risk that West Moreton
coal faces.
Stranding risk need not be compensated for within the WACC, provided that the underlying
regulatory framework or adjustments to the firm's cash flows adequately account for this risk.
Indeed, we note that within Queensland Rail's regulatory framework, users of the West Moreton
system may be required to provide capital underwriting for new investments, are required to pay
relinquishment fees if they terminate a contract, and typically have long-term take-or-pay
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contracts. These mechanisms will all work to lower the level of stranding risk West Moreton coal
faces. However, on balance, we consider that West Moreton coal is still likely to be exposed to a
material level of stranding risk, particularly where the remaining life of infrastructure is
significantly greater than the term of contracting.
We note that the typical approach amongst regulators is to address stranding risk by adjusting a
firm's cash flows, most commonly through some form of accelerated depreciation profile. With
respect to other below-rail operators, we note that some form of accelerated depreciation was
adopted by IPART for the RailCorp HVCN, by the ACCC for the ARTC HVCN, and by us in the case
of Aurizon Network.152
As a whole, over the long term, Queensland Rail faces a degree of uncertainty regarding the
recovery of any investment that it undertakes.153 Given Queensland Rail's particular
circumstances, we are of the view that Queensland Rail should be compensated for its nonsystematic stranding risk, as this risk ultimately contributes to the overall commercial risks
associated with West Moreton coal. While our preferred way of dealing with this problem would
be to introduce some form of accelerated depreciation of assets, we note that Queensland Rail
did not propose that, and consider that stakeholders should be given the opportunity to comment
on this matter, including an appropriate accelerated depreciation profile.
Our decision is to not implement accelerated depreciation as part of this DAU process; however,
we would be amenable to accepting an appropriate accelerated depreciation profile, should
Queensland Rail propose it as part of a DAAU. We consider that an appropriate accelerated
depreciation profile would likely be sufficient to address the longer-term stranding risks that West
Moreton coal faces. Alongside our adjustment to the debt risk premium to reflect short-term
uncertainty, we consider that we have had appropriate regard to the risks West Moreton coal is
exposed to.
Top-down analysis

Queensland Rail submitted that in the Aurizon Network UT5 final decision and the Queensland
Rail 2020 DAU, we had demonstrated a willingness to consider alternative approaches to
calculating the WACC. However, Queensland Rail considered that:
the QCA's treatment of other regulators' methodologies focused on component elements of the
WACC rather than the overall rate of return. Queensland Rail believes that the QCA should
undertake a 'top down' systematic examination of the rate of return methodologies adopted by
other regulators and their assessment of the required compensation for the risk of investing in
rail infrastructure, to further assist in the assessment of whether the overall DAU2 WACC is
appropriate, having regard to all of the relevant factors in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act. 154

Queensland Rail provided a series of comparisons to regulatory decisions made for other
Australian regulated rail networks. Queensland Rail said a 'top-down' review of alternative WACC
methodologies from these decisions revealed that, in totality, our methodology resulted in a
lower rate of return for Queensland Rail than for comparable networks. Queensland Rail was of
the view that comparable networks included Arc Infrastructure and TPI (regulated by the ERA),
Australian Rail Track Corporation's (ARTC) Interstate and HVCN (regulated by the ACCC), and
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RailCorp (regulated by IPART).155 Of the networks regulated by the ERA, Queensland Rail's
consultant Houston Kemp considered that TPI was most comparable to West Moreton coal.156
New Hope supported our view that a WACC of 7.47 per cent was not appropriate. However, it
considered that aspects of our bottom-up analysis provided an overall WACC that was too high.157
Both Yancoal and New Hope said Queensland Rail's assertion that we had provided an overall
WACC that was lower than for other comparable Australian regulated rail networks was
unfounded. They considered that the firms Queensland Rail selected displayed a greater level of
risk than West Moreton coal.158 Furthermore, Yancoal and New Hope noted that Queensland Rail
did not account for differences in time-variant parameters when making these comparisons.159
New Hope provided its own top-down analysis of West Moreton coal's overall rate of return
compared to other firms it considered to be relevant comparators, showing a WACC for West
Moreton coal that sat toward the upper end of the range.160
In relation to Queensland Rail's request for us to perform a top-down analysis of the overall WACC
decisions for comparable regulated rail entities, we reiterate the difficulties in doing so, due to
differences in timing, levering approaches and cost of debt estimation methods. We note that
Queensland Rail's own comparisons fail to account for some of these differences.
Rather, we have performed our own top-down comparisons for the regulated rail entities that
Queensland Rail has nominated, as well as some of the comparators proposed by New Hope161,
attempting to control for timing differences, while still retaining the WACC methodology adopted
by the relevant regulator.162 As the ERA uses an in-house method to estimate the cost of debt,
we have normalised the overall WACC for each regulated entity using the averaging period used
by the ERA (period to 30 June 2019) in its final determination on a WACC for 2019.163 Figure 5
presents the normalised comparisons for West Moreton coal against other regulated entities.
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Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 3–6.
Queensland Rail, sub. 39: 27.
157
New Hope, sub. 24: 13.
158
New Hope, sub. 33: 6–7; Yancoal, sub. 41: 4–5.
159
That is, differences in WACCs could be attributable to differences in WACC parameters that change over
time (e.g. risk-free rate, market risk premium, and cost of debt)—the decisions that were compared occurred
at different points in time.
160
New Hope, sub. 33: 7–12.
161
We have not included all of the comparators listed by New Hope, due to difficulties in estimating normalised
WACCs for firms with differing cost of debt methodologies.
162
On this point, we note that some of New Hope's comparisons contain cost of debt estimates that are not
consistent with the initial cost of debt methodology that the relevant Australian regulator uses.
163
ERA, 2018 and 2019 Weighted Average Cost of Capital for the Freight and Urban Networks, and the Pilbara
Railways, final determination, August 2019.
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Figure 5 Normalised WACC comparisons (30 June 2019)

Note: Due to the use of a different averaging period as part of the normalisation, the West Moreton coal WACC
displayed here will differ from the WACC generated from our bottom-up analysis. We have used the yield
differential between BB and BBB rated US corporate bonds for an equivalent averaging period (20 days to 30 June
2019) to calculate the Queensland Rail WACC.

The normalised WACC comparisons (Figure 5) show that our assessed overall WACC for West
Moreton coal lies toward to the middle of the range of comparator firms presented by
Queensland Rail and towards the upper range of firms presented by New Hope. We advise care
when looking at the figures presented here, noting there are significant differences in the firms
within the sample. For example, although TPI and West Moreton coal may share several physical
characteristics, these similarities do not necessarily give them equivalent risk profiles.
Furthermore, while the WACC might provide a way to compensate for the commercial and
regulatory risks faced by a business, there are a number of regulatory instruments that can
compensate for, or mitigate, the risks faced by a business. Consequently, when comparing WACC
figures amongst regulated businesses, the operations and full range of regulatory features
relevant to each regulated business should be considered. In this case, West Moreton coal differs
from a number of other regulated below-rail operators in Australia by having the following
characteristics:
 a product mix for which demand is largely invariant to the state of the Australian economy.
This differentiates it from other regulated rail infrastructure that carries intermodal traffic
for which demand is likely to be more dependent on the state of the Australian economy
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 100 per cent take-or-pay arrangements, which provide West Moreton coal with protection in
the event that its customers do not use their contracted volumes164
 a limited life loss capitalisation mechanism, which gives West Moreton coal the opportunity
to recover lost revenue. This will mitigate the extent to which West Moreton coal is exposed
to the impact of a customer that temporarily stops railing.
Queensland Rail considered that our decision to provide a 25 basis point uplift to the bottom-up
WACC in the Aurizon Network UT5 final decision was a signal that our bottom-up rate of return
may not provide a sufficient rate of return.165
The 25 basis point uplift to the bottom-up WACC in the Aurizon Network UT5 final decision was
provided by having reference to both a 10-year bond term to calculate the risk free rate, and a
cost of debt based on BBB-rated corporate bonds. As part of the Queensland Rail 2020 DAU final
decision we have calculated our bottom-up estimate using a 10-year term for the risk free rate
and a cost of debt based on BBB and BB-rated corporate bonds.166 Consequently, we do not
consider that this indicates that the rate of return that we have estimated as part of our bottomup analysis is inappropriate.
Queensland Rail also noted that we were considering an agreement between Aurizon Network
and its stakeholders that involved an increase to the UT5 WACC from 5.7 per cent to 5.9 per cent,
with the opportunity to receive 6.3 per cent on completion of an initial capacity assessment
report. Queensland Rail considered that if this was approved, it would result in the Aurizon
Network WACC being materially higher than our proposed WACC for West Moreton coal in our
draft decision.167
It is not clear how Aurizon Network's proposed WACC figures were constructed, or if they were
benchmarked to market parameters at a particular time. Therefore, it is difficult to make
comparisons between the WACC proposed by Aurizon Network in its DAAU and the WACC we
consider appropriate as part of the Queensland Rail 2020 access undertaking.168
Furthermore, under Aurizon Network's proposal, it needs to meet certain performance targets to
receive the higher WACC (6.3%). Queensland Rail has no such performance standards; as a result,
we consider this difference limits the comparability between Aurizon Network's proposed WACC
and the WACC for West Moreton coal.
As a whole, we consider that our bottom-up estimate of the WACC for West Moreton coal is not
inconsistent with the outcomes of other regulatory decisions for entities that Queensland Rail
and New Hope have nominated as being comparable.
Final consideration

Our view is that Queensland Rail's proposed WACC of 7.47 per cent does not reflect the risks
associated with its coal operations on the West Moreton system. Consequently, we do not
consider that this proposal promotes the interests of access seekers and holders or efficient

164

Firms regulated under comparatively light handed regulatory frameworks, such as TPI and Arc
Infrastructure, are unlikely to have the same level of revenue protection as West Moreton coal.
165
Queensland Rail, sub. 45: 10.
166
See sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.4 for an explanation on our approach to West Moreton coal's credit rating and
cost of debt.
167
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 6.
168
QCA, Aurizon Network's Revised UT5 draft amending access undertaking, December 2019.
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investment in the network (ss. 138(2)(a), (e), (h)), nor is it consistent with the pricing principles in
the QCA Act (ss. 168A, 138(2)(g)).
Having reviewed our bottom-up analysis of the West Moreton coal WACC, as well as having
regard to regulatory decisions for other comparable entities, we consider that a WACC of 5.46
per cent will provide Queensland Rail with a return on investment commensurate with the
commercial and regulatory risks involved in providing access to coal services on the West
Moreton system (ss. 138(2)(a), (g), 168A(a)).169 It also balances the interests of access holders and
access seekers with the interests of Queensland Rail (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)) and promotes efficient
investment in the West Moreton system (s. 138(2)(a)). For these reasons, our decision is that an
appropriate WACC is 5.46 per cent.

Summary 3.1
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to revise its total revenue requirement and reference tariffs, based on a post-tax nominal
WACC of 5.46 per cent, comprising:
(1)

a return on equity of 5.82 per cent

(2)

a return on debt of 4.92 per cent

(3)

capital structure of 40 per cent debt (60 per cent equity)

(4)

gamma of 0.484.

Drafting: cl. 7.1 (definition of 'WACC').

169

This is on the basis that Queensland Rail submits a DAAU proposing an appropriate accelerated depreciation
profile that addresses the longer-term stranding risk that West Moreton coal faces.
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BUILDING BLOCKS AND TARIFF (SCHEDULES D AND E)
The total revenue requirement for access to the West Moreton system by coal services is
calculated based on building blocks including maintenance and operating costs, a regulated asset
base, capital expenditure, forecast inflation, return on capital (WACC) and forecast volumes.
In the 2020 DAU, Queensland Rail proposed to recover that revenue requirement through a West
Moreton reference tariff of $22.39/'000 gtk for annual forecast volumes of 9.1 million tonnes. It
proposed a $18.13/'000 gtk reference tariff for the Metropolitan system.
Queensland Rail subsequently revised its forecast volume to 2.1 million tonnes, and proposed a
reference tariff of $25.72/'000 gtk, below a 'cost-recovery' tariff of $47.10/'000 gtk.

Overview of decision
Our decision is that Queensland Rail's proposed reference tariff for the West Moreton system is
not appropriate to be approved. Based on our assessment of efficient building blocks, a total
revenue requirement of $200.4 million is appropriate for providing access to the West Moreton
system. A West Moreton reference tariff of $21.50/'000 gtk, based on recovery of incremental
costs, including a return on and of forward-looking capital expenditure, is appropriate. We
consider Queensland Rail's proposed Metropolitan reference tariff is appropriate to approve.
Tariff building blocks—summary
Queensland Rail DAU

Queensland Rail 2.1 million
tonne proposal

QCA decision

Volumes of 9.1 mtpa

Volumes of 2.1 mtpa

The DAU proposal is not
appropriate to be approved.
Volumes of 2.1 mtpa, as submitted
in Queensland Rail's revised
proposal, are appropriate (see
section 4.2).

Maintenance costs of $140.9
million (2020–21 dollars) over
the 2020 undertaking period

Maintenance costs of $102.4
million (2020–21 dollars) over the
2020 undertaking period

Neither proposal is appropriate to
be approved. Maintenance costs of
$85.3 million (2020–21 dollars) are
appropriate (see section 4.3).

Train control costs of $19.2
million (2020–21 dollars) over
the 2020 undertaking period

Train control costs of $17.4
million (2020–21 dollars) over the
2020 undertaking period

The DAU proposal is not
appropriate to be approved. Train
control costs of $17.4 million
(2020–21 dollars), as submitted in
the 2.1 million tonne proposal, are
appropriate (see section 4.4.1).

Corporate overheads and other
on-costs of $29.6 million (2020–
21 dollars) over the 2020
undertaking period

Corporate overheads and other
on-costs of $23.8 million (2020–
21 dollars) over the 2020
undertaking period

Neither proposal is appropriate to
be approved. Corporate overheads
and other on-costs of $18.8 million
(2020–21 dollars) are appropriate
(see section 4.4.2).

Opening common network
asset base of $419.8 million,
including capital expenditure of
$175.6 million (2013–20)

Opening common network asset
base of $386.8 million, including
capital expenditure of $140.9
million (2013–20)

The proposal is not appropriate to
be approved. An opening common
network asset base of $385.0
million is appropriate, with capital
expenditure of $141.9 million
(2013–20) (see section 4.5).
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Queensland Rail DAU

Queensland Rail 2.1 million
tonne proposal

QCA decision

Forecast capital expenditure of
$159.4 million (2020–21 dollars)
over the 2020 undertaking
period

Forecast capital expenditure of
$137.7 million (2020–21 dollars)
over the 2020 undertaking period

Neither proposal is appropriate to
be approved. Forecast capital
expenditure of $122.7 million
(2020–21 dollars) is appropriate
(see section 4.6).

Coal reference tariff should
underwrite unused capacity up
to 97 train paths.

Coal reference tariff should
underwrite unused capacity up to
97 train paths.

The proposal is appropriate to be
approved (see section 4.2.2).

Inflation forecast of 2.5%

Inflation forecast of 1.64%

Neither proposal is appropriate to
be approved. An inflation forecast
of 2.38% is appropriate to be
approved (see section 4.8).

Did not calculate a capital
expenditure carryover account

Capital expenditure carryover
account of $6.6 million (2020–21
dollars)

Neither proposal is appropriate to
approve. Applying a capital
expenditure carryover account of
$6.0 million is appropriate to be
approved (see section 4.9).

West Moreton total revenue
requirement of $310.0 million

West Moreton total revenue
requirement of $250.2 million

Neither proposal is appropriate to
approve. A West Moreton total
revenue requirement of $200.4
million is appropriate to be
approved (see section 4.10.1).

West Moreton reference tariff
of $22.39/'000gtk

West Moreton reference tariff of
$25.72/'000 gtk

Neither proposal is appropriate to
be approved. A West Moreton
reference tariff of $21.50/'000 gtk
is appropriate (see section 4.10.2).

Metropolitan reference tariff of
$18.13/'000 gtk

Metropolitan reference tariff of
$18.13/'000 gtk

The proposal is appropriate to be
approved (see section 4.10.2).

Building blocks approach to regulatory pricing
We assessed the West Moreton coal pricing using the building blocks approach, which was used
by Queensland Rail to develop its proposed total revenue requirement. The total revenue
requirement is calculated to recover building blocks including:
 a return on assets (WACC) from a regulatory asset base (RAB)
 a return of assets from the RAB (depreciation)
 allowances for:
 maintenance
 operating expenses
 taxation.
The building blocks are also the basis of an incremental West Moreton reference tariff, developed
to address the low-volume forecast. This reference tariff is assessed as recovering Queensland
Rail's incremental costs of providing access for West Moreton coal services, and is split into two
parts:
 a weight and distance-based component (AT1), charged per gtk
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 a fixed component (AT2), charged per train path.
The Metropolitan tariff is assessed using a proxy approach, and is also a two-part tariff.

4.2

Volumes and available capacity

4.2.1

Volumes
The West Moreton system is a mixed system, carrying coal and non-coal products such as
livestock, grain and passengers. The total tonnage forecast for each of these traffics is used as an
allocator of common costs, while the coal tonnage is used as a denominator for calculating the
tariff.
The tariff proposed in Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU was based on forecast annual volumes of 9.1
million tonnes and
tonnes respectively for coal and non-coal traffics. As addressed in
section 2.2.2, approvals for New Hope's New Acland Stage 3 mine have now been delayed to the
point that it is almost certain there will be at least a period of low volumes, even if the mine's life
is ultimately extended. Considering this, Queensland Rail submitted a revised coal volume
forecast of 2.1 million tonnes, originating solely from Yancoal's Cameby Downs mine. We consider
it appropriate to use the volumes set out in Table 3 to assess Queensland Rail's proposed West
Moreton coal total revenue requirement.
Table 3

West Moreton system volumes
Annual forecast (2020–21 to 2024–2025)

Coal (gtk)

1,165 million

Coal (nt)

2.1 million

Non-coal (gtk)
Non-coal (nt)
Source: Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 5.

2.1 million tonne building blocks submission
Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU submission proposed costs based on a volume forecast of 9.1 million
tonnes a year. While we must consider the DAU initially submitted by Queensland Rail, and either
approve it or refuse to approve it, many of the costs proposed in the DAU submission are now
superseded by the 2.1 million tonne submission. This chapter analyses and responds to the costs
Queensland Rail has submitted for annual volumes of 2.1 million tonnes.

Summary 4.1
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to assess the West Moreton coal access charges based on annual volumes of 2.1 million
tonnes.

4.2.2

Allocating common network costs to coal services
The West Moreton system can carry 113 trains per week travelling through the Metropolitan
system to the Port of Brisbane. While coal services are the dominant users,170 the West Moreton

170

Queensland Rail said that in 2017–18, coal trains accounted for 95 per cent of the paths used, 98 per cent of
net tonnes and 98 per cent of gtks transported in the West Moreton system (Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 12).
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system is a shared system, with small but significant use by trains carrying grain, cattle, general
freight and passengers.
The 2020 DAU allocates common network costs to the coal services to reflect the share of system
capacity that is available for coal services, rather than the capacity forecast to be used.
Queensland Rail said that this approach would mean it could recover a higher proportion of its
total efficient costs, allocate a higher proportion of fixed costs to coal users (so was aligned with
principles of cost allocation) and be aligned with the public interest (because it reduced the need
for government subsidies).171
Allocating common network costs according to the paths available for coal services continues the
approach in the 2016 undertaking, where access holders were, in effect, underwriting up to
27 per cent more capacity than they were forecast to use.172
Stakeholders said they should not be required to underwrite unused paths.173 Yancoal said:
[T]here is no legitimate rationale for allocating to coal further costs of a network in the current
context where there are no paths preserved for coal services, the network is not designed or
optimised for coal services and QR is both suggesting that coal volumes are at risk of reducing
further and yet that it proposes continuing to incur costs as if that is not occurring. 174

New Hope said:
NHG does not accept that it is appropriate that coal services should immediately be required to
pay for additional capacity, beyond the capacity which is required by those services, simply
because the capacity is now (or becomes, in the future) theoretically available. 175
[T]he cost allocation based on 87 coal paths already allocates to coal services a higher proportion
of infrastructure costs than the proportion of capacity currently utilised by coal services – with
New Hope and Yancoal effectively paying for paths which previous coal access holders contracted
and New Hope and Yancoal have never had the benefit of. 176
The 87 path allocation also already involved New Hope and Yancoal paying for capacity that is not
currently utilised for coal, and that issue will only be further exacerbated as volumes decline
towards the 2.1 mtpa forecast.177

For the 2016 undertaking, the allocation approach was based on an 87 train-path limit, to reflect
what was understood to be Queensland government policy at the time and Queensland Rail's
contracting practices and outcomes.178
The 2020 DAU based the allocation on 97 train paths. Queensland Rail said there had not been
an 87 train-path constraint since (at least) 2015, and that 97 paths were available for contracting
by coal services.179 It also said that it had been receiving an increased number of access requests
that could translate to well in excess of the current availability.180

171

Queensland Rail, sub. 36: 13, sub. 38.
QCA, Queensland Rail's Draft Access Undertaking, decision, June 2016: 130–146.
173
New Hope, sub. 14: 11, sub. 24: 6, sub. 33: 6; Yancoal, sub. 16: 13, sub. 27: 12, sub. 41: 3.
174
Yancoal, sub. 41: 3.
175
New Hope, sub. 14: 11.
176
New Hope, sub. 33: 6.
177
New Hope, sub. 44: 7.
178
QCA, Queensland Rail's Draft Access Undertaking, decision, June 2016: 121–126.
179
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 11, 16 and sub. 26: 2, 11–12. The 97 paths is the 113-path total capacity, less 14
paths preserved for primary industry rail traffic (mainly used for grain services), and two for passenger
services.
180
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 12.
172
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Queensland Rail continued to allocate costs according to a limit of 97 contracted train paths in its
revised, low-volume price proposal.
Yancoal and New Hope said that increasing the train-path allocation was not appropriate,
because the 87 train path constraint had long-lasting effects on coal exploration and investment.
Further, it might still be applied in practice.181
On that basis, New Hope and Yancoal said allocation should not be increased (above 87 train
paths) until Queensland Rail signed contracts that exceeded the limit182—and should be reduced
(below 87 train paths) in the face of low forecast volumes.183
We consider that allocating fixed common costs according to capacity available to coal services
to contract is appropriate, because it provides Queensland Rail with the best chance to generate
adequate revenue to meet its efficient costs over time (ss. 138(2)(b), (g), 168A(a)). It is also in the
interest of access seekers and holders, to the extent that the share of fixed common costs that
coal services are expected to underwrite reflects the share of capacity they are able to contract
(and no more) (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)). In balancing the interests of all parties, this approach promotes
the economically efficient use of, operation of, and investment in the network (s. 138(2)(a)).
We have received clarifying advice from the Queensland Department of Transport and Main
Roads that the 87 train path constraint no longer applies, and there is no expectation of further
constraints in the future.184 While Queensland Rail is yet to contract at that level (and is unlikely
to in the near future, given current volume forecasts), we consider that it is able and willing to
contract more paths if needed (providing an option for existing or future miners to access the
asset should they require). And, while it was appropriate to reflect the long-lasting effects of the
constraint when assessing tariffs for the 2016 undertaking period, we consider that it is
appropriate for the 2020 DAU approach to reflect the current approach by the transport
department.
On that basis, we have allocated costs on the basis of 97 train paths, reflecting the capacity
available for coal train services, which includes spare capacity available for coal services to
contract (see sections 4.3.6, 4.4.3 and 4.7).

Summary 4.2
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve Queensland Rail's proposal in the 2020
DAU that West Moreton system efficient costs be allocated on the basis that 97 train paths
are available for contracting by coal services.

4.3

Forecast maintenance costs
Queensland Rail proposed maintenance costs of $102.4 million for coal volumes of 2.1 million
tonnes a year (see Table 4). In real terms this is 6.4 per cent less than the maintenance cost
allowance used to determine the reference tariffs for the 2016 undertaking period, when forecast
volumes were three times as high.
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New Hope, sub. 14: 11, sub. 24: 6, sub. 33: 5–6; Yancoal, sub. 16: 13, sub. 21: 2, sub. 27: 3, sub. 41: 3.
New Hope, sub. 14: 11, sub. 24: 6, sub. 33: 6; Yancoal, sub. 27: 3–4, sub. 41: 3.
183
New Hope, sub. 44: 7; Yancoal, sub. 45: 18.
184
Department of Transport and Main Roads, correspondence, 24 April 2019.
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West Moreton maintenance costs proposed by Queensland Rail ($m)
2020–21

2021–22

2022–23

2023–24

2024–25

Total

16.2

16.2

16.3

16.3

16.3

81.3

Structures

3.1

2.9

2.7

2.4

2.2

13.3

Trackside system

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

7.3

Facilities/other

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

Total

20.9

20.7

20.5

20.3

20.1

102.4

Track
Resurfacing
Lowering
Rail grinding

Note: Values are in 2020–21 dollars.
Source: Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 14–15, 40–48.

As part of our assessment, we engaged Systra Scott Lister (Systra) to review Queensland Rail's
proposed maintenance costs independently. Systra provided a report, published with our draft
decision, that assessed Queensland Rail's 9.1 million tonnes a year proposal and provided
preliminary recommendations for 2.1 million tonnes. We subsequently engaged Systra to assess
the 2.1 million tonne proposal Queensland Rail provided in November 2019. Systra's updated
report is published with this decision.185
Timing and certainty
The uncertainty over future West Moreton volumes presents a challenge for Queensland Rail's
maintenance planning, and for our assessment of costs. We recognise that many maintenance
activities need to be planned well in advance, and efficiencies will not be achieved immediately.
So, while this decision has focused on achieving cost savings though deferring maintenance and
capital expenditure at low volumes, some of the biggest required reductions are forecast to take
effect in the later years of the undertaking period (see Table 5 at end of this section 4.3). This will
give Queensland Rail time to plan the most effective way to achieve cost reductions. It also means
that it will be able to propose changed cost forecasts if a substantial increase in volumes is
confirmed. We note that, should higher volumes be confirmed, it will probably be desirable to
complete some capital and maintenance work while there is spare capacity, before tonnages
ramp up.
Queensland Rail's 2.1 million tonne submission accepted many of the recommendations Systra
made in its initial assessment of efficient maintenance costs under the 2.1 million tonne scenario,
including the recommended approaches to resurfacing, structures maintenance and rail grinding.
Systra's analysis of Queensland Rail's revised 2.1 million tonne costs found that Queensland Rail
should take greater advantage of the maintenance savings available from the underutilisation of
the track, and recommended reducing the budgets for track repair and track lowering.

4.3.1

Track repair
Track repair is the largest item in Queensland Rail's proposed maintenance budget. Track repair
encompasses the repair of all small-scale defects in the track, such as rail breaks, defective welds

185

Systra, Update to West Moreton System Costs and Investment Forecasts, prepared for the QCA, February
2020.
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and wheel burns. Queensland Rail's 2.1 million tonne submission proposed a track repair budget
of
over the term of the 2020 DAU. This represented a 26.7 per cent decrease from
the
track repair budget proposed for the 9.1 million tonne scenario. Queensland
Rail said the budget was appropriate as it was based on a linear model of maintenance costs for
Queensland Rail's medium tonnage systems developed by Synergies Economic Consulting.186 The
model's estimate of Rosewood to Jondaryan maintenance costs required for 2.1 million tonnes
was within 5 per cent of the actual costs of maintaining the Jondaryan to Columboola section.
Queensland Rail said this was appropriate, as the two sections were of similar length.187
We do not consider Queensland Rail's proposed track repair budget to be efficient. While
Queensland Rail's medium tonnage linear maintenance cost model is based on a number of data
points from its different medium tonnage systems, the calculated budget is excessive.
Queensland Rail's proposed track repair budget implies that 57 per cent of this activity is
unaffected by changes in tonnage. Queensland Rail's overall maintenance forecasts are similar to
other systems carrying much higher tonnages, even after some West Moreton-specific costs are
excluded.188 We consider that the track repair costs proposed by Queensland Rail are not
appropriate to approve. We consider
over the 2020 undertaking period an
appropriate amount to approve.

4.3.2

Ballast resurfacing and track lowering
Ballast resurfacing and track lowering represent 19 per cent of Queensland Rail's proposed
maintenance spending at 2.1 million tonnes a year for the 2020 DAU period. Resurfacing restores
the alignment of the track, but also increases the depth of the ballast each time it is done. On
substantial parts of the West Moreton system, resurfacing is done so frequently—as often as six
times a year—that it becomes necessary to lower the track by removing excessive ballast. This is
an inefficient and unusual means of maintaining alignment—track lowering is not commonly
observed on other rail networks.
In its initial assessment of efficient costs for 2.1 million tonnes, Systra advised that Queensland
Rail's proposed ballast resurfacing program was inefficient. Systra said it would be more efficient
to rebuild the formation, as that would fix the underlying problem that led to the excessive
resurfacing. It recommended that the necessary rebuilding (funded in the capital allowance) be
completed in the first two years of the undertaking period with the goal of fixing areas that
required more than two resurfacings a year.189 This approach was adopted in our draft decision,
which:
 halved the resurfacing allowance to

over the 2020 DAU period

 removed the allowance for track lowering.190
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Queensland Rail sub. 42: 40–42, 45.
Queensland Rail sub. 42: 43.
188
Systra, Update to West Moreton System Costs and Investment Forecasts, February 2020: 21.
189
Systra, Queensland Rail West Moreton System: Review of proposed maintenance, capital & operations
expenditure (Expenditure review), April 2019: 104.
190
Systra, Expenditure review, April 2019: 104.
187
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Stakeholders supported our proposed formation rebuild/resurfacing approach, as the increased
capital expenditure costs were likely to be more than offset by reductions to operating
expenditure. They said:
New Hope supports the consideration of trade-offs between capital and maintenance costs, and
analysis of prudency on a "total cost" basis.191
Yancoal notes … [Systra's recommendation that] it would be more efficient to reduce resurfacing
and track lowering works, with part of Queensland Rail's proposed budget for those works
reallocated instead to building formation … Yancoal is willing to support [Systra's approach]
subject to that review being refreshed for the slightly lower volume forecast being relied on for
the tariffs (of 87 paths rather than the 9.1 mtpa Systra's analysis assumed).192

Queensland Rail also endorsed moving to a less reactive approach to maintaining track alignment.
Overall Queensland Rail is supportive of the Systra report and Queensland Rail accepts in principle
Systra's recommendation that there be some trade-off between resurfacing and formation
rebuild.193

However, Queensland Rail questioned the amount of resurfacing that would be avoided by
adopting the approach outlined in the draft decision. Queensland Rail proposed, in addition to
receiving the proposed capital allowance for formation repairs, also having a resurfacing
allowance almost as high as it had originally proposed, and being given its full proposed allowance
for track lowering.194
While the approach to ballast under 2.1 million tonnes of annual volumes will differ from that for
9.1 million tonnes, we have pursued this topic in this decision, given the expectations of
Queensland Rail and its customers that volumes will rise. We consider that any updated tariff
submission from Queensland Rail during the term of the 2020 undertaking will need to include
an efficient approach to the use of ballast. It will need to take account of the total cost, in a way
that efficiently balances capital and maintenance spending, having regard to the amount of spare
capacity on the network.
Formation rebuilding under the 2.1 million tonnes scenario
In its revised cost forecast for 2.1 million tonnes, Queensland Rail proposed a ballast resurfacing
and track lowering budget of
.195 While Queensland Rail adopted Systra's
recommended
resurfacing allowance, it maintained the track lowering allowance of
proposed in the DAU, stating that Systra's proposal was not appropriate at the lower
volume.
[Queensland Rail] is not convinced that [substituting ballast resurfacing and track lowering for
formation rebuild] is the appropriate strategy for the 2.1 mtpa scenario, where other capital works
are being proposed for deferral and Queensland Rail will be taking the longer-term risk that
investment will not be recovered.196

We consider that Queensland Rail's approach to the trade-off between formation rebuild and
ballast resurfacing is inefficient. While we acknowledge that Queensland Rail has adopted Systra's
recommended approach to ballast resurfacing, we consider that its proposed budget for track
lowering activities under 2.1 million tonnes remains excessive. We consider that the formation
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repair program proposed by Queensland Rail will greatly reduce the need to lower track.197
However, as noted in Systra's updated analysis, some track lowering may be necessary to
maintain track stability while the formation repair program is underway.198 We consider
to be an appropriate budget for these works, bringing the appropriate ballast resurfacing
and track lowering budget to
for resurfacing, plus
for
lowering).

4.3.3

Timber bridge maintenance
Queensland Rail's 2.1 million tonnes submission proposed a budget of
for
maintaining timber bridges over the period of the 2020 DAU. This represents an increase from
the
budget Queensland Rail proposed in the 2020 DAU for volumes of 9.1 million
tonnes. Queensland Rail said the increase in maintenance costs for timber bridges was in line with
a
reduction in capital expenditure on timber bridge replacement (see more detailed
discussion in section 4.6.1 below).199 Stakeholders generally supported a 'total expenditure'
approach to assessing maintenance.200
We consider that Queensland Rail's proposed timber bridge maintenance budget is appropriate
from a total cost approach, especially considering that sections of the line are underused and may
remain so, or be closed completely, with the construction of Inland Rail.

4.3.4

Efficiencies gained from underutilisation of the track
The reduction in forecast annual volumes from 9.1 million tonnes to 2.1 million tonnes represents
a significant shift in the way that the West Moreton system is required to run. With coal volumes
of 2.1 million tonnes, the West Moreton system can service all forecast traffic (coal and non-coal)
with three to five trains in each direction per day. Coal volume of 9.1 million tonnes would have
required approximately 13 return trains per day just to service coal customers. However,
Queensland Rail's maintenance cost submission contains no proposal to change the operation of
the line from that used at higher volumes.
We consider that, given the underutilisation of the line, Queensland Rail should alter the
operation of the line with the aim of reducing the load on the track and the associated
maintenance costs. This can be achieved through slowing the speed of the trains, which reduces
the dynamic load and associated damage to the track, and through mothballing duplicated
sections of track between Rosewood and Helidon, which are not required to provide 2.1 million
tonnes a year. Systra estimates that these measures would save $2.6 million in maintenance costs
per year.201
As discussed above, we recognise that maintenance activity needs to be planned well in advance,
and that significant operating changes take time to implement. Our decision is that Queensland
Rail should implement a $2.6 million reduction to its annual maintenance allowance for the last
two years of the 2020 undertaking period.
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Queensland Rail's proposed capital expenditure includes a
formation rebuild program.
Systra, Update to West Moreton System Costs and Investment Forecasts, February 2020: 22.
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Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 30.
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New Hope sub. 24: 14; Yancoal, sub. 27: 12.
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Other maintenance costs
Systra also made a number of other findings, including:
 The scope of works and proposed costs put forward by Queensland Rail for trackside
systems, facilities, track inspections, planning and technical support and 'other track' are
reasonable.
 On a per kilometre basis, West Moreton's maintenance costs, excluding track lowering, are
significantly higher than those of comparators.202
QCA decision
We consider Queensland Rail's proposed total revenue requirement includes inefficient
maintenance costs, which is inconsistent with the pricing principles in the QCA Act (s. 168A(a)).
This would not be in the interests of access seekers and holders (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)). Therefore we
consider that the proposed maintenance costs are not appropriate to be approved.
Our decision is total maintenance costs of $85.3 million (2020–21 dollars) are appropriate for the
2020 DAU. In making this decision, we took into account:
 operational efficiencies that Queensland Rail can achieve, highlighted by stakeholders203
 Systra's benchmarking, which found Queensland Rail's proposed overall maintenance costs
for 2.1 million tonnes are significantly higher than those of comparators204
 Systra's assessment that many aspects of Queensland Rail's maintenance cost proposal are
appropriate to approve—for example, trackside systems, facilities, track inspections,
planning and technical support.
We consider a total revenue requirement that includes efficient maintenance costs is in
Queensland Rail's interest, and in the interests of access seekers and holders (ss. 138(2)(b), (e),
(h)). It is also consistent with the pricing principles in the QCA Act (s. 168A(a)).
Table 5

West Moreton maintenance costs, QCA decision ($m)
2020–21

2021–22

2022–23

2023–24

2024–25

Total

Changea

14.7

14.7

13.3

11.2

11.2

65.1

(16.2)

Structures

3.1

2.9

2.7

2.2

2.0

12.9

(0.4)

Trackside system

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.2

1.2

6.8

(0.5)

Facilities/other

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

(0.0)

Total

19.4

19.2

17.5

14.7

14.5

85.3

(17.1)

Track
Track repair
Resurfacing
Lowering

a 'Change' refers to the difference between the approved maintenance costs and those proposed in Queensland
Rail's 2.1 million tonne submission.
Note: Values are in 2020–21 dollars. The $2.6 million reduction in the final two years of the undertaking period
has been applied to all maintenance categories proportionately.
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Systra, Update to West Moreton System Costs and Investment Forecasts, February 2020: 21.
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Summary 4.3
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to apply a maintenance allowance of $85.3 million (2020–21 dollars) over the five-year
term of the undertaking.

4.3.6

Allocation of maintenance costs to coal
Queensland Rail derived its maintenance costs forecasts for annual volumes of 2.1 million tonnes
for coal services and
tonnes for non-coal (including passenger) services.205 To allocate
costs between coal and non-coal traffics, Queensland Rail proposed to split maintenance into
fixed and variable categories and then allocate:
 the fixed component of costs to coal, on the basis of coal's share of train paths
 the variable component to coal, on the basis of coal's share of gross tonne kilometres.
We consider it is appropriate to use this allocation approach, but have adjusted the allocation to
reflect the maintenance forecasts in this decision (illustrated in Figure 6).
Figure 6 Allocation of West Moreton maintenance costs to coal

Note: The variable and fixed percentages for 2.1 million tonnes are calculated by pro rata reducing the variable
portion of the modelled 6.25 million tonnes split (57.3% fixed 42.7% variable) in line with the reduction in volume.
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Forecast operating costs
Queensland Rail proposed an annual operating cost forecast of $8.2 million for coal volumes of
2.1 million tonnes (Table 6).206 In real terms, this is similar to the annual allowance under the
2016 DAU.
Table 6

West Moreton operating costs proposed by Queensland Rail ($m)
2020–21

2021–22

2022–23

2023–24

2024–25

Total

Train control

3.47

3.47

3.47

3.47

3.47

17.36

Corporate overheads
and other on-costs

4.76

4.76

4.76

4.76

4.76

23.81

Total

8.24

8.24

8.24

8.24

8.24

41.18

Note: Values are in 2020–21 dollars.
Source: Queensland Rail sub. 42: 16.

We engaged Systra to assess Queensland Rail's proposed operating costs independently. As with
the proposed maintenance costs, Systra's analysis of Queensland Rail's operating costs for our
draft decision was based on a volume forecast of 9.1 million tonnes a year, with preliminary
recommendations made for 2.1 million tonnes. We subsequently engaged Systra to review the
cost allowances proposed in Queensland Rail's 2.1 million tonnes proposal submitted in
November 2019. Systra reviewed the bottom-up costing of train control provided by Queensland
Rail and benchmarked the remaining costs against industry benchmarks.

4.4.1

Train control
Queensland Rail said in its November 2019 tariff submission that it needed 90 per cent of the
resources for train control at 2.1 million tonnes of annual volumes (six trains a day)207, as it did
for 9.1 million tonnes (26 trains a day). This was because train control expenditure was largely
fixed and did not vary with volume.
It therefore proposed a train control budget of $17.4 million for the 2020 DAU period. The new
train control cost forecast is the same as that in Systra's 2019 report. Systra found that the
network control officer resources, which make up 84 per cent of the train control costs, were
fixed due to the large distances and the direct train control used for network operations in the
far west.208
Accordingly, having regard to Systra's analysis, we consider Queensland Rail's proposed
allowance of $17.4 million is appropriate for train control in a 2.1 million tonne scenario.

Summary 4.4
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to apply a train control allowance of $17.4 million (2020–21 dollars) over the five-year
term of the 2020 DAU, as proposed in its 2.1 million tonne submission.
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Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 16.
Volumes of 2.1 million tonnes require approximately three loaded and three unloaded coal trains per day.
208
Systra, Expenditure review, April 2019: 144.
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Corporate overheads and other on-costs
Queensland Rail proposed in its submission on West Moreton coal tariffs at 2.1 million tonnes
that corporate overhead and other operating costs be calculated as 9.25 per cent of total costs.
Applying that to its proposed 2.1 million tonne direct costs results in corporate overhead and
other costs of $23.8 million over the 2020 DAU period.
Systra's analysis of corporate overheads and other on-costs determined that 9.25 per cent of total
direct costs is within Systra's benchmarked estimate.209 Applying this on-cost ratio to the cost
estimates developed in this decision results in a revised on-cost estimate 21 per cent lower than
Queensland Rail's estimate of on-costs.210 This approach addresses to some extent stakeholders'
concern that Queensland Rail's operating costs were fixed and would not vary with activity.211
We consider approving Queensland Rail's proposed corporate overheads and on-cost allowance
includes inefficient costs, which is inconsistent with the pricing principles in the QCA Act
(s. 168A(a)). This is not in the interests of access seekers and holders (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)). Therefore
they are not appropriate to approve.
Having regard to Systra's assessment, we consider corporate overheads and other on-costs of
$18.8 million are appropriate to be approved.
We consider a total revenue requirement that includes efficient corporate overheads and oncosts is in Queensland Rail's interest, and in the interests of access seekers and holders
(ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)). It is also consistent with the pricing principles in the QCA Act (s. 168A(a)).
Table 7

West Moreton corporate overheads and other on-costs estimated by Systra ($m)

Corporate overheads and
other on-costs

2020–21

2021–22

2022–23

2023–24

2024–25

Total

3.8

3.8

3.8

3.8

3.8

18.8

Notes: Values are in 2020–21 dollars. Corporate overhead allowance calculated by applying the benchmark
estimated by Systra (9.25%) to the efficient costs detailed in this decision.
Source: Systra, Update to West Moreton System Costs and Investment Forecasts, February 2020.

Summary 4.5
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the corporate
overheads and on-costs in the 2020 DAU is to use a forecast of $18.8 million (2020–21
dollars) over the five-year term of the undertaking.

4.4.3

Allocation of operating costs to coal
Queensland Rail derived operating cost forecasts for coal volumes of 2.1 million tonnes a year,
plus forecast non-coal volumes. To allocate costs between coal and non-coal traffics, Queensland
Rail proposed to split operating costs into fixed and variable categories and then to allocate the
fixed component of costs to coal on the basis of coal's share of train paths and, the variable
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Systra, Expenditure Review, April 2019: 146.
The $22.0 million Toowoomba Range Slope Stabilisation project has been excluded from the direct cost
build-up used to calculate on-costs. See Systra, Update to West Moreton System Costs and Investment
Forecasts, February 2020: 30.
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Yancoal, sub. 16: 17; New Hope, sub. 14: 23.
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component on the basis of coal's share of gross tonne kilometres. We consider it appropriate to
use this allocation approach (illustrated in Figure 7).
Figure 7 Allocation of West Moreton operating costs to coal

Note: The fixed/variable percentages for 2.1 million tonnes are calculated by pro rata reducing the variable portion
of the modelled 6.25 million tonne split (81.6% fixed 18.4% variable) in line with the reduction in train paths.

4.5

Opening asset base—West Moreton common network asset base
Queensland Rail proposed to roll forward the West Moreton common network asset base at
inflation, noting that it included capital indicators for the years 2018–19 and 2019–20 (Table 8).212
Table 8

Common network asset base roll-forward proposed by Queensland Rail ($m)
2013–
14

2014–
15

2015–
16

2016–
17

2017–
18

2018–
19

2019–
20

2020–
21

Opening asset
value

270.6

282.9

299.4

316.4

332.5

340.1

364.9

386.8

Capex

11.7

21.0

22.0

20.4

12.8

27.7

25.3

Inflationary gain

8.9

4.4

4.6

6.0

5.8

8.8

9.4

Less depreciation

(8.3)

(8.9)

(9.6)

(10.3)

(11.0)

(11.8)

(12.8)

Closing asset
value

282.9

299.4

316.4

332.5

340.1

364.9

386.8

Source: Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 8.
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The capital indicator is an ex ante estimate of the capital expenditure that will be incurred during
a regulatory period. As detailed in the 2020 DAU, the capital indicator does not imply we have
accepted that level of capital expenditure into a RAB (sch. E, cl. 2.1(f)). Instead, at the end of each
year Queensland Rail is required to provide us with a capital expenditure claim. We then make a
decision on the expenditure claim, and the approved capital expenditure replaces the capital
indicator in the RAB. Further to this, in the event that the approved capital expenditure differs
from the relevant capital indicator, this difference is entered into a capital expenditure carryover
account (see section 4.9 of this decision).
Our decision is to approve Queensland Rail's approach to determining the common network
opening asset value; however, we require Queensland Rail to amend its 2020 DAU to include
submitted capital expenditure, and actual inflation for 2018–19 (Table 9).
Table 9

Common network asset base roll-forward, QCA decision ($m)
2013–
14

2014–
15

2015–
16

2016–
17

2017–
18

2018–
19

2019–
20

2020–
21

Opening asset
value

270.6

282.9

299.4

316.4

332.5

340.1

363.1

385.0

Capex

11.7

21.0

22.0

20.4

12.8

28.7

25.3

Inflationary gain

8.9

4.4

4.6

6.0

5.8

6.0

9.4

Less depreciation

(8.3)

(8.9)

(9.6)

(10.3)

(11.0)

(11.7)

(12.7)

282.9

299.4

316.4

332.5

340.1

363.1

385.0

Closing asset
value

Note: Including actual submitted capital expenditure for 2018–19 and the capital indicator for 2019–20.

We consider it appropriate to use submitted amounts and actual inflation, where known, rather
than forecasts, as this is in the interests of Queensland Rail and access seekers and holders
(ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Summary 4.6
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend its 2020 DAU
is to apply a common network opening asset value of $385.0 million, including actual
submitted capital expenditure and actual inflation in 2018–19.

4.6

Forecast capital expenditure
Queensland Rail proposed forecast capital expenditure (the capital indicator) of $137.7 million
for annual West Moreton system volumes of 2.1 million tonnes over the five-year 2020 DAU
period (Table 10).
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Table 10 Capital expenditure forecast proposed by Queensland Rail ($m)
2020–21

2021–22

2022–23

2023–24

2024–25

Total

Toowoomba Slope
Stabilisation

18.3

3.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

22.0

Total

50.9

27.1

19.0

18.6

22.0

137.7

Timber bridge upgrade
Formation repairs
Culvert replacement
Track reconditioning
Re-sleepering
Re-railing
Level crossing reconditioning
Other track
Signalling
Telecoms

Note: Values are in 2020–21 dollars.
Source: Queensland Rail sub. 42: 12.

Although the capital indicator is reconciled to the approved actual capital expenditure through
the capital expenditure carryover account, we consider it appropriate to assess the prudency of
Queensland Rail's proposed capital expenditure approach so that the capital indicator is as
accurate as possible. We engaged Systra to provide independent advice to assist with this
assessment. As with the maintenance and operating costs, Systra's initial analysis, published with
our draft decision, assessed Queensland Rail's 9.1 million tonne a year capital expenditure
forecast, with additional recommendations made for 2.1 million tonnes. We subsequently
engaged Systra to assess the 2.1 million tonne proposal Queensland Rail provided in November
2019, with a focus on achieving cost savings though deferring capital expenditure. Systra's
analysis highlighted the importance of developing a capital expenditure budget in the context of
the overall asset management philosophy, through a 'total cost approach'.213

4.6.1

Timber bridge replacement
Queensland Rail's 2.1 million tonne submission proposed a timber bridge replacement budget of
. This represented a 42 per cent reduction from the
budget Queensland
Rail proposed in the 2020 DAU. Queensland Rail said it was proposing to defer capital expenditure
on timber bridges through increased maintenance expenditure, given the uncertainty about
future volumes. It said this was efficient from a 'total cost' approach.
Systra's report supported Queensland Rail's approach to timber bridge replacement, noting that
Queensland Rail's updated submission reflected the approach recommended in Systra's initial
analysis of the 2.1 million tonne scenario. In this analysis, Systra found that Queensland Rail could
reduce the scope of its proposed timber bridge replacement program and extend the life of the

213
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bridges through increased maintenance expenditure, implementing speed restrictions and
mothballing bridges on duplicated sections of track.214
Having regard to Systra's analysis, we accept Queensland Rail's revised timber bridge
replacement budget as appropriate to approve.

4.6.2

Re-sleepering and re-railing
Queensland Rail's 2.1 million tonne submission proposed budgets for re-sleepering and re-railing
of
and
respectively. While Queensland Rail noted that Systra had
recommended reductions from both of these works in its initial assessment of the 2.1 million
tonne scenario, Queensland Rail maintained that its originally proposed budgets remained
appropriate because:
 Re-sleepering works were independent of traffic because the work was determined by timebased deterioration of the timber sleepers, rather than traffic-based deterioration.
Queensland Rail stated that re-sleepering was routinely performed on its very low tonnage
systems due to this time-based deterioration profile.215
 The re-railing capital indicator initially proposed had already been reduced appropriately for
the low volume scenario. 216
 For both re-railing and re-sleepering work, Queensland Rail, not access holders, was taking
the risk of stranding of these works from either low utilisation or the completion of Inland
Rail.217
In its updated assessment of the 2.1 million tonne scenario, Systra recommended the budget
for these works be reduced in line with the recommendations made its initial assessment.
Systra found that the works had scope to be value-engineered under the context of an
operational model that made use of slower train speeds and the mothballing of some
duplicated sections of track.218
Both Yancoal and New Hope made submissions in support of deferring capital expenditure
while low volumes persisted.219
Having regard to Systra's assessment, we consider that Queensland Rail's proposed capital
indicators for re-sleepering and re-railing works are not appropriate to approve. Given the
ongoing volume uncertainty associated with New Acland Stage 3 approvals and Inland Rail, we
consider it is appropriate for Queensland Rail to defer capital expenditure where possible. We
consider that a budget of
for re-sleepering works and
for re-railing
works is appropriate to be approved.

4.6.3

Level crossing signalling upgrade
Queensland Rail's 2.1 million tonne submission proposed a budget of
for level
crossing signalling upgrades. This budget was unchanged from the 9.1 million tonne submission
as Queensland Rail did not consider the works to be tonnage dependent.220
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Systra, Expenditure Review, April 2020: 112.
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We consider that the scope of the level crossing signalling upgrade works is excessive for annual
volumes of 2.1 million tonnes, or six trains a day. While we accept that the safety purpose of level
crossings makes these pieces of infrastructure more critical, the underutilisation of the line means
the risk being mitigated by the level crossing expenditure is reduced.221 Given the ongoing volume
uncertainty associated with New Acland Stage 3 approvals and Inland Rail, we consider it is
appropriate for Queensland Rail to defer some of these works and, if appropriate, submit new
spending forecasts for higher volumes when the outlook is clearer or if an urgent safety case
emerges. In its analysis, Systra suggested the scope of the level crossing signalling upgrade works
be reviewed and value engineered to take advantage of slower trains and the mothballing of
duplicated sections of track at low volumes, and recommended that the proposed budget be
halved.222
Having regard to Systra's assessment, we consider that Queensland Rail's proposed capital
indicator for level crossing signalling upgrades is inappropriate. We consider that a budget of
is appropriate to approve.

4.6.4

Culvert replacement
Queensland Rail's 2.1 million tonne submission proposed a culvert replacement budget
unchanged from the costs initially submitted for annual volumes of 9.1 million tonnes—
over the 2020 DAU period. Queensland Rail stated that the proposed culvert replacement
program was required to maintain the safety and reliability of the network, including at 2.1 million
tonnes. Queensland Rail also noted that all capital expenditure was reviewed for prudency expost.223
We consider that Queensland Rail's culvert replacement program is excessive for a system
carrying 2.1 million tonnes of coal a year. While we accept that the safety implications of the
culverts make these pieces of infrastructure more critical, the underutilisation of the line means
that capital expenditure should be deferred where possible, and that Queensland Rail has scope
to implement changes in maintenance and operation practices to extend the operational life of
the culverts. In its analysis, Systra recommended that the culvert replacement program should
be value engineered through the use of expedient engineering methods such as propping culverts
and through the use of speed restrictions or restricting traffic to good weather.224
Having regard to Systra's analysis, we consider that Queensland Rail's proposal is not appropriate
to approve, and that a budget of
over the 2020 undertaking period would be
appropriate.

4.6.5

Other capital expenditure
Queensland Rail's proposed budgets for a number of works were assessed by Systra as
reasonable, including formation renewal, level crossing reconditioning, minor signalling renewal
and remote monitoring systems roll-out. Further, Queensland Rail's 2.1 million tonne submission
adopted Systra's recommendation in its 2019 report to defer a number of capital projects. These
included the Rangeview Cable Route Upgrade Copper to Fibre project and five signalling projects.
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Queensland Rail's proposed level crossing maintenance expenditure, contained within trackside systems
maintenance, has been accepted as appropriate to approve.
222
Systra, Update to West Moreton System Costs and Investment Forecasts, February 2020: 27–28.
223
Queensland Rail sub. 42: 31.
224
Systra, Update to West Moreton System Costs and Investment Forecasts, February 2020: 29.
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QCA decision
We consider approving Queensland Rail's proposed capital expenditure would allow it to recover
inefficient costs, which is inconsistent with the pricing principles in the QCA Act (s. 168A(a)). This
would not be in the interests of access seekers and holders (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)). Therefore the
proposed capital expenditure is not appropriate to approve.
Our decision is that a capital indicator of $122.7 million (2020–21 dollars) is appropriate for the
2020 DAU. In making this decision, we have taken into account:
 stakeholder support for deferring capital expenditure while volumes remain low.225
 Systra's assessment that Queensland Rail can make greater use of speed restrictions and
mothball duplicated sections of track while volumes remain low.226
We consider a total revenue requirement that includes efficient capital expenditure forecasts is
in Queensland Rail's interest, and in the interests of access seekers and holders (ss. 138(2)(b), (e),
(h)). It is also consistent with the pricing principles in the QCA Act (s. 168A(a)).
Table 11 2020 DAU capital indicator, QCA decision ($m)
2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

Total

Changea

Toowoomba Slope
Stabilisation

18.3

3.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

22.0

0

Total

41.9

28.3

21.9

15.4

15.3

122.7

(15.0)

Timber bridge upgrade
Formation repairs
Culvert replacement
Track reconditioning
Re-sleepering
Re-railing
Level crossing
reconditioning
Other track
Signalling
Telecoms

a 'Change' refers to the difference between the approved capital indicator and that proposed in Queensland Rail's
2.1 million tonne submission.
Note: Values are in 2020–21 dollars.

Summary 4.7
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to apply a capital indicator of $122.7 million (2020–21 dollars).
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New Hope sub. 44: 6; Yancoal sub. 46: 18.
Systra, Update to West Moreton System Costs and Investment Forecasts, February 2020: 27.
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Coal's share of the common network asset base
Queensland Rail included an opening value for coal's share of the common network asset base of
$318.4 million, in its November 2019 updated proposal. This was little changed from its 2020 DAU
proposal. It updated its capital expenditure forecasts, to reflect its 2.1 million tonne proposal,
giving a closing asset value of $425.3 million (see Table 12).227
Table 12 Coal share of the common network asset base proposed by Queensland Rail ($m)
2020–21

2021–22

2022–23

2023–24

2024–25

Opening asset value

318.4

360.6

381.8

395.5

408.8

Capex

45.4

24.8

17.8

17.8

21.7

Inflationary gain

8.5

9.3

9.8

10.1

10.5

Less depreciation

(11.6)

(12.9)

(13.8)

(14.7)

(15.6)

Closing asset value

360.6

381.8

395.5

408.8

425.3

Source: Queensland Rail sub. 42: 12.

Our decision on coal's share of the West Moreton common network asset base reflects submitted
(as opposed to forecast) capital expenditure and actual inflation for 2018–19 (see section 4.5).
This gives an opening asset value of $316.9 million. We have also reflected efficient capital
indicator allowances for the 2020 undertaking period and our inflation forecast, to give a closing
asset value of $406.8 million (see Table 13).
Table 13 Coal share of the common network asset base, QCA decision ($m)
2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

Opening asset value

316.9

350.4

372.0

387.8

397.5

Capex

37.0

25.5

20.3

14.5

14.8

Inflationary gain

8.0

8.6

9.1

9.4

9.6

Less depreciation

(11.4)

(12.6)

(13.5)

(14.3)

(15.1)

Closing asset value

350.4

372.0

387.8

397.5

406.8

We consider it appropriate to use submitted (as opposed to forecast) capital expenditure and
actual inflation, and efficient capital indicator allowances, as this is in the interests of Queensland
Rail and access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Summary 4.8
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend its 2020 DAU
is to reflect Queensland Rail's claimed capital expenditure in its asset base, giving an opening
value in July 2020 of $316.9 million.
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Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 8.
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Inflation
Queensland Rail's West Moreton reference tariff is calculated using an estimate of expected
inflation across the undertaking period. This estimate affects the reference tariff through:
(a)

the inflation building block, which is deducted from the return on assets, and

(b)

escalating the RAB and costs, such as maintenance, operational and capital expenditure,
across the undertaking period.

An estimate of expected inflation is applied to these areas, because Queensland Rail's regulatory
model is intended to provide a real return. Queensland Rail's WACC is a nominal WACC, so it
includes an implicit level of expected inflation. As Queensland Rail receives compensation for
inflation ex post—through the escalation of its RAB at outturn inflation through the roll-forward
process—an estimate of expected inflation is deducted ex ante from the allowable revenue to
prevent potential double-compensation for inflation, thereby providing a real return.
Expected inflation is not observable, so an estimate of expected inflation is used. Because the
inflation estimate has a material effect on the reference tariff, it is desirable that the forecast of
expected inflation is as accurate as possible.
Queensland Rail's proposal
Queensland Rail's proposal applied an inflation estimate of 2.5 per cent to its RAB, cost
escalations and inflation building block. However, Queensland Rail also said the reference tariffs
and allowable revenues for the DAU period should be calculated using an inflation estimate of
1.64 per cent.228 It derived this estimate using:
 a forecast period of five years
 an average of the RBA forecast method estimate and the break-even forecast method
estimate.
Queensland Rail submitted that the RBA forecast method—used in our UT5 final decision229—did
not produce an estimate that was statistically superior to the break-even forecast method, and
so it was appropriate to use an average of estimates from the two methods.230

4.8.1

Forecast period
The inflation forecast proposed by Queensland Rail was developed for a five-year forecast period.
Queensland Rail did not provide an argument to support this choice.231
As discussed above, Queensland Rail's nominal WACC includes an implicit level of inflation. This
implicit inflation is included in the risk-free rate, which is estimated over a 10-year bond term
(see section 3.2.3). We consider that estimating inflation over a 10-year period to match the term
of the risk-free rate is appropriate, as it most accurately reflects the relevant term of expected
inflation for the regulatory context.

228

Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 8.
The RBA forecast method was used in the December 2018 final decision on Aurizon Network's 2017 access
undertaking.
230
Queensland Rail, sub. 20: 13.
231
Queensland Rail, sub. 42: 8.
229
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Forecast method
The break-even forecast method
The break-even forecast method is a market-based inflation estimate that is calculated by taking
the difference in yield between inflation-indexed Commonwealth Government Securities (CGS)
and nominal CGS. The advantage of the break-even approach is that it is market-based and
therefore indicates the inflation expectations of investors, who have a significant incentive to be
well informed. However, this approach relies on a number of assumptions, including:
 Nominal and indexed bonds are available with the same maturity dates.
 Inflation-indexed bonds compensate for inflation over the period from the current point in
time until their maturity (i.e. there are no lags).
 Investors are indifferent to inflation risk on nominal bonds.
 Nominal and indexed bonds have the same liquidity.
Of these assumptions, the last two—investors are indifferent to inflation risk and that the indexed
and nominal bonds have the same liquidity—are the most significant.
Firstly, nominal bonds carry inflation risk, which indexed bonds do not. An investor who is riskaverse would require a positive (or if expectations are deflationary, a negative) risk premium on
nominal bonds as compared to indexed bonds to be indifferent between the two. Secondly, the
market for indexed bonds is significantly smaller than that of nominal bonds.232 While we
acknowledge Houston Kemp's observation that the supply of indexed bonds has increased, it
remains comparatively illiquid when compared to the market for nominal bonds—and it is the
relative liquidity of the two instruments that matters. This represents an increased risk to the
investor, who can be less certain of selling the asset quickly without affecting the price, and so
commands a premium.
The inflation risk premium on nominal bonds and liquidity premium on indexed bonds are
commonly understood to somewhat counteract each other. However, this is not certain as
academic literature indicates that 'the inflation risk premium' bias could be in either direction.233
Given this uncertainty, the net effect of the two premiums is difficult to quantify and changes
over time. Finlay and Wende estimated that the net impact of both the inflation risk and illiquidity
effects varies from 2.5 per cent to –1.0 per cent.234 We consider that, in the absence of reliable
methods to quantify these effects, the break-even method is an unreliable estimator of expected
inflation and inappropriate to be used for the inflation forecast method for the 2020 DAU. This is
supported by the RBA, which stated that the shortcomings discussed above probably make
market-based inflation measures such as the break-even method unviable.235

232

Australian Office of Financial Management, Annual Report 2018–19, September 2019: 24.
If there are deflationary concerns, then the inflation risk premium can be negative. If this is the case, then an
estimate of expected inflation using the indexed bond method will be biased down. For the United States, in
the more stable inflationary period of 2000–2008, estimates of the inflation risk premium are negative,
statistically significant, and up to –0.50 per cent. See: OV Grishchenko & J Huang, Inflation Risk Premium:
Evidence from the TIPS Market, Finance and Economics Discussion Series, working paper 2012–06, United
States Federal Reserve Board, 2012.
234
R Finlay & S Wende, 'Estimating Inflation Expectations with a Limited Number of Inflation-Indexed Bonds',
International Journal of Central Banking, vol. 8, no. 2, 2012.
235
RBA, Regulatory treatment of inflation—inflation expectations, letter to the Australian Energy Regulator,
5 July 2017, p.1.
233
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The RBA forecast method
The RBA forecast method takes the geometric mean of the RBA inflation forecast a year and two
years out, and the midpoint of the RBA target range for the remaining years of the forecast period.
We consider that this method provides an accurate estimate of long-term inflation expectations.
Research by the AER shows that, so long as the RBA is perceived to be effective at managing
outturn inflation, long-term inflation expectations are anchored to the RBA's target band and
relatively stable over time.236 We consider that there is insufficient evidence to challenge this
perception and so the assumption that long-term inflation expectations are anchored to the
midpoint of the RBA target range remains appropriate.
Appropriate inflation forecast
The RBA forecast method is superior to strict reliance on the midpoint of the RBA target band.
While an estimate from the RBA forecast method tends toward the RBA target band for longterm forecasts, it takes short-term inflation expectations into account by way of the RBA's shortterm forecasts. Relevantly, research has shown the RBA short-term forecasts have been effective
at predicting actual outcomes.237
The RBA forecast method is also superior to market-based inflation estimates as it is more
representative of long-term inflation expectations. While the RBA uses market-based estimates
to inform the development of its own inflation forecast, research by the ACCC and AER found that
the RBA forecast method is less volatile and less susceptible to surprises in inflation.238 We also
note that Houston Kemp's analysis shows that for the period from March 2007 to June 2009, the
RBA forecast method produced a better estimate of 10-year inflation than the indexed bond
method.239
The RBA forecast method is transparent, with all necessary information being publicly available,
and simple for stakeholders to calculate, which provides regulatory certainty. This is in the
interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers and access holders (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)). We
therefore consider that it is the appropriate method for estimating inflation for the 2020 DAU.

Summary 4.9
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the inflation
estimate used to assess the West Moreton coal tariff in the 2020 DAU is that it:
(1)
(2)

apply a forecast term of 10 years, to match the term of the risk free rate
use the RBA forecast method, taking the geometric mean of the RBA's inflation
forecast for the first and second year of the forecast term along with the midpoint
of the RBA's inflation target band for the remaining years of the forecast period.

Using this method, we consider an inflation estimate of 2.38 per cent is appropriate.

236

H Mathysen, Consideration of best estimates of expected inflation: comparing and ranking approaches,
working paper no. 11, ACCC/AER working paper series, April 2017: 94.
237
P Tulip & S Wallace, Estimates of uncertainty around the RBA's forecasts, research discussion paper, RBA,
November 2012: 22.
238
H Mathysen, Consideration of best estimates of expected inflation: comparing and ranking approaches,
working paper no. 11, ACCC/AER working paper series, April 2017: 94.
239
Queensland Rail, sub. 40: 12.
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Capital expenditure carryover account
A carryover balance is determined each year by calculating the difference between the return on
capital, depreciation and tax depreciation associated with the original capex estimate, and the
equivalent returns from the actual capital expenditure (sch. E of the 2016 undertaking). These
yearly balances are then rolled forward by the applicable WACC in a capital carryover account
and the net balance of this account at the end of the regulatory period is added to (or subtracted
from) the total revenue requirement calculated for the next regulatory period.
Queensland Rail recorded an over-recovery of $6.0 million (2020–21 dollars) in its capital
expenditure carryover account from the 2016 undertaking (section 4.5 above). This is due to the
approved (or submitted) capital expenditure for years 2013–14 to 2018–19 being $33.7 million
less than the corresponding years' capital indicators in the 2016 undertaking. To clear this
balance, $6.0 million has been deducted from the present value (2020–21 dollars) of the West
Moreton revenue requirement for coal in the 2020 DAU.

Summary 4.10
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to apply a carryover balance to the West Moreton total revenue requirement for coal
services by deducting $6.0 million (mid-year, 2020–21 dollars) before determining the West
Moreton tariff.
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4.10

Revenue requirement (building blocks) and reference tariffs

4.10.1

Building blocks
Queensland Rail proposed a total revenue requirement for coal of $250.2 million (2020–21
dollars)240 over the 2020 undertaking period (see Table 14).
Table 14 Revenue requirement for coal proposed by Queensland Rail ($m)
Financial year

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

Total

Return on capital

24.6

25.0

24.4

23.5

22.7

120.1

Plus depreciation

11.2

11.6

11.5

11.4

11.3

57.0

Less inflation

(8.2)

(8.4)

(8.2)

(7.9)

(7.6)

(40.2)

Less TSC capital charge

(1.2)

(1.1)

(1.0)

(1.0)

(0.9)

(5.1)

Plus operating allowance

7.2

6.8

6.5

6.2

5.9

32.7

Plus maintenance allowance

18.5

17.5

16.5

15.6

14.7

82.8

Plus working capital allowance

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.8

Plus tax allowance

1.1

2.0

1.9

1.9

1.8

8.7

Plus capital carryover account

(6.6)

–

–

–

–

(6.6)

Total revenue requirement

46.8

53.6

51.8

49.9

48.0

250.2

Note: Queensland Rail's proposed revenue requirement has been converted from end-of-year totals to mid-year
totals by deflating by WACC for six months. All figures in 2020–21 dollars.
Source: Queensland Rail sub. 42.

On the basis of the analysis presented in this chapter, our view is that the West Moreton system
building blocks proposed by Queensland Rail produce a total revenue requirement that includes
inefficient costs and should be amended to reflect:
 a maintenance allowance of $85.3 million (2020–21 dollars) (see section 4.3)
 a capital indicator of $122.7 million (2020–21 dollars) (see section 4.6)
 a WACC of 5.46 per cent (see Chapter 3) affecting the return on assets
 an operating cost allowance of $36.2 million (2020–21 dollars) (see section 4.4)
 the actual capital expenditure in years 2013–14 to 2017–18 and actual submitted capital
expenditure for 2018–19 (see section 4.5)
 a negative balance of $6.0 million in the capital carryover account (see section 4.9).
Table 15 shows an appropriate total revenue requirement of $200.4 million (2020–21 dollars),
incorporating the amendments outlined above. This total revenue requirement will not be used
to derive the West Moreton reference tariff. Instead, it will be used as the basis for the loss
capitalisation account that will accrue while volumes, and therefore recovered revenue, remain

240

Queensland Rail's November submission (p. 17) states its proposed NPV of allowable revenue over the 2020
undertaking period as $237.5 million; however, $250.2 million is the figure from Queensland Rail's modelling
that generates its estimated cost-recovery tariff of $47.10.
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low (see section 2.3). However, we note that the reference tariff required to recover the total
revenue requirement at 2.1 million tonnes would be $36.46/000'gtk, or $20.15 a net tonne.
Table 15 Revenue requirement for coal—QCA decision ($m)
2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

Total

Return on capital

17.8

18.3

18.3

17.9

17.4

89.7

Plus depreciation

11.1

11.7

11.8

11.9

11.9

58.4

Less inflation

(7.8)

(8.0)

(8.0)

(7.8)

(7.6)

(39.1)

Less TSC capital charge

(0.9)

(0.9)

(0.8)

(0.8)

(0.7)

(4.1)

Plus operating allowance

6.2

6.1

5.9

5.7

5.5

29.4

Plus maintenance allowance

17.0

16.3

14.4

11.8

11.3

70.8

Plus working capital allowance

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.6

–

–

–

–

0.6

0.6

Plus capital carryover account

(6.0)

–

–

–

–

(6.0)

Total revenue requirement

37.7

43.6

41.7

38.8

38.4

200.4

Plus tax allowance

Note: All figures in 2020–21 dollars.

Figure 8 Total revenue requirement, Queensland Rail's proposal and the QCA's decision ($m)

$260m
$240m

( 30.4 )

$220m
( 19.3 )
$200m
$180m

( 0.9 )

( 1.6 )

1.7

0.7

250.2

$160m
200.4
$140m
$120m
$100m
QR 2.1 million
tonne
proposal

WACC

O&M

Note: All figures are in 2020–21 dollars.
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Summary 4.11
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to include a total revenue requirement of $200.4 million (2020–21 dollars) for coal haulage
on the West Moreton system over the 2020 undertaking period. This gives an annual West
Moreton approved ceiling revenue limit of $47.8 million for 2020–21.241

4.10.2

Appropriate reference tariffs
West Moreton
The West Moreton coal tariff of $22.39/'000 gtk that Queensland Rail proposed in the 2020 DAU
is based on a volume forecast that is no longer expected to apply (see section 4.2). Given
Queensland Rail has proposed a different reference tariff (and a different derivation and recovery
approach), approving the tariff as submitted in the 2020 DAU is not in Queensland Rail's interest
(s. 138(2)(b)). Furthermore a tariff that has regard to the latest information is in the interests of
access seekers and access holders (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)). Therefore, we do not consider it is
appropriate to approve Queensland Rail's proposed 2020 DAU tariff.
As Queensland Rail said, a building blocks reference tariff is beyond the affordability of customers
while volumes remain low.242 We consider it is appropriate for Queensland Rail to recover at least
its avoidable, or incremental, costs of having coal services on the West Moreton system. We
consider the appropriate measure of incremental costs to be coal's share of:
 forecast efficient operating and maintenance costs, and
 return on, and of, forward looking capital expenditure during the term of the 2020
undertaking.
These incremental costs add up to $118.1 million, or 59 per cent of efficient costs (see Table 16).
Table 16 Incremental reference tariff revenue build-up—QCA Decision ($m)
2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

Total

Return on capital

1.0

2.5

3.5

4.0

4.4

15.4

Plus depreciation

0.5

1.4

1.9

2.3

2.5

8.6

Less inflation

(0.4)

(1.1)

(1.5)

(1.8)

(1.9)

(6.7)

Less TSC capital charge

-

-

-

-

-

-

Plus operating allowance

6.2

6.1

5.9

5.7

5.5

29.4

Plus maintenance allowance

17.0

16.3

14.4

11.8

11.3

70.8

Plus working capital allowance

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.6

Plus tax allowance

-

-

-

-

-

-

Incremental cost revenue

24.4

25.3

24.3

22.2

22.0

118.1

Note: All figures are mid-year, 2020–21 dollars.
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This approved ceiling revenue limit includes coal services on both the West Moreton and Metropolitan
systems.
242
Queensland Rail sub. 42: 1.
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Based on the forecasts discussed above, this gives a West Moreton reference tariff of $21.50/'000
gtk, or $11.88 a net tonne. This reference tariff is, inevitably, a compromise that reflects the
continued uncertainty about future West Moreton coal volumes. If contracted volumes rise, the
tariff approach is likely to be modified to reflect the known circumstances at the time. But there
are a number of measures and benchmarks that indicate a low-volume reference tariff in the
range of $21.50/'000 gtk is appropriate to approve, including:
 the current price, after the review event approved in December 2019, of $21.13/'000 gtk (all
prices escalated to 2020–21 dollars, based on actual and forecast CPI)
 the price of $16.81/'000 gtk, approved in 2010 when the then owners of Cameby Downs first
contracted for access, which escalates to $21.25/'000 gtk in 2020–21243
 Queensland Rail's nominated floor price of $21.81/'000 gtk, which it said would recover the
cash operating and maintenance costs of providing the service.244
Furthermore, Queensland Rail's cost recovery is expected to be higher, to the extent that the
miners operate additional (ad hoc) services that take actual annual volumes above 2.1 million
tonnes.
Accordingly, we consider that the reference tariff of $21.50/'000 gtk is appropriate to approve.
While it is not expected to provide full revenue adequacy, it reflects the interests of Queensland
Rail, to the extent it recovers its short-term incremental costs, retains some coal access revenue
to offset its total costs, and can apply a loss-capitalisation approach (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (g),
168A(a)). It is also in the interests of access holders and access seekers, to the extent it is
consistent with historical expectations and is below the cost-recovery price at low volumes
(ss. 138(2)(e), (h)).

Summary 4.12
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to include a West Moreton reference tariff of $21.50/'000 gtk. This gives tariff components
of:
 AT1: $10.75/'000 gtk
 AT2: $5,963.46/train path.

Metropolitan
Queensland Rail proposed to apply the 2016 undertaking proxy methodology for the 2020 DAU
Metropolitan system reference tariff.245 It proposed a tariff of $18.13/'000 gtk.
As discussed in section 2.4.1 of this decision, the proxy approach developed in the 2016
undertaking remains an appropriate way of determining the Metropolitan reference tariff. While
this approach has a number of limitations, detailed in our June 2016 decision on Queensland Rail's
2015 DAU, the approach continues to have the support of stakeholders.246 Our decision is
therefore that Queensland Rail's proposed Metropolitan system reference tariff for coal services

243

See QCA, Draft Decision on QR Network's 2010 DAU—Tariffs and Schedule F, June 2010: 88.
Queensland Rail sub. 42: 3.
245
See QCA, Queensland Rail's Draft Access Undertaking, decision, June 2016: 168–174.
246
New Hope, sub. 14: 30; Yancoal, sub. 27: 3.
244
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is appropriate to approve as it promotes the interests of Queensland Rail and access seekers and
holders (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Summary 4.13
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve Queensland Rail's proposed
Metropolitan reference tariff for coal services of $18.13/'000 gtk for the 2020 DAU.247 This
gives tariff components of:
 AT1: $9.07/'000 gtk
 AT2: $1,250.51/train path.

247

The reference tariff inputs set out in the undertaking at clause 3.1(e) of Schedule D assume annual CPI of 2.5
per cent for the two years to March 2020. Queensland Rail is to update these Metropolitan reference tariff
figures to reflect the actual CPI when it submits its amended DAU in response to our secondary undertaking
notice. If for any reason the actual CPI for the March 2020 quarter is not published at the time Queensland
Rail submits its amended DAU it must include a provision in the DAU for updating the reference tariff inputs
to reflect the actual CPI to March 2020.
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PREAMBLE; APPLICATION AND SCOPE (PART 1)
The preamble sets out the high-level context for Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU. Part 1 of the 2020
DAU contains provisions on the duration and scope of the undertaking, the non-discriminatory
treatment of access seekers and access holders, and the negotiation of funding agreements when
access seekers agree to pay for extensions. The provisions in Part 1 are largely consistent with the
provisions in the 2016 undertaking, although there are some differences.

Overview of the decision
Our decision on the preamble is that it is appropriate to be approved. We require Queensland
Rail to make some amendments to Part 1 of the 2020 DAU, but there are many provisions we
consider appropriate to be approved.
Preamble; application and scope (Part 1)—summary
Queensland Rail DAU

Clause

QCA decision

Preamble
Provides high-level context for
Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU.

n/a

The proposal is appropriate to be approved (see
section 5.1).

Five-year term—1 July 2020 to 30 June
2025.

1.1

The proposal is appropriate to be approved (see
section 5.2).

A shorter term will apply in certain
circumstances, for example, if the service
is no longer declared.

1.1

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to clarify that the
undertaking will continue if the service, or part
of the service, is declared (see section 5.2).

1.2.1(b)(ii)

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved.248 Not making the clause subject to
the network management principles in schedule
F reduces clarity and transparency about how
Queensland Rail would achieve compliance with
passenger priority obligations and preserved
train path obligations. The proposal does not
appropriately balance the interests of
Queensland Rail with access seekers, access
holders and train operators (ss. 138(2)(b), (e),
(h)). Amendments are required to add the
words 'subject to schedule F' to the beginning of
this clause.

1.4 (and
others)

The proposal is largely appropriate to be
approved. However, clarifying amendments to
the definition of 'extension' are required (see
section 5.3).

Term of the undertaking

Compliance with the undertaking
Queensland Rail is not obliged to comply
with the undertaking if this would result
in non-compliance with its passenger
priority and preserved train path
obligations. This clause is no longer
subject to schedule F as it was in the
2016 undertaking.

Extensions and network connections
There are various provisions relating to
the negotiation, development and
funding of extensions. There is no
standard connection agreement.

248

We note that Queensland Rail did not justify the proposal and that stakeholders did not support it (Yancoal,
sub. 27: 16; New Hope, sub. 24: 18, sub. 33: 31).
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Clause

QCA decision

Master planning provisions
Master plans for the Mount Isa Line and
West Moreton system will be developed
on request. Queensland Rail is not
required to develop a plan if customers
do not agree to fund it.

5.1

1.5

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to extend access to
the master planning process to all lines and
systems (except the North Coast Line) and
provide customers with greater input and
involvement in the process for developing the
plans (see section 5.4).

Preamble
The preamble provides high-level context for Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU. New Hope and Yancoal
suggested deleting the preamble because it would no longer be appropriate if the declaration
review resulted in some of Queensland's services no longer being declared. New Hope also said
that the preamble added nothing of substance to the undertaking.249
At the time of making this decision, there has been no change to the declaration status of
Queensland Rail's services, so it is not appropriate to amend or remove the preamble on the basis
of potential changes. Queensland Rail proposed a solution (discussed in section 5.2) to address
changes to the declaration status of any of its services during the term of the undertaking, if such
changes should occur.
New Hope and Yancoal disagreed with Queensland Rail's description of the extent to which there
is competition between road and rail transport.250 In the draft decision, we too noted that our
view on the extent to which road transport is a viable alternative mode of transport to rail may
not align with the view expressed by Queensland Rail in the preamble. Nevertheless, we do not
consider that the expression of Queensland Rail's view in the preamble would affect the
operation of the undertaking.
Queensland Rail's proposal is appropriate to be approved. We do not consider it would adversely
affect the interests of any party (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Summary 5.1
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve the preamble in the 2020 DAU.

5.2

Term of the undertaking (cl. 1.1)
Under Queensland Rail's proposal, the undertaking will commence on the approval date, which
is expected to be 1 July 2020, and terminate on the earlier of:251
(a)

30 June 2025

(b)

in respect of any part of the service to which this undertaking relates, the date on which
that part of the service ceases to be a declared service for the purposes of Part 5 of the
QCA Act

(c)

the date on which this undertaking is withdrawn in accordance with the QCA Act.

249

Yancoal, sub. 27: 15; New Hope, sub. 24: 17–18, sub. 33: 30.
Yancoal, sub. 27: 15; New Hope, sub. 24: 17–18.
251
See also the associated definition of 'terminating date' in cl. 7.1.
250
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Proposed five-year term
Queensland Rail considered that a five-year term—1 July 2020 to 30 June 2025—was appropriate,
noting that it had only proposed targeted amendments to the 2016 undertaking and that fewer
reviews would lower costs to Queensland Rail, the QCA and stakeholders, without compromising
outcomes.252 Stakeholders also supported a five-year term.253
A five-year term appropriately balances the benefits of providing certainty to stakeholders about
the terms and conditions of access for a reasonable period of time and flexibility to deal with
changing circumstances. This is in the interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers and access
holders, and the public interest (ss. 138(2)(b), (d), (e), (h)).

Summary 5.2
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve the five-year term in the 2020 DAU.

Addressing the expiry of the declaration of the service
Queensland Rail's proposal could result in a term of less than five years if the undertaking is
withdrawn in accordance with the QCA Act or if the service (or part of the service) is no longer
declared.
The current declaration of the Queensland Rail service, which is described in s. 250(1)(b) of the
QCA Act, will expire on 8 September 2020. We are about to complete a review for the purposes
of providing a recommendation to the Treasurer about whether the Queensland Rail service, or
part of the service, should remain declared following the expiry of the existing declaration.254 We
must provide our final recommendations to the Minister by early March 2020 and the Minister
will ultimately decide whether to declare the Queensland Rail service or part of the service.
Queensland Rail's proposal to address the expiry of the declaration is appropriate, as it removes
uncertainty about whether the undertaking would automatically cease to apply if any parts of the
service that are currently declared cease to be declared. This is in the interests of Queensland
Rail, access seekers, access holders and other parties (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).255
However, Queensland Rail's proposed drafting is not appropriate to approve. Queensland Rail
should amend the proposed definition of 'terminating date' (cl. 7.1) to clarify that the undertaking
would continue to apply to any parts of the service that continue to be taken to be declared.256
Our position, which was supported by New Hope and Yancoal257, is in the interests of all parties
(ss. 138(2)(b), (d), (e), (h)).
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We note that there are direct links between Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU and s. 250(1)(b) of the
QCA Act in some instances.258 Irrespective of any decision by the Minister to make a new
declaration, s. 250(1)(b) will automatically expire in September 2020, so this discrepancy may
cause unforeseen issues with the operation of the undertaking. Therefore, Queensland Rail
should amend its proposal to include a new clause (cl. 6.3), which refers to any new declaration
by the Minister.

Summary 5.3
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to clarify that the undertaking will continue to apply to the service, or part of the service,
that is declared under Part 5 of the QCA Act, by:
(1)
(2)

amending the definition of 'terminating date'
adding a new clause, which refers to any new declaration by the Minister.

Drafting: cls. 6.3 and 7.1 (definition of 'terminating date').

5.3

Extensions and network connections (cl. 1.4 and other clauses)
Queensland Rail's proposal contains various provisions relating to the negotiation, development
and funding of extensions.259 An 'extension' includes an enhancement, expansion, augmentation,
duplication or replacement of all or part of the network, but excludes private infrastructure
(cl. 7.1).
Pacific National said it was concerned that the 2020 DAU did not explicitly apply to network
connections or include an associated provision for dispute resolution.260 In the decision on
Queensland Rail's 2015 DAU, we considered that rail connections were a form of 'extension' and
that the provisions relating to 'extensions' would apply.261 However, to avoid uncertainty, a
clarifying amendment to the definition of 'extension' should be made to explicitly include network
connections.262
Pacific National also suggested that a standard connection agreement should be developed, but
did not elaborate.263 New Hope said its recent experience with negotiating a rail connection
agreement with Queensland Rail highlighted that there were insufficient protections for access
seekers or private infrastructure owners, particularly in relation to negotiating connection
charges.264 While noting that it may not be appropriate to require a standard connection
agreement, New Hope suggested including in the undertaking a set of principles for developing
agreements, including in relation to connection charges and technical specifications.
Stakeholders have not had an opportunity to comment on the merits of New Hope's proposal,
which we received late in the review process. At this time, we consider there is insufficient
evidence to conclude that the provisions proposed by Queensland Rail in relation to developing
extensions are insufficient, such that it is necessary to include principles for developing
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For example, the preamble and definition of 'network'.
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connection agreements. It is also not clear that the benefits of developing a standard connection
agreement would outweigh the associated costs. If a dispute is referred to us in relation to
negotiating a connection agreement, we are likely to, amongst other relevant factors, have regard
to the standard connection agreement contained in the Aurizon Network undertaking to the
extent it provides relevant information.
Pacific National and New Hope also suggested there should be an explicit right to access dispute
resolution in relation to network connections.265 However, we do not consider this is necessary,
because we have made a decision that access to the general dispute resolution mechanism in
Part 6 should extend to any party who receives the benefit of an obligation in the undertaking,
rather than being limited to access seekers, as proposed by Queensland Rail (see Chapter 10).
Our decision appropriately balances the rights and interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers
and access holders (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Summary 5.4
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to clarify that network connections are included in the definition of 'extension'.
Drafting: cl. 7.1 (definition of 'extension').

5.4

Master planning provisions (cl. 1.5)
The 2016 undertaking sets out a process for Queensland Rail to develop master plans covering
proposed expansion projects for the West Moreton system, Mount Isa Line and North Coast Line.
During the term of the undertaking, Queensland Rail would develop a master plan for each line
or system if stakeholders agree to fund the plan. Queensland Rail is not obliged to develop a plan
if stakeholders do not agree to fund it.
In the 2020 DAU, Queensland Rail proposed some changes to the existing arrangements, which
it argued would make the process more fit for purpose (cl. 1.5). The key changes are:266
 A master plan will only be prepared on request.
 No master plan can be requested for the North Coast Line, because the authority for
planning and funding that line has moved to the Department of Transport and Main Roads.
While Aurizon Bulk advised that it did not have any concerns with Queensland Rail's proposal in
principle267, other stakeholders raised concerns about the proposed changes to the existing
arrangements and to the process for developing plans, including input and involvement of the
regional network planning group.268
The key issues around master planning provisions are:
 funding arrangements
 rail lines and systems covered
 master plan development process.
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Funding arrangements
Some stakeholders argued that Queensland Rail should fund master plans, at least for major lines
and systems, because planning for future investment should be an ordinary business activity. 269
New Hope and Yancoal also noted that Aurizon Network and DBCT Management undertook
master planning without requiring customer funding.270 Glencore said that a new master plan
should be developed for the Mount Isa Line, without user funding, to transparently demonstrate
that the increased government funding to maintain and improve the line was spent prudently.271
New Hope suggested that a compromise might be to require master planning without user
funding if contracted capacity reached a certain level on major lines and systems.272
We maintain our draft decision that it is appropriate for the funding arrangements to be
negotiated between the parties. Stakeholders have not adequately justified why Queensland Rail
should be required to develop a plan if the parties that stand to benefit from its development do
not agree to fund it. Queensland Rail's proposal that it is only required to prepare a plan on
request is consistent with the funding requirement. Even if master planning were to be viewed
as an ordinary business activity, stakeholders have not justified why Queensland Rail should be
precluded from recovering the cost of developing plans from users.
Our decision is that Queensland Rail's proposal is appropriate, having regard to the interests of
access holders and access seekers and Queensland Rail's legitimate business interests
(ss. 138(2)(b), (d), (e), (h)).

Summary 5.5
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve Queensland Rail's provisions on the
funding arrangements for master plans in the 2020 DAU.
Drafting: cl. 1.5.

5.4.2

Rail lines and systems covered
Queensland Rail proposed that the master planning process should apply only to the West
Moreton system and Mount Isa Line. New Hope, on the other hand, suggested that customers
should have access to the master planning process on lines/systems with little or no commercial
traffic to the extent there is customer demand for expansions.273
Having regard to the factors in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act, our decision is that Queensland Rail's
proposal is not appropriate to approve, because it unnecessarily restricts access to the master
planning process to certain lines/systems. We consider it is appropriate that Queensland Rail
amends the 2020 DAU to extend access to the master planning process to Queensland Rail's other
lines and systems. This will provide flexibility to deal with changing circumstances, including
potential increases in demand on lines and systems that are currently underutilised. Our decision
is in the interests of access seekers and access holders and does not adversely affect the
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legitimate business interests of Queensland Rail, because Queensland Rail is only required to
develop plans on request and if stakeholders agree to fund them (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
However, specific provisions should apply to the North Coast Line, given that, as Queensland Rail
advised, it is no longer responsible for the planning of that line. There should be a provision to
include the North Coast Line if Queensland Rail resumes responsibility for the planning of that
line during the term of the undertaking.274

Summary 5.6
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the provisions
about the lines and systems covered by the master planning process in the 2020 DAU is to:
(1)
(2)
(3)

provide access to the master planning process for all lines and systems, except the
North Coast Line
include a provision to incorporate the North Coast Line into that process if
Queensland Rail resumes responsibility for the planning of that line
make consequential amendments to relevant definitions and terminology.

Drafting: cls. 1.5 and 7.1 (definition of 'system').

5.4.3

Master plan development process
Stakeholders argued that the process for developing master plans should be improved, because
there were insufficient protections for stakeholders in relation to the funding arrangements and
oversight of the process.275
Queensland Rail's proposed master plan development process is not appropriate to approve,
because it does not provide stakeholders with sufficient input and involvement in relation to
funding arrangements and the process for developing the plan, particularly if they are funding
the plan. We do not consider that Queensland Rail's proposal provides an appropriate balance
between the rights and interests of access seekers, access holders and Queensland Rail
(ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
Earlier in our review process, Queensland Rail acknowledged stakeholders' concerns and advised
that it would consult with stakeholders in an attempt to resolve many of the issues raised.276
However, Queensland Rail has not since advised of the status of those discussions or submitted
a revised approach for our consideration.
In the absence of further information from Queensland Rail, we consider the appropriate way for
Queensland Rail to amend its 2020 DAU is to include the following requirements:
 Queensland Rail must provide the planning group with a proposed scope, budget and
timeframe for developing the plan, and terms for a funding agreement, within a reasonable
period after receiving a request to prepare a plan.
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This is consistent with Pacific National's suggestion (sub. 17: 7). New Hope (sub. 15: 8) considered that
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 The planning group must have a reasonable opportunity to provide input on the proposal
and Queensland Rail must take that input into account before preparing a revised proposal.
 If the planning group agrees to fund the plan based on the revised proposal, Queensland Rail
must provide the group with reasonable progress reports and opportunities to provide input
during the preparation of the plan.
We consider that our decision provides an appropriate balance between the rights and interests
of access seekers, access holders and Queensland Rail (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Summary 5.7
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the master
plan development process in the 2020 DAU is to include provisions that provide stakeholders
with greater input and involvement in relation to funding arrangements and the process for
developing the plan.
Drafting: cls. 1.5 and 7.1 (definitions of 'system master plan' and 'system planning group').
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NEGOTIATION PROCESS (PART 2; SCHEDULES B AND C)
A framework for how Queensland Rail and access seekers are to negotiate access and provide
information is provided in Part 2 of the 2020 DAU. Amongst other matters, the framework
addresses:
 the responsibilities of the negotiating parties and issues to be addressed during negotiations
 rules to deal with access seekers competing for limited available capacity and the treatment
of access holders renewing their contracts
 Queensland Rail's obligations to provide preliminary and capacity information (in
conjunction with sch. A)
 access seekers' obligations to provide certain information in access applications (in
conjunction with sch. B).
The provisions are largely unchanged from the 2016 undertaking, but Queensland Rail proposed
some changes, including to the information requirements for access applications and contract
renewal provisions.

Overview of the decision
We require Queensland Rail to make some amendments to Part 2 of the 2020 DAU, but there are
many provisions we consider appropriate to be approved.
Negotiation process (Part 2)—summary
Queensland Rail DAU

Clause

QCA decision

Access requests in different forms
If Queensland Rail agrees, a request
for access rights does not need to
be in the form of an 'access
application'.

2.1.1

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to accommodate
applications that do not fully satisfy the information
requirements in sch. B, as per Queensland Rail's
revised proposal (see section 6.1).

Information exchanged in preliminary stages of negotiations
Information provided, and
discussions held, in the preliminary
stages of access negotiations are
not binding on the negotiating
parties. Queensland Rail will keep
preliminary information current and
accurate.

2.1.2

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required, as per Queensland Rail's
revised proposal, to clarify the provisions about the
non-binding nature of the information, and include
requirements for the parties to act reasonably and
for Queensland Rail to keep capacity information
current and accurate (see section 6.2).

Permitted disclosures in confidentiality agreements
Confidentiality agreements must
permit disclosure of confidential
information to certain parties and
as required by law.

2.2.2(d)

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to apply the same
exceptions to the disclosure of confidential
information that apply in cl. 2.2.1(b)(ii) (see section
6.3).

2.7.2, 2.9.3,
3.3(h)–(j)

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to remove access to
prescribed renewal rights for new access seekers,

Contract renewal provisions
Contract renewal provisions are
available to eligible access holders.
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Clause

QCA decision
add additional provisions to strengthen the
bargaining position of access seekers to mitigate
the risk of 'hold-up' at contract renewal, and
expand renewal rights for certain existing access
holders (see section 6.4).

Other matters
Other provisions in Part 2 have
been identified for further
consideration.

6.1

Various

Our decision on each provision is provided in Table
17 in section 6.5.

Access requests in different forms (cl. 2.1.1)
Queensland Rail initially proposed that a request for access rights must be in the form of an access
application that included the information specified in schedule B, unless Queensland Rail agreed
otherwise. Compared to the 2016 undertaking, Queensland Rail considered that its proposed
approach would improve the efficiency and flexibility of the application process, because
Queensland Rail could agree to accept requests for access in different forms.277
Stakeholders generally supported greater flexibility when applying for access.278 However, some
stakeholders considered that the definition of 'access application' should be amended so that
applications made in different forms would be treated as access applications for the purposes of
the undertaking.279 Consistent with our draft decision, we consider that Queensland Rail's
proposal is not appropriate to be approved because the definition of 'access application' is too
narrow. The term 'access application' is used throughout the 2020 DAU and it is not appropriate
for applications in different forms to fall outside the definition of an access application, because
this could adversely affect the operation of the undertaking and the rights of access seekers. Our
decision is appropriate, having regard to the legitimate business interests of Queensland Rail and
the interests of access seekers (ss. 138(2)(b), (e)).
In the draft decision, we considered that Queensland Rail should amend the definition of 'access
application' to include applications in different forms, in addition to applications that met the
schedule B information requirements. In response to the draft decision and to address
stakeholders' concerns, Queensland Rail submitted a revised proposal for our consideration.
Under the revised proposal, which Queensland Rail said had widespread support from
stakeholders, the definition of 'access application' was expanded to include applications that do
not fully satisfy the information requirements in schedule B. Queensland Rail also proposed
changes to cl. 2.1.1 and sch. B, but those changes are largely consequential and relatively
minor.280 Yancoal, New Hope, Aurizon Coal and Glencore confirmed their support for Queensland
Rail's revised proposal.281
Having regard to the matters in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act, Queensland Rail's revised proposal is
appropriate to be approved. We consider that it appropriately addresses the concerns raised in
the draft decision and the concerns of stakeholders.
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Summary 6.1
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to extend the definition of 'access application' to capture applications that do not fully
satisfy the information requirements in sch. B (as per Queensland Rail's revised drafting).
Drafting: cls. 2.1.1 and 7.1 (definition of 'access application'); and sch. B.

6.2

Information exchanged in preliminary stages of negotiations (cl. 2.1.2)
Under Queensland Rail's initial proposal, information provided and discussions held in the
preliminary stages of access negotiations would not be binding on the access seeker or
Queensland Rail (cls. 2.1.2(a), (b)). In addition, preliminary information must be kept current and
accurate, but this requirement would not also apply to capacity information (cl. 2.1.2(c)).
Some stakeholders initially opposed introducing the provision that information provided in the
preliminary stages of negotiations would not be binding, which is not in the 2016 undertaking.282
Aurizon Bulk, on the other hand, considered the provisions provided clarification, noting that
Queensland Rail must keep preliminary information current and accurate and that indicative
access proposals were also indicative and non-binding.283 In the draft decision, we considered
that Queensland Rail's proposed amendments to cls. 2.1.2(a) and (b)) would likely clarify rather
than change Queensland Rail's obligations. Binding the parties to discussions or information
provided in the early stages of access negotiations could hinder negotiations and incentivise
parties to withhold information, which is not in the interests of the negotiating parties.284
However, taking into account the interests of Queensland Rail and access seekers (ss. 138(2)(b),
(e)), we maintain our draft decision that the initial proposal to keep preliminary information
current and accurate is not appropriate to be approved, because the requirement does not also
apply to capacity information (cl. 2.1.2(c)).
In response to our draft decision, Queensland Rail submitted a revised proposal for our
consideration, which it said had widespread support from stakeholders.285 The revised proposal
further clarified the drafting regarding the non-binding nature of the information provided. It also
added a requirement that the parties were to act reasonably when providing or requesting
information, and included a requirement for Queensland Rail to keep capacity information
current and accurate. The revised proposal was supported by Yancoal, New Hope, Aurizon Coal
and Glencore.286
Taking into account stakeholder support and having regard to s. 138(2) of the QCA Act,
Queensland Rail's revised proposal is appropriate to be approved. We consider it addresses the
concerns raised in our draft decision and appropriately balances the rights and interests of
Queensland Rail and access seekers (ss. 138(2)(b), (e)).
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Summary 6.2
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the provisions
dealing with information exchanged in the preliminary stages of negotiations in the 2020
DAU is to apply Queensland Rail's revised drafting, which:
(1)
(2)

clarifies the provisions about the non-binding nature of preliminary information
includes a requirement for the parties to act reasonably in providing or requesting
preliminary information

(3)

includes a requirement for Queensland Rail to keep capacity information current
and accurate.

Drafting: cl. 2.1.2.

6.3

Permitted disclosures in confidentiality agreements (cl. 2.2.2)
Under Queensland Rail's proposal, any confidentiality agreement between Queensland Rail and
an access seeker must permit the disclosure of information to the QCA, Queensland Rail's board
members and employees, and as required by law (cl. 2.2.2(d)). This clause was not included in the
2016 undertaking, but Queensland Rail considered it should be included to accommodate
Queensland Rail's structure and reporting obligations.287
Aurizon Bulk did not oppose Queensland Rail's proposal.288 New Hope and Yancoal accepted
Queensland Rail's proposal, subject to access seekers also being permitted to make disclosures
to members of their board, senior management and related bodies corporate.289 Yancoal also
suggested adding joint venturers.290
Under Queensland Rail's proposal, access seekers do not have reciprocal rights to disclose
confidential information within their organisations. Therefore, Queensland Rail's proposal does
not provide an appropriate balance between the rights and interests of Queensland Rail and
access seekers (ss. 138(2)(b), (e)). Our decision is that it is not appropriate to approve Queensland
Rail's proposal. Amendments are appropriate for consistency with the confidentiality exceptions
that apply to the general provision of confidential information under cl. 2.2.1(b)(ii).291 This would
permit the disclosures proposed by Queensland Rail, as well as providing reciprocal disclosure
rights to an access seeker, including permitting disclosures to a related body corporate of the
access seeker. Any additional exceptions (e.g. allowing disclosures to joint venturers, as suggested
by Yancoal) should be subject to agreement between the parties.
Pacific National suggested that Queensland Rail should only be permitted to disclose confidential
information to board members and senior executives.292 Pacific National did not justify this
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position, however, and we consider this would be an overly restrictive requirement that does not
reflect the practical realities of dealing with information within organisations.
Our decision provides an appropriate balance between the rights and interests of Queensland
Rail and access seekers (ss. 138(2)(b), (e)).

Summary 6.3
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the
requirements relating to confidentiality agreements in the 2020 DAU is to permit the
disclosure of confidential information where disclosure would be allowed under a
confidentiality exception in cl. 2.2.1(b)(ii), unless the parties agree otherwise.
Drafting: cl. 2.2.2(d).

6.4

Contract renewal provisions (cls. 2.7.2, 2.9.3, 3.3)
Queensland Rail proposed that eligible access holders should have the following rights, consistent
with those in the 2016 undertaking, when renewing their access agreements:
 pricing rights—if a reference tariff applies, access charges would continue to be set in
accordance with the reference tariff. If no reference tariff applies, access charges could only
be varied from those that apply in the expiring access agreement to reasonably reflect
differences in cost or risk between the expiring and renewed access agreement (cls. 2.7.2(e),
3.3(h))
 access rights—a renewing access holder would have priority over a new access seeker to
negotiate an access agreement when they are competing for the same access rights
(cl. 2.9.3).
However, Queensland Rail proposed to apply more restrictive eligibility criteria for those renewal
rights than provided for in the 2016 undertaking. To be eligible for renewal rights, access holders
must meet all of the following criteria (cls. 2.9.3, 3.3(h)):
 The current access rights are for train services carrying coal or other bulk minerals.
 The access holder can only renew its access rights once (although the drafting is unclear as
to whether the one-off right applies specifically to renewals for the remaining life of the
mine or whether it applies to all renewals).293
 The term of the existing access agreement is from five to ten years, and a maximum renewal
term of five years can be sought.
Queensland Rail said its proposed changes were designed to provide a balance between its
interests and the interests of its customers and noted there was a recent trend towards shortterm agreements, with many contracts now for one year or less.294 It argued the first two changes
would bring into effect the rights originally intended by our decision on the 2015 DAU. The last
change, Queensland Rail initially explained, reflected the diversity of contracts in place.295
Queensland Rail later expanded on the need for the change:
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The minimum five year term threshold for a renewal right was intended to remove the incentive
for access holders to enter into short duration contracts, multiple times. If access holders were
truly concerned about their potential sunk investment they would be motivated to contract longer
term access agreements.
The maximum ten year duration threshold was intended to limit existing access seekers who have
already had the benefit of a long term access agreement to recover their investment from
receiving a renewal right.
It is reasonable that in the case of any longer term contract, at the time of renewal the original
pricing intent will be unascertainable, or no longer applicable due to significantly changed
circumstances. In those circumstances, Queensland Rail believes that it should be able to rebase
pricing within the existing pricing principles of the Undertaking (i.e. floor, ceiling and price
differentiation provisions).296

Reflecting advice it commissioned from Houston Kemp, Queensland Rail argued that its proposal
would:
 better promote economic efficiency by providing Queensland Rail with more flexibility to
allocate capacity to those that value it the highest and shift closer to efficient costs (limiting
the subsidy)
 limit barriers to entry in dependent markets by reducing the advantage that renewing access
holders have over new access seekers.297
Stakeholders did not support Queensland Rail's proposal to restrict renewal rights.298 Yancoal and
New Hope argued that evergreen or ongoing renewal rights were important for investment
certainty.299 Queensland Rail responded that it was concerned about the competitive impacts of
providing ongoing renewal rights, because in the event that rail capacity was constrained, it would
not be possible to allocate that capacity to a new entrant, even if that entrant placed a higher
value on that capacity than the renewing access holder.300

6.4.1

Renewal rights for new access seekers
We acknowledge Queensland Rail's concerns about the adverse efficiency and competition
impacts of the renewal provisions in the 2016 undertaking. However, we are concerned that the
provisions in the 2020 DAU are too restrictive, because they do not adequately signal that the
sunk investments of access seekers will be protected, which may adversely affect the prospects
for investment and competition in dependent markets.
Renewal pricing rights—addressing the hold-up problem
The presence of sunk investments gives rise to the ‘hold-up problem’. Hold-up is an economic
problem where the value of a relationship-specific sunk investment is potentially appropriable
after the investment is made, which may discourage efficient investment in the first place.
We consider that Queensland Rail's proposal would not adequately protect any new access
seeker from hold-up, as Queensland Rail might be able to significantly increase access charges at
contract renewal (i.e. after an access seeker has made its sunk investment) to capture the value
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of the access seeker's sunk investment.301 Limiting the renewal provisions to customers with
contract terms of five to ten years would exclude some customers that have made substantial
sunk investments, while a maximum five-year renewal term may not be sufficient to align with
the payback period of the customer's investment.
Our decision is that Queensland Rail's proposal is not appropriate to be approved. While the
likelihood of future investment and entry in dependent markets is unknown, we consider that
Queensland Rail's proposal does not promote investment certainty in dependent markets, which
may adversely affect the prospects for future entry and competition in those markets
(ss. 138(2)(d), (e), (h)). We also consider that the proposal does not provide an appropriate
balance between the rights and interests of Queensland Rail and access seekers/holders
(ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
We consider that access seekers are likely to be well-placed when entering the market to define
the contractual provisions needed to address the risks they face. These provisions might include
protecting against 'hold-up' and guaranteeing the ongoing availability of rail capacity. The access
seeker may be able to achieve this by including appropriate clauses that specify renewal rights in
its initial contract, or negotiating a contract that aligns the term of the contract with the
investment pay-back period.302 This approach is likely to result in more efficient outcomes and a
more appropriate sharing of risks than requiring the parties to adopt a one-size-fits-all approach
by prescribing specific renewal right terms in the undertaking (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (e), (h)).
Stakeholders had different views about whether renewal rights should be left to negotiation. New
Hope and Yancoal did not support leaving renewal rights to negotiation.303 Yancoal argued that
changing renewal rights now created uncertainty, which would have a chilling effect on
investment. New Hope was concerned that new access seekers might not have sufficient
bargaining power to negotiate renewal rights, or that, even if they could, Queensland Rail might
be able to extract monopoly rents under the guise of compensation for renewal rights. Incitec
Pivot, on the other hand, noted that the certainty of long-term access rights was required to
justify investments in an environment of competing areas for investment, but supported leaving
renewal rights to negotiation.304
We consider that before an access seeker makes its investment decision, Queensland Rail and
access seekers would have an incentive to make the relationship work. Access seekers have
various protections in the QCA Act and access undertaking (including access to dispute resolution)
and may have alternative investment options. We also expect that Queensland Rail would have
an incentive to reach agreement with an access seeker to encourage market entry, particularly if
there is spare capacity on its network. Nevertheless, we consider that the bargaining position of
access seekers should be strengthened. This could be done by including a requirement in the
access undertaking for Queensland Rail to negotiate in good faith when an access seeker requests
renewal rights, having regard to the access seeker's need for long-term certainty in relation to
investments made on the basis of it requiring continued access on reasonable terms.
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For an extensive discussion of the hold-up problem, see O Williamson, The Economic Institutions of
Capitalism: Firms, Markets, Relational Contracting, The Free Press, New York, 1985.
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Furthermore, if a new access seeker does not acquire negotiated renewal rights or a long-term
contract with Queensland Rail that aligns with its investment horizon, additional protections for
access seekers are necessary at contract renewal. At this point, the renewing access seeker would
likely have sunk costs, which would reduce its bargaining power relative to the initial contract
stage, and expose the access seeker to the risk of hold-up. While we expect the rights afforded
to access seekers in the QCA Act and the undertaking would provide some protection against
hold-up, we consider that further measures are necessary. In particular, as we understand that
most of Queensland Rail's lines and systems are significantly underutilised (i.e. there is a lot of
spare capacity) and are supported by subsidies305, the upper limit on the revenue that
Queensland Rail can collect through access charges (i.e. the full cost recovery level) is likely to be
well above the revenue currently obtained from negotiated access charges (see section 7.1).
The presence of sunk costs, combined with the potentially large gap between current revenue
and the ceiling revenue limit, provides scope for Queensland Rail to significantly increase access
charges at contract renewal.306 Therefore, the 2020 DAU should be amended so that it includes a
requirement for Queensland Rail to negotiate access charges with a renewing access seeker in
good faith, having regard to the access seeker's expectations at the time of its initial investment.
However, we also consider that the protections and certainty provided to access seekers/holders
against the risk of hold-up need to be balanced against Queensland Rail's ability to recover its
efficient costs, consistent with the promotion of efficient investment in rail infrastructure and the
pricing principles (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (g), 168A(a)). Therefore, subject to the operation of the
queuing mechanism (see cl. 2.9.2), Queensland Rail should not be precluded from seeking more
favourable terms from alternative access seekers in the event that capacity is constrained at the
time of contract renewal, unless the renewing access seeker has negotiated a right of renewal in
its contract.307 This approach is consistent with the allocation of scarce capacity to the customer
with the highest valuation, which would reduce the need for government subsidies and promote
the efficient use of and investment in rail infrastructure (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (g), 168A(a)).
Application of renewal provisions to West Moreton coal services
It is not necessary or appropriate for the 'hold-up' protections discussed above to apply to coal
customers on the West Moreton system, because those customers would have access to a
reference tariff. We note submissions by New Hope and Yancoal that argue that Queensland Rail's
concerns about the current renewal arrangements foreclosing efficient entry were not relevant
to the West Moreton system, because capacity constraints were not expected to emerge, and a
reference tariff applied.308
The reference tariff is calculated for a 'reference train service', which is a train service with a
particular set of characteristics, including that it operates in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the standard access agreement.309 However, where access is provided under an
agreement with negotiated terms and conditions, there is scope to depart from the reference
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tariff to reflect differences in the cost or risk of providing access relative to the terms and
conditions in the standard access agreement.310
As the standard access agreement does not specify contract renewal terms, we consider that the
ability to negotiate departures from the reference tariff provides sufficient flexibility to
accommodate negotiated renewal rights. This applies particularly in relation to non-pricing risks
that customers may face, such as the lack of spare rail capacity in future, even if capacity
constraints were not expected to emerge in the near term. By the same token, customers that do
not expect capacity constraints to emerge may see little benefit in negotiating renewal rights and
would be subject to the queuing mechanism if there was a capacity constraint at contract renewal
(cl. 2.9.2).
Summary
Having regard to the matters in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act, we do not consider it appropriate to
approve Queensland Rail's proposal, because it:
 does not promote investment certainty in dependent markets, which may adversely affect
the prospects for future entry and competition in those markets (ss. 138(2)(d), (e), (h))
 does not appropriately balance Queensland Rail's interests with the interests of its
customers (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
We maintain our draft decision that renewal rights are more appropriately determined by
commercial negotiation, because this is likely to result in more efficient outcomes and a more
appropriate sharing of risks than prescribing renewal rights in the undertaking (ss. 138(2)(a), (b),
(e), (h)). However, additional provisions to strengthen the bargaining position of access seekers
are appropriate, to mitigate the risk of 'hold-up' at contract renewal and more appropriately
balance the rights and interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers and access holders
(ss. 138(2)(b), (d), (e), (h)).

Summary 6.4
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the contract
renewal provisions applying to new access seekers in the 2020 DAU is to:
(1)
(2)

(3)

Remove access to prescriptive renewal rights (both the pricing and access aspects)
for new access seekers.
Provide for Queensland Rail to negotiate renewal rights with access seekers in good
faith, and include some additional requirements to strengthen the bargaining
position of access seekers.
Include a requirement for Queensland Rail to negotiate access charges with
renewing access seekers in good faith, having regard to access seekers' expectations
at the time of their initial investment.

Drafting: cls. 2.7.2, 2.9.3, 3.3; and sch. H, cl. 1.2 and sch. 7 (new schedule).

6.4.2

Renewal rights for existing access holders
We consider that renewal rights are more appropriately determined by commercial negotiation,
with some additional protections for access seekers (discussed in section 6.4.1). Access
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undertakings have, however, explicitly provided renewal rights to mining customers for more
than a decade.311 In our draft decision, we considered that customers might have entered into
contracts and made substantial sunk investments based on an expectation that renewal rights
would continue to be specified in the undertaking. We note that Queensland Rail disagreed:
Under QR Network's 2008 undertaking (2008AU) these renewal rights were only available to coal
access agreements, and when registered in the committed capacity register. No West Moreton
coal contracts were entered into the committed capacity register during the 2008AU term, which
expired on 30 June 2015. Further, the QCA took the view that there was no access undertaking in
place from the 2008AU expiry until AU1 was approved in October 2016. AU1 offered a one-off
renewal right. As such, investments were not made on the basis of renewal rights as no such right
existed until AU1.312

We acknowledge the difficulty of ascertaining access holders' expectations about their renewal
rights at the time of making their investments, given these rights have changed over time.
However, renewal rights were provided in the 2016 undertaking, and access holders may,
therefore, have reasonably expected that renewal rights would be provided in future
undertakings. Removing renewal rights from the undertaking without adequate transitional
provisions for existing access holders may adversely affect investment incentives and competition
in dependent markets (ss. 138(2)(d), (e), (h)).
In the draft decision, we said that Queensland Rail should amend its proposal to provide
customers that have made substantial sunk investments with reasonable price and access
security for the remaining life of their investments. We suggested that a possible approach was
to provide a final right of renewal for access agreements pertaining to train services carrying coal
or other bulk minerals. However, we sought further submissions from stakeholders on an
appropriate approach.
One-off right of renewal
Queensland Rail and New Hope disagreed with our suggestion in the draft decision of providing
a one-off right of renewal per access agreement. Queensland Rail argued that extending renewal
rights could have anti-competitive effects by locking out new entrants and encouraging capacity
hoarding313, while New Hope considered that a one-off renewal right was not workable, given
uncertainty about mine lives and take-or-pay obligations.314
We consider that providing a one-off right of renewal per access agreement is appropriate in the
circumstances. It provides access holders with an incentive to either match the term of the new
contract with the remaining life of the mine, or to negotiate a further right of renewal in their
new contract. We do not consider that a right of renewal should be provided to customers that
have already exhausted the renewal rights available to them in an earlier undertaking, because
they could not reasonably have expected further rights to be made available.
Customer eligibility
Stakeholders considered that eligibility should be extended beyond access holders of coal and
bulk-mineral-carrying train services. Aurizon Bulk and Incitec Pivot said that some access holders
operate mines and/or transport products (e.g. fertiliser and sulphuric acid) that might not meet
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the definition of 'bulk mineral'.315 Incitec Pivot suggested these products might be captured by
the term 'industrial product'. Pacific National considered that access holders transporting nonmineral bulk products and using intermodal services related to bulk production should also have
access to renewal rights, but it did not elaborate on this position.316
Having considered stakeholder submissions, we find that access holders of agreements for train
services carrying bulk products substantially derived from bulk minerals should be eligible for the
one-off renewal right, because we expect those access holders would also have made substantial
sunk investments. We do not consider there is sufficient justification to expand eligibility further
than that.
Summary
Having regard to s. 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholder submissions, our decision is that it is
appropriate for Queensland Rail to amend its 2020 DAU to provide a final right of renewal for
access holders of agreements for train services carrying coal or other bulk minerals, as well as
bulk products substantially derived from bulk minerals (unless that final right has already been
exercised). We consider that our decision:
 promotes regulatory and investment certainty by recognising the expectations of customers
about renewal rights at the time of their initial investment, which is consistent with the
promotion of investment and competition in dependent markets (ss. 138(2)(d), (e), (h))
 is consistent with moving to an approach where renewal rights are commercially negotiated,
which we consider is more likely to result in efficient outcomes and a more appropriate
sharing of risks than prescribing renewal rights in the undertaking (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (e), (h)).

Summary 6.5
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the contract
renewal provisions applying to existing access holders in the 2020 DAU is to:
(1)
(2)

Provide a final right of renewal per agreement, if a final right of renewal has not
been exercised in an earlier undertaking.
Provide eligibility for the final right of renewal to access holders of agreements that:
(a)
were signed before the 2020 DAU commences
(b)

pertain to train services carrying coal, bulk minerals or bulk products
substantially derived from bulk minerals.

Drafting: cls. 2.7.2, 2.9.3, 3.3 and 7.1 (definition of 'renewal access seeker').
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Other matters
The following table provides our analysis and decisions in respect of other matters, not discussed
in the sections above.
Table 17 Other Part 2 matters—decision
Issue

Clause

Queensland Rail proposed that access
applications be sent to the address
nominated on its website.

2.1.1(a)

Queensland Rail proposed that an
access seeker would be required to
promptly advise if it does not intend
to proceed with its access application
on the basis of the indicative access
proposal.

2.5.1(b)

Queensland Rail proposed changing
'2008 undertaking' to 'AU1'.

2.8.3(a)(ii)(A)

QCA analysis and decision
Queensland Rail's proposal is appropriate to be
approved.
Stakeholders generally supported the
proposal317, although Pacific National suggested
amendments to reflect that a Queensland Rail
officer was typically assigned to manage the
application after the initial application was
submitted. We do not consider it necessary to
specify a requirement regarding subsequent
correspondence, as this is a matter that could be
agreed between the parties.
Queensland Rail's proposal is appropriate to be
approved.
New Hope said it supported this requirement, as
long as it was made clear that the access seeker
had formed the intention not to proceed.318 We
consider the proposed clause makes it clear that
the access seeker only needs to advise
Queensland Rail if it does not intend to proceed.
As New Hope stated, the requirement is
reasonable to facilitate access to genuine access
seekers. Our decision is appropriate, having
regard to the interests of Queensland Rail and
access seekers (ss. 138(2)(b), (e)).319

317

Queensland Rail's proposal is appropriate to be
approved. Stakeholders accepted the proposed
amendment320 and we consider the amendment
is appropriate to update the undertaking.

Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11; Yancoal, sub. 27: 17; New Hope, sub. 24: 21–22, sub. 33: 33; Pacific National,
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PRICING RULES (PART 3)
Access charges for non-reference tariff services are to be determined in accordance with the
pricing rules in Part 3 of the 2020 DAU. The proposed pricing rules for non-reference tariff services
are largely consistent with the rules in the 2016 undertaking, although there are some differences
in the application of the pricing limits and price differentiation rules, and the contract renewal
provisions (discussed in Chapter 6). Provisions for recovering QCA fees in access charges are also
included in Part 3.321

Overview of the decision
We require Queensland Rail to make some amendments to Part 3 of the 2020 DAU, but there are
many provisions we consider appropriate to be approved.
Pricing rules (Part 3)—summary
Queensland Rail DAU

Clause

QCA decision

Pricing limits rule
Access charges will be set so that
expected revenue does not exceed
the ceiling revenue limit and, unless
approved by us, fall below the floor
revenue limit.

3.2

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
However, amendments are only required to clarify
the application of the floor revenue limit and the
definition of the weighted average cost of capital
(WACC) in the formula used to calculate the ceiling
revenue limit (see section 7.1.1).

3.3

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
However, amendments are only required to extend
the limitation on price differentiation to capture
access holders, and for consistency purposes (see
section 7.1.2).

3.7

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to simplify the process,
reduce the regulatory burden and improve certainty
(see section 7.2).

Price differentiation rule
Queensland Rail will have regard to a
range of factors when formulating
access charges, but will not
differentiate between access seekers
where the characteristics of the train
service are alike and the access
seekers operate in the same end
market.
QCA levy
Queensland Rail can charge access
holders a levy to recover the annual
fees it pays to us.

7.1

Pricing rules (cls. 3.0 to 3.4)
Consistent with the 2016 undertaking, Queensland Rail proposed that access charges for nonreference tariff services should continue to be negotiated within the bounds of the pricing rules
(cls. 3.0 to 3.4 of the 2020 DAU). The pricing rules, which are to apply in the order listed, are:
 price differentiation—how access charges can vary among Queensland Rail's customers
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 pricing limits—expected revenue from access charges must fall between the incremental
cost and standalone cost of providing access to any train service (or group of train services)
 network utilisation—how access charges can be determined when capacity is insufficient to
meet the requests of all access seekers
 revenue adequacy—expected revenue should be at least enough to meet the efficient costs
of providing access and include a return on investment commensurate with the regulatory
and commercial risks involved.
The pricing rules in the 2020 DAU are largely consistent with the rules in the 2016 undertaking,
although there are differences in the application of the pricing limits rule and price differentiation
rule.

7.1.1

Pricing limits rule (cl. 3.2)
Under Queensland Rail's proposed pricing limits rule, access charges would be set so that
expected revenue does not:
 unless approved by us, fall below the floor revenue limit, which is the incremental cost of
providing access to any train service (or group of train services)
 exceed the ceiling revenue limit, which is the standalone cost of providing access to any train
service (or group of train services).
Queensland Rail's proposed pricing limits rule is unchanged from the 2016 undertaking, except
for an amendment to account for transport service contract (TSC) payments when determining
whether access charges fall below the floor revenue limit (cl. 3.2.2).
Floor revenue limit (cl. 3.2.2)
In its submission accompanying the 2020 DAU, Queensland Rail advised that, except for the West
Moreton system, its rail systems were significantly underutilised and they were either supported
by government subsidies (TSC payments) or, in the case of the Mount Isa Line, received access
revenue only marginally above the floor revenue limit.322 Since that submission, the Queensland
Government announced it would provide Queensland Rail with $80 million over four years—
starting in July 2019—to reduce access charges on the Mount Isa Line and improve the
competitiveness of rail transport over road transport.323 This suggests that Queensland Rail is now
receiving direct subsidies to support the operation of the Mount Isa Line as well.
Queensland Rail said that the floor revenue limit would be breached for many parts of the
network unless TSC payments were taken into account.324 Aurizon Bulk initially said it had no
concerns with Queensland Rail's proposal325, but later argued the formula for calculating the floor
and ceiling revenue limits should be disclosed.326
The requirements for calculating the floor and ceiling revenue limits are set out in the 2020 DAU
(cl. 3.2). As part of access negotiations, Queensland Rail must also provide access seekers with
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the methodology for calculating access charges and explain how the pricing rules have been
applied (see, for instance, cls. 2.4.2(d) and 2.7.2(a)(vi)). Stakeholders have not adequately
justified why the proposed obligations are insufficient and we do not consider that imposing
additional obligations on Queensland Rail would provide an appropriate balance between the
rights and interests of Queensland Rail and other parties (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
New Hope was initially concerned about the lack of transparency about the level of TSC payments
and resultant price impacts.327 It later indicated that it accepted including TSC payments in the
floor revenue limit, because they were revenue received by Queensland Rail.328 Subsidising
Queensland Rail's below-rail services through TSC payments is a government policy matter and
we understand that details of the subsidy arrangements are not publicly available.329 We consider
that Queensland Rail's proposal is generally appropriate, although amendments are required to
clarify that the relevant TSC payments are those reasonably expected to be received by
Queensland Rail in respect of the relevant part of the network. This is consistent with the
treatment of TSC payments in setting the ceiling revenue limit (cl. 3.2.3(a)(ii)).
Having regard to the pricing principles and the government's responsibility in determining
subsidies, our decision would result in the combination of access charges and government
subsidies for each part of the network being at least sufficient to meet the incremental cost of
providing access (ss. 138(2)(g), (h), 168A(a)).

Summary 7.1
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the floor
revenue limit provisions in the 2020 DAU is to clarify that the relevant TSC payments are
those to be provided in respect of the relevant part of the network.
Drafting: cl. 3.2.2.

Ceiling revenue limit (cl. 3.2.3)
Queensland Rail proposed to continue to apply the approach to calculating the ceiling revenue
limit that applied in the 2016 undertaking. The formula for calculating the ceiling revenue limit is
consistent with a building block approach, whereby the revenue a firm is allowed to earn reflects
the estimated efficient costs of providing the relevant service, including an appropriate return on
investment.
Calculating the ceiling revenue limit

Aurizon Bulk said that the ceiling revenue limit should be calculated with regard to the market
conditions of each system and argued that Queensland Rail's proposed approach was irrelevant
in its current form, because it contemplated access charges that were substantially higher than
what the market could bear.330 Queensland Rail argued that amending the ceiling revenue limit
to achieve broader policy objectives or to respond to market circumstances was not appropriate
and would reduce transparency about the true costs of providing rail services and the level of
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subsidisation provided.331 Queensland Rail said it must take into account a range of competing
considerations when setting access charges, including:
 competition with road transport and the objective of maximising rail freight volumes
 the ongoing financial viability of the system, achieved by recovering at least system floor
costs
 recovering sufficient revenue for investment to support the competitiveness of rail
 not contravening the price differentiation provisions.332
Aurizon Bulk argued that Queensland Rail had 'taken advantage of the latitude afforded to it
under the present structure on numerous occasions by increasing the cost of access to users
substantially' and provided an example of an unnamed customer it said faced substantial price
increases on the Mount Isa Line.333 Incitec Pivot said that high access charges on the Mount Isa
Line were hindering the ability of users to remain competitive.334
While we acknowledge stakeholders' concerns about high access charges, Queensland Rail
appears unable to recover its efficient costs of supply, particularly given low network utilisation,
and it is subsidised to support the costs of operating its rail systems. Queensland Rail said that it
was difficult to balance customers' demands for lower access charges and service quality
improvements, without additional financial support.335
Some stakeholders suggested that access charges should be subject to additional rules336, such
as a restriction on escalating access charges over the 2020 DAU term. As discussed in Chapter 6,
we acknowledge that Queensland Rail may have an incentive to increase access charges
significantly at contract renewal (i.e. to engage in hold-up) if customers have significant sunk
costs. However, we have decided that specific measures to address this issue are appropriate, as
discussed in section 6.4. In our view, further restrictions are neither necessary nor appropriate
and could reduce the flexibility of the parties to negotiate access charges that are appropriate to
their individual circumstances.
Having regard to the matters in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act, we maintain our draft decision that
Queensland Rail's proposal is appropriate to be approved, except for the proposed definition of
the weighted average cost of capital (WACC)—as discussed below. The proposed ceiling revenue
limit sets an appropriate upper bound for price negotiations—being the efficient costs of
providing access—while also providing flexibility to accommodate changes in the market
conditions of each rail system over time. It provides an opportunity for Queensland Rail to recover
its efficient costs in the event that rail volumes increase and system utilisation improves, thereby
promoting the efficient investment in, and operation of, the network, and the pricing principles
(ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (g), 168A(a)). If access charges at the ceiling exceed customers' willingness to
pay, it is likely to be in the interests of all parties to negotiate access charges below the ceiling.
This may also encourage the efficient use of the network and promote competition in dependent
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markets, while providing an opportunity for Queensland Rail to limit the gap between revenue
and costs (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (e), (g), (h), 168A(a)).
We also note that the parties have access to dispute resolution if they fail to reach agreement on
access charges. If we are called on to resolve a dispute, we must not make a determination that
is inconsistent with the undertaking, including the pricing rules. However, we are not required to
accept any price that is consistent with the pricing rules but, rather, must make a determination
having regard to the matters in s. 120 of the QCA Act.
Definition of WACC

We consider it is not appropriate to approve the proposed definition of WACC that is used in the
formula to calculate the ceiling revenue limit (cls. 3.2.3(a), 7.1):
WACC means the weighted average cost of capital which from 1 July 2020 until 30 June 2025 is
7.47% per annum nominal post-tax.

We have estimated a WACC only for the purposes of calculating a reference tariff for coal services
on the West Moreton and Metropolitan systems (see Chapter 3), not for other services.
Consistent with the definitions of other components of the ceiling revenue limit formula, the
definition of WACC should reflect the high-level principles or objectives to be achieved.337 Our
decision is that it is appropriate to amend the proposed definition of WACC so that it reads:
WACC means the weighted average cost of capital, being the return on investment commensurate
with the regulatory and commercial risks of providing Access for the Train Service(s) in respect of
the relevant part of the Network.

Summary

In summary, we consider that our decision in relation to the proposed ceiling revenue limit is
appropriate having regard to the matters in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act, including the object of Part 5,
the pricing principles, the public interest, and the rights and interests of the various parties
(ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (d), (e), (g), (h), 168A(a)).

Summary 7.2
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the ceiling
revenue limit formula in the 2020 DAU is to amend the definition of WACC, so that it reads:
'WACC means the weighted average cost of capital, being the return on investment
commensurate with the regulatory and commercial risks of providing Access for the Train
Service(s) in respect of the relevant part of the Network'.
Drafting: cl. 3.2.3(a).

7.1.2

Price differentiation rule (cl. 3.3)
Queensland Rail proposed to largely adopt the price differentiation provisions in the Australian
Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) interstate rail network access undertaking in place of the provisions
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New Hope (sub. 24: 23–24, sub. 33: 33) and Yancoal (sub. 27: 18) supported defining the WACC by reference
to the risks of providing the relevant service.
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in the 2016 undertaking (cls. 3.3(a), (b), (d), (e)).338 Under the proposal, the factors Queensland
Rail would have regard to in formulating access charges include:339
 the characteristics of the train service
 the commercial and logistical impacts on Queensland Rail's business
 capital or other contributions by the access seeker
 the cost of any additional capacity.
Queensland Rail would not have regard to the identity of the access seeker in formulating access
charges, and would not differentiate between access seekers, where the characteristics of the
train service are alike and the access seekers are operating in the same end market (cls. 3.3(b),
(d), (e)).
The provisions in the 2016 undertaking do not allow Queensland Rail to set different access
charges in respect of train services for the same commodity in the same geographical area, except
in the case of:
 differences in the cost or risk to Queensland Rail of providing access
 insufficient capacity to meet the requests of all access seekers.340
Queensland Rail argued that the rules in the 2020 DAU provided greater scope for efficient price
discrimination than the rules in the 2016 undertaking.341 Queensland Rail engaged Houston Kemp
to assess its proposal against the assessment criteria in the QCA Act. Houston Kemp considered
that Queensland Rail's proposal would promote more efficient outcomes than the current price
differentiation provisions.342
Greater pricing flexibility may provide greater scope for Queensland Rail to increase the revenue
it recovers from access charges and reduce the subsidy, while promoting the efficient use of the
network (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (g), 168A(a), (b)). Greater pricing flexibility promotes the efficient
usage of rail infrastructure, by enabling Queensland Rail to adjust prices in response to
competition from alternative modes of transport (particularly road for some types of freight) and
expand the demand for its service by targeting customers that are more price-sensitive,
potentially promoting competition in dependent markets (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (d), (e), (g), 168A(b)).
However, we acknowledge that insufficient information about customers' willingness to pay may
limit the extent to which Queensland Rail is able to effectively differentiate.343
Aurizon Bulk supported greater pricing flexibility, but was also concerned that Queensland Rail
would develop a process that supported the highest bidder. It considered there should be rules
to improve pricing certainty.344
Our view is that the purpose of the pricing rules is to establish bounds to guide negotiations, not
to determine specific pricing outcomes. If the parties fail to reach agreement, they may access
the dispute resolution provisions in the QCA Act or the undertaking. However, as noted above,
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Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 52.
See cl. 3.3(a).
340
Clause 3.3(b) of the 2016 undertaking.
341
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 50–53, sub. 18: 23–24.
342
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 53, sub. 9: 11–15, sub. 18: 23–24.
343
Productivity Commission, National Access Regime, inquiry report no. 66, October 2013: 79; ACCC, Australian
Rail Track Corporation, Access Undertaking – Interstate Rail Network, final decision, July 2008: 132.
344
Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11, sub. 22: 5.
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we consider that specific measures are appropriate to protect customers from the risk of hold-up
at the contract renewal stage (as addressed in section 6.4).
We acknowledge that monopolies can sometimes use price discrimination to increase their
monopoly profits or provide favourable treatment to related parties in dependent markets.
However, the ceiling revenue limit (cl. 3.2.3) should prevent Queensland Rail from earning
monopoly profits. Queensland Rail is also not vertically integrated into above-rail freight
operations and therefore cannot favour a related party.
Queensland Rail also proposed restrictions on differentiating between access seekers where the
characteristics of the train service were alike and the access seekers were competing in the same
end market (cl. 3.3(d)). We consider that it is appropriate to extend this provision to capture
access holders, not just access seekers. New Hope supported extending the rule to access holders,
noting this was where price differentiation was more likely to occur.345
Having regard to the factors in s. 138(2), including the object of Part 5, the public interest, the
pricing principles, Queensland Rail's legitimate business interests and the interests of access
seekers and access holders, we consider that most aspects of Queensland Rail's proposal are
appropriate to approve (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (d), (e), (g), (h), 168A(a), (b)). However, the following
amendments are required to improve the clarity and workability of the clauses: 346
 Extend cl. 3.3(d) so that it includes access holders, not just access seekers.
 Make consequential amendments to cls. 3.3(g)–(h), 3.6(a)(ii), 3.9(a) and sch. H, cl. 27.20, so
that they are consistent with cl. 3.3(d).

Summary 7.3
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the price
differentiation rule in the 2020 DAU is to:
(1)

extend cl. 3.3(d) so that includes access holders

(2)

make consequential amendments to cls. 3.3(g)–(h), 3.6(a)(ii), and 3.9(a); and sch. H,
cl. 27.20, so that they are consistent with cl. 3.3(d).

Drafting: cls. 3.3(d), 3.3(g)–(h), 3.6(a)(ii) and 3.9(a); and sch. H, cl. 27.20.

7.1.3

Pacific National's proposed road to rail pricing rule
Pacific National argued that a new pricing rule should be introduced to encourage modal shift
from road to rail and deliver access price reductions on the North Coast and Mount Isa Lines.347
Pacific National said that, despite rail transport delivering significant economic and community
benefits relative to road transport, policy imbalances348, including an inequitable pricing
framework, were creating an uneven playing field:
Domestic rail freight markets should operate on a level footing with other modal choices
(particularly road) by creating an environment where there is an equitable and comparable
regulatory environment and/or competitive neutrality between competing modes of transport.

345

New Hope, sub. 24: 23–24.
This position, which is unchanged from the draft decision, was supported by Yancoal (sub. 27: 18) and New
Hope (sub. 24: 23–24, sub. 33: 33).
347
Pacific National, sub. 25: 1–6, 10–12, sub. 34: 1–2.
348
Pacific National (sub. 25: 1–3, 11–12) identified other policy imbalances, including in relation to
accreditation, safety, training and regulation.
346
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We submit to discharge its obligations under the QCA Act (and to play its part in addressing these
imbalances), the QCA must amend the 2020 DAU to include a road to rail modal shift pricing rule
to lower access charges.349

Incitec Pivot supported Pacific National's argument that encouraging rail usage carried significant
public benefits, including increased safety, reduced accident costs and lower congestion and
emissions.350 However, Queensland Rail did not support Pacific National's proposal, noting that
there were a range of initiatives that supported carrying freight on rail, including the Queensland
Government's subsidisation of rail access charges.351 Queensland Rail said it took competition
with road transport into account when negotiating access charges with access seekers, but it
noted that service quality differences also affected what customers would pay for rail
transport.352
Taking into account the matters in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act, we do not require Queensland Rail
to amend the 2020 DAU to introduce a road to rail pricing rule. In the absence of a holistic
approach to assessing and addressing any distortions in transport policies, a pricing rule that
promotes one mode of freight transport over another—potentially leading to greater
subsidisation of rail access—may introduce further distortions. This would be inconsistent with
the object of Part 5 and the pricing principles (ss. 138(2)(a), (g)) and would not appropriately
balance Queensland Rail's legitimate business interests with the interests of access seekers,
access holders and train operators (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)). However, we expect that changes to
the price differentiation rule (section 7.1.2 above) would provide greater flexibility for
Queensland Rail to adjust access charges in response to situations where there is effective
competition from alternative modes of transport.

7.2

QCA levy (cl. 3.7)
The 2020 DAU provides for Queensland Rail to charge its access holders a levy to recover the
annual fees it pays to us (cl. 3.7). This provision, which is carried over unchanged from the 2016
access undertaking, states:
An Access Charge for a Train Service may include a QCA Levy component to be collected for the
QCA by Queensland Rail. This component will, where applicable, be determined from year to year
based on the QCA Levy levied by the QCA to Queensland Rail and allocated amongst Train Service
types in a manner approved by the QCA.

While the intent of the clause can be discerned, the wording is unclear. In considering applications
from Queensland Rail under cl. 3.7 of the 2016 undertaking, we sought to make it clear that the
levy is a tariff component charged by Queensland Rail, which recovers the fee Queensland Rail
pays to us for regulatory services.353

QCA provides
regulatory
services

QCA charges fee
to Queensland
Rail

349

Queensland Rail
charges levy to
access holders

Pacific National, sub. 25: 2.
Incitec Pivot, sub. 32: 4.
351
Queensland Rail, sub. 36: 16.
352
Queensland Rail (sub. 36: 15) said it had recently reduced intermodal access charges on the Mount Isa Line
by around 5 per cent, taking into account competition with road transport.
353
Our decisions on Queensland Rail's QCA levy applications can be found on our website.
350
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After considering all relevant matters, we do not consider that cl. 3.7 as proposed by Queensland
Rail is appropriate to be approved.
Our recent decisions on the levy have largely revolved around determining whether the
proportions of the fee allocated by Queensland Rail to different types of services when calculating
the levy are appropriate. Once the allocations have been determined, calculating the levy
amounts that are required to recover the allocated fee from each service is effectively a
mechanical exercise.
We said in our draft decision that there was an unnecessary regulatory burden in reconsidering
the allocation proportions each year. It would be simpler and provide greater certainty if the
allocations among the service types were provided in a schedule to the undertaking. Queensland
Rail could then calculate the resulting levy charges, and publish the updated amounts and the
way they were derived on its website. There would still be scope for the allocations to be changed
via a draft amending access undertaking (DAAU), and they would be reconsidered as part of the
DAU process before each new undertaking period.

7.2.1

Timing of levy submission
We proposed in the draft decision that Queensland Rail be required to publish the levy amounts
within 30 days of receiving our fee estimate notice for the relevant year. The levies for the various
services would therefore be known early in the financial year, as we typically send the fee
estimate notice in May or early June.354
Queensland Rail said this was impractical, as it could not finalise its levy calculations for the
coming financial year until it received the final audited fee for the previous financial year. These
arrived in September of 2018 and 2019, for example. Queensland Rail therefore proposed that it
publish the levy on its website 30 days after it received the final audited fee.355 Stakeholders
supported pre-determining the allocations, and Queensland Rail's proposed timing.356
Accordingly, our decision is that Queensland Rail is required to publish the levy amounts within
30 days of receiving notice of the final audited fee for the previous financial year.

7.2.2

Allocation percentages
We proposed in our draft decision that, for the 2020 DAU period, Queensland Rail adopt the
allocation percentages approved in our December 2018 decision on the 2018–19 QCA levy. These
allocation percentages were approved after a comprehensive review, which included two rounds
of consultation and a draft decision. The allocations were:
 67.4 per cent for coal users on the West Moreton system
 18.3 per cent for freight and minerals users on the Mount Isa Line
 13.1 per cent for freight and minerals users on the North Coast Line and West Moreton
system
 1.2 per cent for long-distance passenger services.
Several stakeholders said their levy should recover a smaller proportion of the fee.357 Glencore
said the proportion of the fee applied to Mount Isa Line access holders should be lower, given the
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We send a final fee notice in September or October of the financial year to which it applies.
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 16.
356
New Hope, sub. 24: 26, sub. 33: 35; Yancoal, sub. 27: 19, sub. 41: 14.
357
Glencore, sub. 29: 3; New Hope, sub. 24: 26, sub. 33: 35; Yancoal, sub. 27: 19, sub. 41: 14.
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share of matters considered by us that concerned the West Moreton system.358 New Hope and
Yancoal said less time should be required to deal with West Moreton coal issues during the 2020
undertaking assessment and term, compared with the previous undertaking.359 Yancoal said that
it would be bearing the 'vast bulk (and potentially all)' of the West Moreton share of the fee in a
low volume scenario.360
While the costs of assessing the 2020 DAU have been lower than the costs of the approval process
for the 2016 undertaking, matters relating to the West Moreton reference tariff have again
accounted for the majority of our work. Nevertheless, much of the undertaking, including, among
many other matters, the SAAs and the negotiation, dispute and renewal provisions, applies to
most or all access holders and seekers.
With regard to Yancoal's concern about bearing much of the cost when West Moreton volumes
are low, we note that the fee has been much lower in years when we have not been investigating
a DAU. This should be the case for most of the 2020 undertaking period.
However, we have changed the required allocations to reflect those proposed by Queensland
Rail, and approved by us, for the 2019–20 financial year. Those allocations are:
 64.4 per cent for coal users on the West Moreton system
 19.7 per cent for freight and minerals users on the Mount Isa Line
 14.5 per cent for freight and minerals users on the North Coast Line and West Moreton
system
 1.3 per cent for long-distance passenger services.
We consider that these allocations appropriately reflect the high proportion of the regulatory
work that arises from the West Moreton coal reference tariff, while also having regard to the
share of Queensland Rail's commercial access revenue that comes from the Mount Isa Line and
the North Coast Line.361
Accordingly, the allocations appropriately balance the interests of access seekers and holders in
various traffic categories, across Queensland Rail's network (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)). The certainty and
reduced regulatory burden of determining the allocations in advance of the regulatory period are
efficient and in the interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers and access holders (ss. 138(2)(a),
(b), (e), (h)).

358

Glencore, sub. 29: 3.
New Hope, sub. 24: 26, sub. 33: 35; Yancoal, sub. 27: 19, sub. 41: 14.
360
Yancoal, sub. 41: 14.
361
In 2018–19, Queensland Rail's commercial access revenue was $66.9 million (36%) for West Moreton and
Metropolitan coal haulage, $71.8 million (39%) for Mount Isa Line freight, and $46.2 million (25%) for North
Coast Line freight.
359
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Summary 7.4
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the QCA levy
provision in the 2020 DAU is to:
(1)

correct the drafting to specify that the QCA levy recovers the QCA fee paid by
Queensland Rail

(2)

add a requirement that Queensland Rail's QCA levy be published on Queensland
Rail's website within 30 days of Queensland Rail receiving notice of the final audited
QCA fee for the previous financial year

(3)

provide for the calculation of the levy amounts to be specified in a schedule to the
undertaking that includes:
(a)
the allocation proportions that the QCA approved in its final decision on the
2019–20 QCA levy application
(b)

the units and calculation methodology for the levy for each service type.

Drafting: cl. 3.7; sch. J; and sch. 3 of SAA (sch. H).
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OPERATING REQUIREMENTS (PART 4 AND SCHEDULE F)
Part 4 of the 2020 DAU provides for the operating requirements that govern how Queensland
Rail delivers train service entitlements (TSEs). These include:
 the network management principles (NMPs) for Queensland Rail to schedule, manage, and
demonstrate capacity for train services (sch. F)
 the operating requirements manual (ORM), which prescribes rules for how train operators
gain access to and operate on the network.
Queensland Rail proposed to omit the ORM (sch. G in the 2016 undertaking) from the 2020 DAU
and add a new category of 'ad hoc' planned possessions. Queensland Rail also proposed measures
to promote productivity and operational improvements, which we address in Part 4.

Overview of the decision
We require a number of amendments to Queensland Rail's proposed Part 4 and schedule F, but
there are many provisions we consider appropriate to approve. Queensland Rail is required to
include the ORM as a schedule to the undertaking, and implement a transparent process for
updating it, with QCA oversight. Queensland Rail is also required to publish supply chain calendars
showing disruptions and possessions on parts of its network with greater traffic.
Operating requirements (Part 4 and sch. F)—summary
Queensland Rail DAU

Clause

QCA decision

Operating requirements manual
Do not include the ORM in the access
undertaking. Consult before amending
the ORM.

4.3; sch. G

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. Amendments are required to
include the ORM as a schedule to the
undertaking and revise the way it is reviewed
and altered (see section 8.1).

Create a new category of possessions
called 'ad hoc planned possessions'.

sch. F, cl. 2

The proposal is appropriate to be approved,
subject to ad hoc planned possessions being
recorded in the supply chain calendar (see
section 8.2.1).

Permit variations to the daily train plan
(DTP) on short notice to accommodate
special events.

sch. F,
cl. 2.2(f)(i)

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. Amendments are required so
Queensland Rail consults about special events
and promptly updates the supply chain
calendar (see section 8.2.1).

No provision for a supply chain
calendar to record possessions and
disruptions

sch. F,
cl. 2.1(a)(i)

Amendments are required to provide for a
supply chain calendar to record regular and
ad hoc planned possessions, special events
and other network disruptions (see section
8.2.1).

Maintain the approach for modifying a
master train plan (MTP), save to
update to account for ad hoc planned
possessions.

sch. F,
cl. 2.1(m)(ii)

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. Amendments are required to
provide certainty about an access holder's
TSE when modifying a MTP or scheduling an
ad hoc planned possession (see section 8.2.1).

Network management principles
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Queensland Rail DAU

Clause

QCA decision

Remove the requirement that a
planned possession that is subject to a
dispute raised by an access holder
should be delayed until that dispute is
resolved.

sch. F, cl. 2.4

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. Amendments are required so that
access holders and operators need to raise
planned possession disputes within 30 days of
receiving notice (see section 8.2.1).

Maintain the Traffic Management
Decision Making Matrix from the 2016
access undertaking.

sch. F, cl. 3(g)

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. Amendments are required so that
there are 15-minute on-time windows
outside the Metropolitan system (see section
8.2.2).

Maintain the principles for managing
deviations from a DTP.

sch. F,
cl. 3(i)(i)(B)

The proposal is appropriate to be approved
(see section 8.2.2).

Productivity and operational improvements
Introduce a regional network user
group for each of the West Moreton,
North Coast and Mount Isa systems.

8.1

4.4

Amendments are required to provide for
regional network user groups (see section
8.3)

Operating requirements manual (cl. 4.3)
The ORM sets out practices, standards, systems, protocols, requirements, rules, policies and
other information relating to network control and access to, and use of, the network by train
operators. It also includes interface management and coordination requirements, safeworking
procedures, safety standards, emergency and investigation procedures, requirements for the
management of network incidents, and environmental requirements.362
Queensland Rail proposed in the 2020 DAU not to include the ORM as a schedule to the
undertaking.363 Queensland Rail submitted that:
Under AU1 Queensland Rail is required to submit a draft amending access undertaking to the QCA
for approval for any changes to the ORM as the ORM is part of the AU1, which is a burdensome
and time consuming process for both Queensland Rail and Access Holders. 364

In omitting the ORM from the 2020 DAU, Queensland Rail proposed to maintain the ORM and
make it available, as well as consult with access holders and nominated rollingstock operators
before amending it (cl. 4.3).
Yancoal, New Hope, Aurizon Coal and Pacific National all disagreed with Queensland Rail's
proposal to omit the ORM from the undertaking.365 In general, stakeholders considered it was
important that the process for amending the ORM remained transparent and subject to
regulatory oversight.
We consider it is not appropriate to approve the consult-only process proposed by Queensland
Rail in the 2020 DAU for amending the ORM (cl. 4.3), as that would give stakeholders limited
opportunity to contest changes to a document that used to provide certainty when it was part of

362

Queensland Rail, Operating Requirements Manual, October 2015: 1.
Under Queensland Rail's proposal, the ORM as set out in schedule G of the 2016 access undertaking would
apply until Queensland Rail amended it.
364
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 61.
365
Yancoal, sub. 16: 20; New Hope, sub. 15: 3–4; Aurizon Coal, sub. 12: 2, sub. 12: 3; Pacific National, sub. 17:
9–10.
363
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the SAAs.366 We consider that access holders should have the opportunity to seek review of
proposed changes that they consider will materially affect them and jeopardise their ability to
receive their TSEs.
As Queensland Rail's proposal in the 2020 DAU may impose unnecessary costs on both operators
and access seekers, it is inconsistent with the efficient operation of the network (s. 138(2)(a)).
Consequently, we do not consider Queensland Rail's proposal provides an appropriate balance
between the rights and interests of access seekers, access holders, operators and Queensland
Rail (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
In its collaborative submission on the draft decision, Queensland Rail proposed to include the
ORM as a schedule to the undertaking. The revised approach also gives Queensland Rail a limited
degree of flexibility to amend the ORM, without requiring a DAAU in every instance.367
Queensland Rail provided proposed drafting to stakeholders, which requires it to consult with
access holders and nominated rollingstock operators before amending the ORM. It also allows for
Queensland Rail to change the ORM where Queensland Rail has obtained the QCA's written
confirmation that it is satisfied with the proposed change and where the change:
(a)

is trivial or administrative in nature

(b)

has no material adverse impacts on access seekers, access holders or rollingstock
operators, provided Queensland Rail first consults with access seekers, access holders
and rollingstock operators, or

(c)

has been requested by, or agreed with, all access seekers and access holders who will be
affected by the variation.368

Pacific National, Aurizon Coal, Glencore, Yancoal and New Hope all supported Queensland Rail's
proposed process for amending the ORM.369
Queensland Rail did not specify the details of the ORM that it intended to include within the
undertaking. In the interests of transparency, we consider it appropriate to include the ORM as it
appears in the 2016 undertaking. This will give stakeholders an opportunity to raise concerns over
any departures Queensland Rail proposes from the drafting of the existing ORM.
Queensland Rail's proposed amendment process offers a transparent approach, as Queensland
Rail must consult with stakeholders before amending the ORM. It also gives stakeholders the
opportunity to oppose amendments to the ORM if they consider them inappropriate. At the same
time, the process will reduce the regulatory burden faced by Queensland Rail, by allowing it to
make changes to the ORM without necessarily requiring a DAAU.
However, we consider that there will be greater certainty for Queensland Rail and its stakeholders
if they know how we will assess a proposed change to the ORM. We therefore require that
Queensland Rail amend the DAU to include the drafting it provided in its collaborative submission,
but that it introduce an additional provision that the QCA, in assessing changes, will have regard
to the criteria in s. 138(2) of the QCA Act.

366

Most of the material in the ORM was part of the SAAs before it was moved into the ORM in the 2016
undertaking.
367
Queensland Rail, sub. 36: 6.
368
Queensland Rail, sub. 37: 3–4.
369
Yancoal, sub. 41: 11; New Hope, sub. 33: 35–37; Aurizon Coal, sub. 28: 1; Glencore, sub. 30: 8–9; Pacific
National, sub. 34: 1.
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This additional provision, together with Queensland Rail's revised drafting—which stakeholders
support—achieves an appropriate balance between the interests of access seekers, access
holders, rollingstock operators and Queensland Rail (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (e), (h)). It is also in the
interests of future access seekers.

Summary 8.1
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the treatment
of the ORM in the 2020 DAU is to include the ORM as a schedule to the undertaking and to
establish a transparent process for amending the ORM that provides for QCA oversight.
Drafting: cl. 4.3; sch. G.

8.2

Network management principles (schedule F)
The NMPs set out how Queensland Rail will coordinate maintenance and other track restrictions,
schedule and operate trains, and demonstrate available capacity. The two main documents that
Queensland Rail's NMPs prescribe are the master train plan (MTP) and the daily train plan (DTP).
Our decision also provides for a third document—the supply chain calendar (see Box 3).

Box 3: Train scheduling and planning
The documents that are relevant to Queensland Rail's NMPs in the 2020 DAU are:
 the master train plan (MTP)—which details the scheduled times as advised by
Queensland Rail for all train services and any regular planned possessions where
scheduled times are unchanged from week to week
 the supply chain calendar—which details upcoming regular and ad hoc planned
possessions, urgent possessions (to the extent known) and special events on the network
 the daily train plan (DTP)—which is derived from both the MTP and the supply chain
calendar and shows the actual expected schedule on the day of operation (a short-term
planning document).
Queensland Rail can amend its scheduling and planning documents before the day of
operation and before the DTP is scheduled. This can be done either by agreement with access
holders, or because of operational constraints, which may include track closures for
maintenance and construction activities or restrictions on train weights or speeds. The four
types of operational constraints for maintenance and construction are:
 emergency possessions—closures to correct 'dangerous or potentially dangerous' faults
or 'severe speed restrictions' within five days after they are detected
 urgent possessions—closures to correct 'potentially dangerous' problems less than three
months after they are detected
 regular planned possessions370—closures that occur at regular intervals and are typically
known between three months and two years before the day of operation
 ad hoc planned possessions—closures that occur at irregular intervals and are typically
known between three months and two years before the day of operation.
Queensland Rail can amend the DTP after the DTP has been scheduled if requested by an
access holder—and the change would not affect another access holder's train service
entitlement—or for an emergency possession.

370

For ease of differentiation between ad hoc planned possessions and possessions that are entered into the
MTP and occur at regular intervals, we have changed the naming of planned possessions to 'regular' planned
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Changes to train plans
The train planning principles within the network management principles set out the scheduling
of train services and how Queensland Rail will undertake maintenance activities on its network.
Queensland Rail and stakeholders have raised concerns about a range of issues relating to how
possessions and disruptions on the network are planned and communicated. We have separated
our analysis into:
(a)

ad hoc planned possessions and the supply chain calendar

(b)

special events

(c)

master train plan consultation

(d)

Cross River Rail

(e)

disputes over possessions

Ad hoc planned possessions
Queensland Rail proposed to implement a new type of possession called an 'ad hoc planned
possession', which it defined as:
a possession (other than an urgent possession, an emergency possession or a planned possession)
that is not entered into the MTP because it is not a regularly scheduled possession, and adversely
affects the operation of train services.371

Queensland Rail said the purpose of the new category of possession was to:
recognise the fact that the possessions included in the Master Train Plan (MTP) are possessions
that are scheduled consistently at the same time during each year ... Other possessions, while
they are planned in advance, are not scheduled at the same intervals. Even so, Queensland Rail
for practical purposes treats ad hoc planned possessions in the same way as changes to
possessions contained in the MTP—in other words, it considers access holders entitled to the
same rights to consultation and provision of contracted train service entitlements.372

In response to stakeholder concerns, our draft decision proposed that ad hoc planned possessions
be added to a planning document such as the Western Corridor Alignment Calendar (alignment
calendar). We considered that a regularly updated central document that tracked all possessions
and disruptions on a network was likely to lead to a greater level of transparency and promote
the alignment of maintenance across the entire network supply chain.
Queensland Rail said in its collaborative submission on the draft decision that it would include in
the NMPs the requirement to publish the alignment calendar and keep it up to date.373
Pacific National considered 'ad hoc planned possessions' were not required and an alignment
calendar was not appropriate.374
Aurizon Coal, Yancoal and New Hope all generally supported our proposed approach for dealing
with ad hoc planned possessions, subject to a number of changes to the NMPs to accommodate

possessions. They are referred to as regular planned possessions both in this document and in the required
amendments to the 2020 DAU (Appendix B to this decision).
371
Queensland Rail, sub. 1: 58 (cl. 7.1 definition of 'ad hoc planned possession').
372
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 14–15.
373
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 15.
374
Pacific National, sub. 25: 12.
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the use of the alignment calendar.375 New Hope said it was essential that the NMPs made clear
that:
(a)

the alignment calendar was developed from the MTP (but containing additional
information)

(b)

the restrictions on modifying the MTP also applied to modifying the alignment calendar

(c)

the DTP for each day was derived from the alignment calendar (rather than the MTP)

(d)

the NMPs specified what must be included in the alignment calendar, including
everything from the MTP (regular planned possessions and all regular train services), ad
hoc planned possessions, special events, 'no train' periods and information on recent
changes to the network.376

Under Queensland Rail's proposal, customers are entitled to the same rights and protections for
ad hoc planned possessions as they are for regular planned possessions, with the only difference
being that regular planned possessions are placed in the MTP and ad hoc planned possessions
are not. As such, we consider that access holders, access seekers, and train operators should be
no worse off by the creation of this new category of possession, so long as there is a transparent
process for notifying stakeholders of these possessions.
Supply chain calendar
Queensland Rail publishes several planning documents for various parts of its network, which
serve the same purpose as the Western Corridor alignment calendar—namely, the Mount Isa Line
closure alignment calendar, the North Coast Line supply chain calendar and the metropolitan
planned track closure 12-month calendar.377 We consider that all of these documents should be
subject to the same approach, as that will increase transparency about expected disruptions and
possessions across all of Queensland Rail's better-used lines. Instead of referring to each of these
documents individually, we use the term 'supply chain calendar' for all of them.
For access holders and train operators, it is important to have a high degree of transparency over
train scheduling and any factor that might disrupt the normal operation of train services. That
enables them to plan their train services and cope with necessary disruptions. Our view is that
Queensland Rail's current approach of publishing MTPs and supply chain calendar documents on
its website largely accomplishes this objective.
However, stakeholders are entitled to know what the supply chain calendar will contain and how
often it will be updated, and this should be formalised within the NMPs. As Queensland Rail's
proposal does not set this out, it is not in the interests of access seekers, access holders and train
operators (ss. 138(2)(b), (d), (e), (h)).
The MTP should continue to function as is—that is, a document that details the scheduled times
of train services and any regular planned possessions where such scheduled times remain
unchanged from week to week. While the supply chain calendar should continue to accompany
the MTP, we do not consider it necessary for the supply chain calendar itself to include a schedule
of train services. Rather than basing the DTP on a supply chain calendar document alone, using
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Yancoal, sub. 27: 19–20; New Hope, sub. 24: 29–30; Aurizon Coal, sub. 23: 2–3.
New Hope, sub. 24: 30.
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The Metropolitan planned track closure 12-month calendar can be viewed on the Queensland Rail website.
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both the MTP and the supply chain calendar is appropriate.378 It is important that the supply chain
calendar is updated frequently—at least monthly—subject to notifying affected parties when this
occurs.
Using the supply chain calendar in such a way is likely to achieve a reasonable and appropriate
balance of the interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers, access holders, and train operators,
and to enhance the efficient operation of the network (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (d), (e), (h)). As such, it
is appropriate for the new category of ad hoc possessions to be introduced, and for regular and
ad hoc planned possessions, urgent possessions (to the extent known) and special events to be
added to the supply chain calendar, which should be updated at least monthly.
We also require that Queensland Rail make consequential amendments to schedule F to
implement the supply chain calendar.

Summary 8.2
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate for Queensland Rail to amend its 2020 DAU to
provide that ad hoc planned possessions are recorded in the supply chain calendar that is
updated at least monthly.
Drafting: sch. F, cl. 2.1(a); sch. H, cl. 28.1 (definition of 'planned possession'); cl. 7.1
(definition of 'ad hoc planned possession' and 'supply chain calendar').

Special events
Queensland Rail proposed in the 2020 DAU that it should be able to vary the DTP from the MTP
at least two business days before the day of operation, to accommodate a special event (sch. F,
cl. 2.2(f)).379 It defined 'special events' as events or occasions for which Queensland Rail was
required to provide passenger services in addition to the then scheduled passenger timetable.380
New Hope and Yancoal considered a two-day notice period for changes to the MTP was not
sufficient, particularly for events for which the date was known well in advance. Pacific National
also did not support Queensland Rail's proposed treatment of special events in the 2020 DAU.381
Most of the defined special events are known far in advance. Very few—such as sporting finals—
are likely to occur at short notice. Consequently, it is not appropriate that stakeholders might
have only two days' notice for events known months or years in advance. As such, Queensland
Rail's amendments to schedule F, cl. 2.2(f) in relation to special events are not in the interests of
access seekers and access holders (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)).
The draft decision considered it was appropriate that stakeholders be notified of special events
and that consultation take place well ahead of time, where possible. It also proposed that special
events could be added to the alignment calendar, to assist in providing greater transparency with
network and scheduling planning.

378

We have also clarified that the DTP include urgent possessions and emergency possessions (to the extent
known). This is consistent with the network management principles that apply as part of Aurizon Network
UT5.
379
Queensland Rail, sub. 1: 144.
380
Special event as a category did not exist in the 2016 undertaking.
381
Pacific National, sub. 17: 12–14.
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Queensland Rail submitted that special events were listed within the alignment calendar (supply
chain calendar) published by Queensland Rail.382 Queensland Rail accepted the requirement to
use reasonable endeavours to consult with access holders about changes to the DTP as a result
of the scheduling of special events, and to keep the alignment calendar up to date.
Aurizon Bulk did not agree that Queensland Rail should be able to amend the MTP or DTP in the
way described for special events. It said the proposed changes did not consider the impacts on
rail users and did not force a strong enough consultation process.383 Aurizon Bulk said the current
process typically favoured passenger services over non-passenger services.
Aurizon Coal, Yancoal and New Hope generally supported the use of a supply chain calendar-type
document to record special events.384 Aurizon Coal said similar timeframes should be introduced
for special events as applied for planned possessions.385
While special events add an extra level of disruption to the network386, they are unavoidable, as
many of the services using Queensland Rail's network cross metropolitan Brisbane. Typically they
recur every year and Queensland Rail and its customers are accustomed to working around them.
We note that for some sporting finals events, Queensland Rail may be unable to provide notice
well in advance. For this reason, we consider that it is not appropriate to introduce strict
timeframes outlining when stakeholders must be notified of a special event. Ultimately, what is
important is that consultation takes place well ahead of time where possible and stakeholders
are made aware of any upcoming special event promptly.
Consequently, we consider much of Queensland Rail's proposed treatment of special events is
appropriate to approve, subject to:
 Queensland Rail being required to make reasonable endeavours to consult with stakeholders
in a timely manner, where possible
 Queensland Rail including special events within the supply chain calendar387 and making
reasonable endeavours to keep it updated to reflect upcoming special events.
We consider that such an approach provides Queensland Rail with flexibility to schedule
variations in the DTP from the MTP for events that are outside its control, while also providing a
high level of transparency. As such, this approach is likely to promote the efficient operation of
the network and the public interest and to be in the interests of access seekers/holders and train
operators (ss. 138(2)(a), (d), (e), (h)).
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Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 15.
Aurizon Bulk, sub. 22: 6.
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Yancoal, sub. 27: 20; New Hope, sub. 24: 30; Aurizon Coal, sub. 23: 2–3.
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Aurizon Coal, sub. 23: 2–3.
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Pacific National (sub. 25: 12) was concerned about the disruptive nature of special events. The NMPs require
Queensland Rail to use reasonable endeavours to minimise any material adverse effects on train services
that are caused by a modification to the MTP or the scheduling of a DTP that varies from the MTP (sch. F,
cl. 2.3 of the 2020 DAU and 2016 undertaking). We consider that this clause is appropriate in limiting the
adverse impacts of possessions and special events.
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Consistent with the above section, we consider it appropriate that special events are included within the
Mount Isa Line closure alignment calendar and the North Coast Line supply chain calendar.
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Summary 8.3
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the treatment
of special events in the 2020 DAU is that Queensland Rail should be required to make
reasonable endeavours to both consult with affected stakeholders and update the supply
chain calendar.
Drafting: sch. F, cl. 2.2(f).

Master train plan modification consultation
Queensland Rail proposed to provide for ad hoc planned possessions in the rules for consulting
about modifying a MTP (sch. F, cl. 2.1(m)(ii)). The process for consulting about modifying a MTP
is otherwise the same as in the 2016 undertaking.
Aurizon Coal considered the drafting in the 2016 undertaking and 2020 DAU was not sufficiently
clear on when Queensland Rail was required to obtain agreement from access holders for
variations to the MTP and planned possessions. Aurizon Coal said the current drafting of
cl. 2.1(m)(ii) was illogical, as it was not clear how a modification could be either within or not
within the scope of an access holder's TSE. Aurizon Coal suggested that the drafting should be
updated to reflect that an access holder must agree to the MTP variation where that variation
would result in scheduled train services not being met.388
New Hope and Yancoal supported clarifying the requirement for Queensland Rail to consult about
modifying a MTP or scheduling an ad hoc planned possession (cl. 2.1(m)(ii)).389
We consider that the proposed wording of the rules for consulting about modifying a MTP or
scheduling an ad hoc planned possession (cl. 2.1(m)(ii)) is not sufficiently clear and could cause
confusion as to what it means for a modification of a MTP, or the scheduling of an ad hoc planned
possession, to be 'within the scope' of an access holder's TSE. As such, we consider Queensland
Rail's proposal brings about legal uncertainty.
We are of the view that the clause is intended to apply where an access holder's use of its TSE
may be adversely affected—such as scheduled train services not being able to operate—when
the MTP is modified or an ad hoc planned possession is scheduled. Because Queensland Rail's
proposal does not make this clear, we do not consider the proposal is appropriate and in the
interests of access holders, operators, and access seekers (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)).
Instead, the rules for consulting about an MTP or scheduling an ad hoc planned possession should
make clear that the MTP should not be varied without an access holder's agreement where the
variation would result in scheduled train services not being met. Amending the clause in such a
way is likely to strike a balance between the interests of Queensland Rail and those of access
holders, operators, and access seekers (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
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Aurizon Coal, sub. 12: 3.
New Hope, sub. 24: 27; Yancoal, sub. 27: 20.
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Summary 8.4
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the process in
the 2020 DAU for modifying a MTP or scheduling an ad hoc planned possession, is to make
it clear that the MTP should not be varied without an access holder's agreement where the
variation would result in scheduled train services not being met.
Drafting: cl. 2.1(m)(ii).

Cross River Rail
New Hope said the Cross River Rail project was likely to be developed during the term of the 2020
DAU, and that during such development Queensland Rail might seek material closures of parts of
the Metropolitan system (that will disrupt West Moreton services that require access to the
Metropolitan system).390 New Hope considered that it would need to make material adjustments
to its supply chain, given the significance and likelihood of these closures. It said the NMPs should
be amended to provide for:
(a)

Queensland Rail to provide periodic updates (at least quarterly until completion of the
Cross-river rail development) to Metropolitan system users and rail haulage operators of
future anticipated closures and the impacts; and

(b)

Subject to any legal requirements which Queensland Rail is subject to, a cap on
possessions of:
(i)

in aggregate, no more than two months in one year

(ii)

the longest possession being no longer than 12 days; and

(iii)

no more than one extended outage, being an outage of ten days or greater, in any
rolling 12 month period.391

We note that stakeholders will still receive the same protections for possessions related to the
Cross River Rail project as they would for other possessions. While Cross River Rail has the
potential to cause significant disruptions to the network, the 2020 DAU requires that Queensland
Rail minimise the adverse effects of possessions (sch. F, cl. 2.3). We consider that Queensland Rail
has limited ability to manage disruptions posed by Cross River Rail, beyond using its reasonable
endeavours to minimise any material adverse effects on train services. As such, we do not
consider it reasonable to incorporate a cap on the number or duration of possessions that
Queensland Rail may require.
Given constructing Cross River Rail will be disruptive and create uncertainty, it will be appropriate
for Queensland Rail to engage with stakeholders and update them on the project's status and on
any anticipated possessions. The regional network user groups that Queensland Rail proposed
could act as an appropriate platform for such engagement to take place. Any disruptions to be
caused by Cross River Rail will also be entered in the supply chain calendar.
As such, we are of the view that the NMPs in the 2020 DAU are appropriate to address the
disruptions caused by building Cross River Rail, having regard to the factors in s. 138(2), including
the object of Part 5, the interests of Queensland Rail and access holders, and the efficient
operation of the network (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (h)).
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New Hope, sub. 24: 31–32.
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Summary 8.5
The QCA's decision is that the NMPs in the 2020 DAU are appropriate to address the
disruption that the Cross River Rail project will cause.

Disputes over possessions
Queensland Rail proposed not to include in the 2020 DAU a requirement that a regular planned
possession that was subject to a dispute raised by an access holder be delayed until the dispute
was resolved. The 2016 undertaking includes that requirement (sch. F, cl. 2.4). Queensland Rail
considered that the requirement could damage its business:
Queensland Rail may have multiple contracts in place with external contractors over several
worksites across the network linking into one Planned Possession. Requiring Queensland Rail to
stop the work right up until the day of the possession is not reasonable or effective, and in many
cases would result in reputational damage and financial compensation to external contractors
potentially in the order of millions of dollars.392

New Hope, Yancoal, Aurizon Bulk and Pacific National opposed not including such a dispute
clause.393 New Hope and Yancoal submitted that it should have a right to dispute variations to
the MTP, given that variations could result in cancellations, demurrage and take-or-pay costs.
Aurizon Bulk considered that operators should also have the ability to dispute a planned
possession. Pacific National said the dispute clause as in the 2016 access undertaking might create
problems for Queensland Rail, and suggested that it could be amended to require any dispute to
be lodged at least 30 days before the start of the possession.
It is possible under the dispute clause—as drafted in the 2016 undertaking—for an access holder
to raise a dispute just before the start of a planned possession, which could potentially lead to
significant negative consequences for Queensland Rail. However, this type of behaviour is unlikely
to occur, because foregoing required maintenance could lead to more significant track issues and,
as a consequence, a long-term reduction in railings. Indeed, when requested, Queensland Rail did
not supply any evidence of instances where it had been negatively impacted by a dispute raised
in relation to a regular or ad hoc planned possession.
A planned possession has the potential to significantly disrupt train services, and thereby
negatively affect access holders and operators. Consequently, Queensland Rail's proposal to not
include a relevant dispute clause is not appropriate to approve, having regard to the factors in
s. 138(2), including the interests of access seekers, access holders, and train operators and the
public interest (ss. 138(2)(d), (e), (h)).
While it is unlikely for a dispute to be raised just before the start of a planned possession, our
draft decision recognised Queensland Rail's concern that the drafting in the 2016 undertaking
makes this possible. As stakeholders are informed of a planned possession at least 90 days before
it takes place, we considered it would not be reasonable for stakeholders to raise a dispute just
before a planned possession started. Instead, a clause similar to the dispute clause (sch. F, cl. 2.4)
in the 2016 undertaking should be introduced, but it should provide that stakeholders have a
fixed period before a planned possession within which to file a dispute.

392
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Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 64.
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Queensland Rail considered allowing stakeholders to file a dispute before a planned possession
would lead to inefficiencies and disruptions to the running of the network, and that it would also
be possible for stakeholders to use the process frivolously to compromise train running at the
expense of other parties. Queensland Rail submitted that if we insisted on maintaining the
requirement that planned possessions cannot proceed until disputes have been resolved, then at
minimum, disputes should be lodged within two weeks of the MTP being locked down, as detailed
consultation takes place in the lead-up to the three month lock-down of the MTP.394
New Hope, Yancoal and Aurizon Coal generally supported our approach regarding disputes over
possessions, subject to minor changes.395 New Hope suggested requiring that disputes be filed
within 30 days of being notified (via the alignment calendar). New Hope considered that this
would allow access holders' dispute rights to be protected against any late notification of a
planned possession by Queensland Rail.396 Aurizon Coal proposed that the dispute provisions be
expanded to include special events.397
It is our view that it is not appropriate for the dispute clause to include special events. Queensland
Rail may have limited control over disruptions to the network caused by special events.
Additionally, Queensland Rail is bound by its passenger priority obligations under the Transport
Infrastructure Act 1994 (Qld). As such, we do not consider it appropriate for a dispute to be raised
by a stakeholder involving Queensland Rail's compliance with its required passenger services.
We consider that requiring a dispute to be filed within 30 days of being notified of a regular or ad
hoc planned possession is likely to lead to an appropriate outcome for stakeholders. For
Queensland Rail, this would provide an incentive to notify possessions as soon as reasonably
possible. Access holders and operators will still be protected in instances where Queensland Rail
is late to notify stakeholders of a planned possession.
The dispute clause should apply equally to both ad hoc and regular planned possessions.
Operators should also be able to lodge disputes, as they, too, could be impacted adversely.398
Enabling stakeholders to contest possessions that they consider have been inappropriately
scheduled will promote disciplined operation of the network. The amended clause is also likely
to advantage Queensland Rail, relative to the provision in the 2016 undertaking, as stakeholders
will file disputes well in advance of the possession, where Queensland Rail provides sufficient
notice. Consequently, we consider that this approach achieves a reasonable and appropriate
balance of the interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers, access holders and train operators,
and also enhances the efficient operation of the network (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (d), (e), (h)).

Summary 8.6
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to require that access holders and operators that wish to raise a dispute over a regular or
ad hoc planned possession do so within 30 days of being notified of the possession.
Drafting: sch. F, cl. 2.4.
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Network control principles
The prime objective of network control is to facilitate the safe running of train services, and the
start and finish of possessions, as scheduled in the DTPs. The network management principles
(sch. F, cl. 3(g)) state that:
In the context of the Traffic Management Decision Making Matrix, the meaning of “On Time”,
“Ahead” and “Late” are determined by the scheduling of paths in the relevant DTP. For example,
if a Train Service is travelling in accordance with the path allocated to it in the relevant DTP, it is
running “On Time”.

In considering the network control principles, our analysis is divided to address:
(a)

on-time windows

(b)

train priority.

On-time windows
Pacific National said Queensland Rail's current practice was that a train that was not on time to
the minute was classified as either 'ahead' or 'late', which meant that under the Traffic
Management Decision Matrix, such a train could be disadvantaged. Pacific National considered
that for freight trains travelling up to 1700 kilometres, such precision for defining 'on-time'
services was unrealistic. Furthermore, Pacific National said Queensland Rail provided a much
more generous definition of 'on time' when reporting its own performance—for instance,
Queensland Rail proposed in the 2020 DAU to be required to report on the number and
percentage of possessions that did not start or finish within 30 minutes of their scheduled time
(see section 9.1).399
Queensland Rail was not opposed to the idea of extending on-time windows for freight traffic,
and considered that appropriate times may be 30 minutes for West Moreton system traffic, and
60 minutes for North Coast Line system traffic due to the longer journey time. However,
Queensland Rail submitted that this might impact on network planning, requiring extra
possessions or possessions of longer duration. Queensland Rail also noted that it must comply
with its passenger priority obligations under the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (Qld). 400
Aurizon Bulk was in favour of a 15-minute on-time window, provided that it was limited to areas
outside of the Brisbane metropolitan system.401 Aurizon Coal supported extending the on-time
windows for freight rail to 15 minutes, noting that this was consistent with standard timeframes
for freight rail operators for other network providers. Aurizon Coal considered that the windows
for on-time performance for freight rail and Queensland Rail's planned possessions should be
aligned.402
New Hope and Yancoal submitted that, subject to the view of haulage operators, the existing
practices on the West Moreton and Metropolitan systems should be maintained.403
Our view is that requiring trains to be on time to the minute for them to be classified as 'on time',
is unreasonably restrictive for freight trains travelling long distances. However, most freight
traffic on the Queensland Rail network will travel on the Metropolitan system, where a higher
degree of accuracy is required, because it is a more congested passenger network. As such, we
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do not consider it appropriate for trains travelling on the Metropolitan system to be provided
such an on-time window.
However, as extended on-time windows will not create the same problems outside the
Metropolitan system, we consider that it is not appropriate to maintain the current classification
of 'on-time' for trains travelling there. Consequently, we are of the view that Queensland Rail's
proposal is not appropriate to approve having regard to the interest of train operators, access
seekers and access holders, and the public interest (ss. 138(2)(d), (e), (h)).
Instead, we consider an on-time window of 15 minutes for traffic outside of the Metropolitan
system is appropriate and will contribute to a more efficient operation of the network. We are of
the view that this should apply to both freight and passenger rail, as we see no reason why
passenger trains should be disadvantaged, compared to freight trains, when evaluated using the
Traffic Management Decision Matrix. This approach is appropriate, having regard to the interests
of Queensland Rail, train operators, access seekers and access holders, and the public interest
(ss. 138(2)(b), (d), (e), (h)). We note that this also aligns with the 15-minute on-time windows
Queensland Rail has for reporting on the completion of regular and ad hoc planned possessions
(see section 9.1.1).

Summary 8.7
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to extend the on-time window for rail outside the Metropolitan system to 15 minutes.
Drafting: sch. F, cl. 3(g).

Train priority
In both the 2016 undertaking and the 2020 DAU, the Traffic Management Decision Making Matrix
guides network control decisions. Aurizon Bulk noted Queensland Rail had not proposed in the
2020 DAU to change the existing Traffic Management Decision Matrix (sch. F, cl. 3 in the 2016
undertaking). Aurizon Bulk considered:
The rules provided are relatively clear, but Network Controllers are provided with the flexibility
under the "Principles for managing deviations from a DTP" that muddy the waters in the
application of these decisions.404

Aurizon Bulk said that cl. 3(i)(i)(B)of schedule F in particular allowed for a network controller to
'remedy, or to mitigate or avoid, the operation of Train Services on any part of the Network being
congested, prevented or otherwise materially adversely affected'. Aurizon Bulk considered that,
aside from safety reasons, 'healthy' (i.e. on-time) trains should always be given priority ahead of
unhealthy trains, in accordance with the decision-making matrix.405
It also submitted that:
For practical reasons a controller is not consulting the Undertaking when making decisions. There
is no reporting mechanism that allows operators to challenge decisions made by controllers, nor
is there a requirement for the rail operator to be provided information from QR. Poor decision
making in train control leads to additional costs for rail operators, such as additional crew hours
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required to move products, excess overtime, increase risk of fatigue and potential penalties with
customers in meeting KPI targets. 406

Aurizon Bulk said there should be transparency, and an opportunity for rail operators to
participate in improving Queensland Rail's processes for the benefit of all users.407
Yancoal supported leaving in place the principles for managing deviations from a DTP, while New
Hope also was in favour of this position, provided that a productivity and operational
improvement regime be implemented.408
The 2016 access undertaking process introduced a number of principles for managing deviations
from a DTP, including the principle outlined by Aurizon Bulk. While cl. 3(i)(i)(B) of schedule F
provides network controllers with the discretion to favour an unhealthy train over a healthy
train409, the undertaking requires that this discretion is applied 'if it is reasonably necessary'. We
are not aware of circumstances to date in which this clause has been applied unreasonably.
We note that one of Aurizon Bulk's key concerns was about the transparency of Queensland Rail's
decision-making, particularly when controllers exercised discretion to avoid congestion. It is our
view that this concern can be addressed by requiring Queensland Rail to report on the number of
instances where it has exercised discretion in relation to managing deviations from the DTP. This
issue has been addressed in further detail in section 9.1.4.
Therefore, while we generally support healthy trains receiving priority over unhealthy trains, we
consider it is appropriate to retain cl. 3(i)(i)(B) of schedule F. Given Queensland Rail is required to
report on its use of discretion to avoid congestion, we consider the relevant provisions are
appropriate, having regard to the factors in s. 138(2), including the object of Part 5, the interests
of Queensland Rail and access holders and the efficient operation of the network (ss. 138(2)(a),
(b), (h)).

Summary 8.8
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve the principles in Queensland Rail's
2020 DAU for managing deviations from a DTP, including sch. F, cl. 3(i)(i)(B).

8.3

Productivity and operational improvements
Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU does not include specific measures to promote productivity and
operational improvements. However, Queensland Rail agreed with several stakeholders during
the collaborative submission process on including new provisions in the undertaking to establish
regional network user groups (user groups) to review, discuss and improve rail operational issues
which could affect system or supply chain performance.410
Queensland Rail proposed new drafting to implement this agreed measure, but did not indicate
where the proposed clauses would sit in the undertaking. We are of the view that the new clauses
should be added to Part 4 of the undertaking.
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Queensland Rail proposed to establish these user groups for the West Moreton, North Coast Line
and Mount Isa Line rail systems. The groups should consist of access holders, rail transport
operators and end user access seekers relevant to each regional network. 411
Yancoal, New Hope, Aurizon Coal, Glencore and Pacific National all supported the proposal to
introduce user groups.412 However, Pacific National considered that, while introducing user
groups was a step in the right direction, it fell short, because Queensland Rail's only requirement
was to convene a group.413 New Hope said the existing terms of reference for the South Western
Users Group should continue to apply until new terms of reference were agreed, so as to not
disrupt the already established user group.414 Yancoal, New Hope and Glencore said it was more
appropriate for the user groups to be chaired by a user representative, rather than a Queensland
Rail representative, as Queensland Rail proposed.415 In addition, these stakeholders considered
that it was appropriate that the groups' scope of discussions be extended to include capital
investment, which might be the best way to achieve some productivity or operational
improvements.
Queensland Rail considered that the user groups should be focused on operational performance
rather than supply chain investment decisions, as these were dealt with in other sections of the
undertaking, including development and funding of extensions and enhancements to the
network.416
We are of the view that user groups are likely to contribute to the efficient operation of the
network. Their objective is to improve system and supply chain performance through operational
means. We consider that, while there may be a focus on operational performance at meetings,
there could be instances where this is best achieved through some form of capital expenditure or
investment—thus contributing to better overall supply chain performance and the efficient use
of the network. As such, we are of the view that it would be counterproductive to limit discussion
within the user groups to purely operational matters. Therefore, we consider that the
undertaking should not set out in detail the scope of user group discussions.
Similarly, it is not necessary that the undertaking specify who will chair the user group meetings—
stakeholders should be able to determine that amongst themselves. So, while we have largely
adopted the drafting that Queensland Rail proposed, we have not specified who will chair the
user group meetings, or their scope of discussions. We have also provided that terms of reference
already in place for an existing user group will apply until any new terms of reference is agreed.
Our view is that introducing Queensland Rail's proposed productivity and operational
improvements will promote the efficient operation of the network. As such we consider the
relevant provisions are appropriate, having regard to the factors in s. 138(2), including the object
of Part 5, the interests of Queensland Rail and access holders and the efficient operation of the
network (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (h)).

411

Queensland Rail, sub. 36: 7–8.
Yancoal, sub. 41: 12; New Hope, sub. 33: 18–19, sub. 24: 19–20; Glencore, sub. 29: 1–2; Pacific National,
sub. 34; 2.
413
Pacific National, sub. 34: 2.
414
New Hope, sub. 33: 18.
415
Yancoal, sub. 41: 12; New Hope, sub. 33: 18; Glencore, sub. 29: 2.
416
Queensland Rail, sub. 36: 8.
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Summary 8.9
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU to
provide for regional network user groups.
Drafting: cls. 4.4 and 7.1 (definition of 'regional network user groups').
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REPORTING (PART 5)
The reporting provisions in Part 5 of the 2020 DAU set out how Queensland Rail will inform
stakeholders about its performance in negotiating access and operating its track, and the costs of
providing access to parts of the network with substantial commercial revenue. Part 5 also
provides rules for auditing this information and Queensland Rail's compliance with its
undertaking.
In the 2020 DAU, Queensland Rail proposed to retain all of the reporting and audit requirements
from the approved 2016 undertaking, with a few changes to deadlines.

Overview of the decision
We require Queensland Rail to make a number of amendments to Part 5 of the 2020 DAU,
including to provide more detailed reporting of the timing of planned possessions, but there are
many provisions we consider appropriate to be approved.
Reporting (Part 5)—summary
Queensland Rail DAU

Clause

QCA decision

Quarterly network performance report
Publish by end of month after each
quarter, or as agreed with QCA.417

5.1.1

The proposal is appropriate to be approved,
and is supported by stakeholders. Not
discussed further.418

Allow 30 minutes' leeway in timing of
planned possessions.

5.1.2(a)(x)

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. Amendments are required to specify
that reporting on planned possessions should
be subject to 15 minutes' leeway, and provide
information in ranges (see section 9.1.1).

No proposal for reporting on use of
planned possessions outside the
master train plan ('ad hoc planned
possessions').

5.1.2(a)(x)

Queensland Rail is required to report on
planned possessions outside the master train
plan (see sections 9.1.2 and 8.2.1).

No proposal for reporting on use of
urgent and emergency possessions.

5.1.2(a)(xi)
(added)

Queensland Rail is required to report on use of
urgent and emergency possessions (see section
9.1.3)

No proposal for reporting on use of
congestion-related delays.

5.1.2(a)(ii)(D)
(added)

Queensland Rail is required to report on use of
congestion-related delays (see section 9.1.4
and 0)

Specify types of service covered, for
example: coal, bulk minerals, freight;
exclude metropolitan system.419

5.1.2(b)

The proposal is appropriate to be approved,
and is supported by stakeholders. Not
discussed further.420

417

Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 58, 62.
New Hope, sub. 15: 13, sub. 24: 32; Yancoal, sub. 27: 21.
419
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 58, 62.
420
New Hope, sub. 15: 14, sub. 24: 32; Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11: 9; Yancoal, sub. 27: 21.
418
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Clause

QCA decision

Annual network performance report
Publish within six months after end of
each year.421

5.2.1(a)

The proposal is appropriate to be approved
and is supported by stakeholders. Not
discussed further.422

Commentary required only for
'material' changes.

5.2.2(k)

The proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. Amendments are required to specify
'material' (see section 9.2.1).

Costs for non-reference-tariff systems

5.2.2(j)

The proposal is appropriate to be approved
(see section 9.2.2)

Format of annual network
performance report unchanged.

5.2, 5.3

The proposal is appropriate to be approved.
(see section 9.2.3).

5.2.2(i)(vi)

Clause 5.2.2(i)(vi) should be numbered
5.2.2(i)(v)(B).

Other matters
Incorrect clause number

9.1

Quarterly network performance report (cl. 5.1)

9.1.1

Planned possessions
Planned possessions are times set aside for Queensland Rail to maintain its network or undertake
capital works. Train services are stopped during those times, which affects capacity available to
access holders. A late start or early finish is inefficient, as it means the network is closed and
services are most likely deferred or cancelled at a time when they could have been operating. In
general, discipline in keeping to scheduled times for possessions is a sign of a well-run, efficient
network.
Planned possessions are governed by rules in the network management principles (see sch. F of
the 2020 DAU and section 8.2 of this decision). Reporting on Queensland Rail's planned
possessions is included in the quarterly network performance report.
Queensland Rail proposed in the 2020 DAU to distinguish between planned possessions that take
place on a consistent schedule from week to week, and are therefore suitable to be included in
the master train plan (MTP), and planned possessions that are at irregular times. We require (see
section 8.2.1) that these be divided into:
(a)

regular planned possessions, which are recorded in the MTP

(b)

ad hoc planned possessions, which are recorded in the supply chain calendar (see section
9.1.2 below for specific reporting required for this type of planned possession).

30-minute leeway for reporting
Queensland Rail said that the reporting in the 2016 undertaking covered planned possessions
that started one second early or finished one second late. It proposed in the 2020 DAU that its
reporting of planned possessions only cover instances where they started and finished more than
30 minutes outside the scheduled time (cl. 5.1.2(a)(x)).423

421

Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 58, 62.
Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11: 11; New Hope, sub. 15: 14; Yancoal, sub. 27: 21.
423
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 62.
422
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We consider that it is appropriate for the reporting of 'on time' planned possessions to provide
some leeway. Aurizon Bulk and Yancoal said the threshold should be 15 minutes.424 New Hope
and Aurizon Coal supported a 15-minute threshold, subject to it being reviewed for the next
undertaking period.425
We consider 15 minutes to be an appropriate threshold. This is because on the West Moreton
system, for example, the longest section run time is 26 minutes. A 15-minute variance is unlikely
to affect a path before or after the possession; however, a 30-minute variance would almost
certainly consume (or make available) an extra path.
Therefore, weighing up the interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers and access holders
(ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (e), (h)), our decision is not to approve Queensland Rail's proposal concerning
reporting on regular planned possessions.
Reporting in ranges
In finding that 15 minutes is an appropriate amount of leeway for reporting of regular planned
possessions, we have also formed a view that a simple late/early threshold is too simplistic. We
consider that both access holders/seekers and Queensland Rail will benefit from a more nuanced
reporting approach, which indicates how material unscheduled periods of track closure are.
The way to achieve this is to report the timing variances in ranges—similar to the approach used
for indicative access proposals and negotiation periods in the annual network performance report
(see cls. 5.2.2(d), (h)). So, in addition to applying 15 minutes' leeway, the reporting should cover
a two-hour variance, which would have a material effect on the capacity of the network. Based
on the same 26-minute section run time discussed above in relation to the 15-minute threshold,
a two-hour additional closure would affect four or more available paths.
Therefore, we consider that the overall reporting regime for regular planned possessions should
include:
 the total number of regular planned possessions during the quarter
 for the start and finish of each possession, the number and percentage that were:
 within 15 minutes of the scheduled time
 15 minutes to two hours early
 15 minutes to two hours late
 more than two hours early
 more than two hours late (see cl. 5.1.2(a)(x)).
Stakeholders supported reporting in ranges.426 It may be also be in Queensland Rail's interest as
it will have an opportunity to demonstrate the number of possessions that were either on
schedule, or within a 15-minute tolerance (s. 138(2)(b)). At the same time, it will promote the
efficient operation and use of the network by giving access seekers and access holders a clearer
understanding of how many possessions are starting or finishing either somewhat or substantially
outside the scheduled time (ss. 138(2)(a), (e), (h)).

424

Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11: 9, sub. 22: 6; Yancoal, sub. 27: 21
New Hope, sub. 15: 14, sub. 24: 32, 33; Aurizon Coal, sub. 23: 3.
426
New Hope, sub. 24: 32; Yancoal, sub. 27: 21.
425
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Summary 9.1
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to provide information about the total number of regular planned possessions during the
quarter and the start and finish times of regular planned possessions in ranges, as set out in
section 9.1.1 of this decision.
Drafting: cl. 5.1.2(a)(x)

9.1.2

Ad hoc planned possessions
Queensland Rail proposed a new category of planned possessions, which would allow it to
schedule maintenance work that had not been included in the MTP. As discussed above and in
section 8.2.1, we broadly accept the proposed change, but require that the possessions outside
the MTP be called ad hoc planned possessions, while those included in the MTP be called 'regular'
planned possessions.
Given this is a changed approach to scheduling, it is appropriate that access holders/seekers and
other interested parties be informed on how the new category of 'ad hoc' possessions is being
used by Queensland Rail. This will enable them to understand how access is provided, and make
informed comments on whether the changes should be retained in future undertakings.
Stakeholders supported this approach.427 New Hope said:
If anything, reporting on these more 'ad hoc' possessions is even more important to assist supply
chain participants in understanding the impact these possessions are having on capacity and
supply chain performance.428

Weighing up the interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers and access holders (ss. 138(2)(b),
(e), (h)), our decision is that it is not appropriate to approve Queensland Rail's proposal as it does
not include separate reporting on ad hoc planned possessions. We consider it appropriate for
Queensland Rail to amend its 2020 DAU to provide for quarterly reporting of:
 how many ad hoc planned possessions it has used
 the average duration of those possessions
 how many train paths have been cancelled or rescheduled for those ad hoc planned
possessions.
The ad hoc planned possessions should also be subject to the reporting for on-time performance
that is discussed above in relation to regular (MTP) planned possessions. This reporting, covering
15-minute and two-hour variances, will address New Hope's concern that 'all material variations
from the Alignment Calendar should be reported on'.429

427

New Hope, sub. 24: 32, 33; Yancoal, sub. 27: 21.
New Hope, sub. 24: 33.
429
New Hope, sub. 24: 33.
428
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Summary 9.2
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to provide transparency about how often ad hoc planned possessions are used, the times
they start and finish, and the consequences of those possessions, as set out in sections 9.1.1
and 9.1.2 of this decision.
Drafting: cl. 5.1.2(a)(x).

9.1.3

Urgent and emergency possessions
Queensland Rail did not propose any reporting on urgent or emergency possessions in the 2020
DAU. Stakeholders said these should be included in the reporting requirements.430 Yancoal said:
[If] the number of unplanned possessions of this type are rising, that will assist in identifying issues
with asset condition or maintenance practices.431

We consider that reporting on possessions that happen on short notice will promote efficient use
and operation of the rail systems (s. 138(2)(a)). It will be in the interest of access seekers and
access holders as it will, when combined with the reporting on regular and ad hoc planned
possessions, provide a more complete understanding of the standard of the network, and how
maintenance and capital investment is being completed (ss. 138(2)(e), (h)).
This reporting should, for each of urgent and emergency possessions in each quarter, specify:
(a)

how many possessions have been used

(b)

the average duration of those possessions

(c)

how many train services have been cancelled or rescheduled for those possessions.

Aurizon Coal said the reporting should also cover temporary speed restrictions.432 We note that
Queensland Rail has proposed to report on the proportion of the track and average kilometres
subject to temporary speed restrictions in each quarter (cl. 5.1.2(vi)). This requirement is the
same as in the 2016 undertaking.

Summary 9.3
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to provide transparency about the use of urgent and emergency possessions, as set out in
section 9.1.3 of this decision.
Drafting: cl. 5.1.2(a)(xi).

9.1.4

Congestion-related delays and train priority
Queensland Rail has proposed that it can, 'if it is reasonably necessary', give a train service priority
over other train services, to avoid train services 'being congested, prevented or otherwise
materially affected' (sch. F, cl. 3(i)(i)(B)).

430

New Hope, sub. 24: 33; Yancoal, sub. 27: 21; Aurizon Coal, sub. 23: 3.
Yancoal, sub. 27: 21.
432
Aurizon Coal, sub. 23: 3–4.
431
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This matter is discussed in more detail in section 8.2.2, in which we accept the proposal, subject
to Queensland Rail reporting on the number of instances where it has exercised discretion in
managing deviations from the daily train plan (DTP).
Aurizon Bulk said it was concerned was about the transparency of Queensland Rail's decisionmaking, particularly when discretion was involved.433
We consider that Queensland Rail can best provide this transparency by reporting each quarter
on the number of times its train controllers have favoured an 'unhealthy' train to avoid
congestion. This will promote efficient use and operation of the network, and be in the interests
of access seekers, access holders and train operators (ss. 138(2)(a), (e), (h)). And, to the extent it
enables Queensland Rail to demonstrate it is exercising its discretion reasonably, it may be in
Queensland Rail's interest as well (s. 138(2)(b)).

Summary 9.4
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to provide for reporting on its use of discretion when rescheduling trains to avoid
congestion, as set out in section 9.1.4 of this decision.
Drafting: cl. 5.1.2(a)(ii)(D).

9.2

Annual network performance report (cl. 5.2)

9.2.1

Material changes
Queensland Rail proposed that it only be required to provide commentary on variances between
its forecast and actual maintenance and operating spending in its annual network performance
report where the difference was 'material' (cl. 5.2.2(k)).434
New Hope said there should be a transparent threshold for materiality, set as a dollar value, a
percentage of the forecast expenditure category or change in any relevant reference tariff.435
Other stakeholders supported this approach.436
While the proposal to introduce a materiality consideration does not appear to be unreasonable,
weighing up the interests of Queensland Rail and access seekers (ss. 138(2)(b), (e)), our decision
is not to approve the proposed change.
We consider it appropriate for Queensland Rail to amend its proposal to specify that the threshold
for materiality should be either $500,000, or 10 per cent of the forecast amount, whichever is
greater. New Hope said it supported these thresholds, subject to their effectiveness being
reviewed for the next undertaking period.437
This reporting threshold should relieve Queensland Rail from explaining trivial variances, and
changes in categories with low expected spending. However, Queensland Rail's reporting will
provide commentary in cases where spending has varied substantially from the forecasts used to
assess tariffs.

433

Aurizon Bulk, sub. 22: 6.
Queensland Rail proposed in the 2020 DAU to include 'material' but did not provide an explanation.
435
New Hope, sub. 15: 14; sub. 24: 34.
436
Yancoal, sub. 27: 22.
437
New Hope, sub. 24: 34.
434
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Summary 9.5
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU
is to specify that a material change for the purposes of reporting on maintenance and
operating spending in its annual network performance report is the greater of $500,000 or
10 per cent of the estimated amount.
Drafting: cl. 5.2.2(k).

9.2.2

Transparency of expenditure
Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU proposed, for each regional network not subject to a reference tariff,
that it be required report on, among other things:
 maintenance cost and scope (cl. 5.2.2(j)(i))
 capital investment for the previous financial year, and forecasts for the next one and four
years (cl. 5.2.2(j)(iii)).
These requirements, which applied to both the Mount Isa and North Coast Line systems, were
unchanged from those in the 2016 undertaking.438
Glencore said, in its collaborative submission after our draft decision, that information asymmetry
presented a 'real difficulty' in access negotiations on non-reference-tariff systems. It said that for
major systems such as the Mount Isa Line, Queensland Rail should be required to publish actual
capital and maintenance spending for the past five years, and indicative spending for the next 10
years.439
The 2016 undertaking introduced system-specific reporting for both the Mount Isa and North
Coast lines. Our decision on Queensland Rail's 2015 DAU (which became the 2016 undertaking)
also foreshadowed amendments to Queensland Rail's costing manual that would provide for
system-specific information in Queensland Rail's annual below-rail financial statements.440
As a result, Queensland Rail has published three years of annual network performance reports
including actual cost information specific to each of the Mount Isa and North Coast Line systems.
The below-rail financial statements provide four years of regulatory accounting for both
systems.441
We consider that there may be some benefits in further reporting on costs for non-referencetariff systems. However, stakeholders have not had an opportunity to comment on the merits of
Glencore's proposal, which was received late in the review process. At this time, we consider
there is insufficient evidence to conclude that the provisions proposed by Queensland Rail for
reporting on actual and forecast expenditure are insufficient, such that it is necessary to add
additional requirements. Further, access seekers can seek information, including forecast costs,

438

'Regional network' is defined in cl. 7.1 to include the Mount Isa and North Coast Line systems, as well as the
West Moreton and Metropolitan systems. In this discussion, we have focused on the reporting requirement
as it applies to the first two of those systems.
439
Glencore, sub. 29: 2.
440
QCA, June 2016: 84–85, 86–87. The QCA published an amended costing manual in June 2017 that provided
for separate reporting on the Mount Isa and North Coast Line systems.
441
Queensland Rail published below-rail financial statements for 2016–17 that included prior-year information
for 2015–16. It has since published statements each year up to and including 2018–19. See the 'Compliance
and reporting' section at https://www.queenslandrail.com.au/forbusiness/access/access-undertaking.
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under the QCA Act (s. 101), which provides that Queensland Rail 'must make all reasonable efforts
to try to satisfy the reasonable requirements of the access seeker'. The access seeker or
Queensland Rail may ask the QCA for advice or directions about Queensland Rail's obligation to
satisfy the access seeker's requirements (s. 101(5)) and can raise a dispute with the QCA if they
consider the information provided is not sufficient.
In forming our view, we have had regard to Queensland Rail's legitimate business interest in
minimising its regulatory burden, and to the interests of access seekers and access holders
(ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Summary 9.6
The QCA's decision is to approve Queensland Rail's proposed reporting for non-referencetariff systems in the 2020 DAU.

9.2.3

Annual performance and financial reporting
Queensland Rail proposed that it be required to publish both:
(a)

an annual performance report (cl. 5.2)

(b)

an annual financial report (below rail financial statements) (cl. 5.3)442

for the previous financial year, by 31 December.
We said in our draft decision that Queensland Rail should be able to streamline its annual
reporting required in the 2020 DAU, by providing it all in a single document. Combining the two
reports into one annual document will reduce the regulatory burden, and provide a more
effective single source of information about Queensland Rail's performance.
Queensland Rail said that the below-rail financial statements needed to be produced separately,
for external audit reasons. However, it supported publishing the financial statements and annual
performance report as one document.443 Stakeholders agreed with this approach.444
Publishing the two reports as a single document would benefit both Queensland Rail and access
holders/seekers (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)). However, we do not consider the 2020 DAU needs to be
amended to enable Queensland Rail to do so.

442

The annual regulatory financial statements are guided by the cost allocation manual, which in turn is
prescribed in the QCA Act (ss. 159–163).
443
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 16.
444
New Hope, sub. 33: 39; Yancoal, sub. 41: 13.
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS (PART 6)
Part 6 of the 2020 DAU contains a number of administrative provisions, including a mechanism
for resolving disputes, rules that apply to the QCA when making decisions under the undertaking,
and provisions to address the transition from one undertaking to another. While the provisions
are largely unchanged from the 2016 undertaking, Queensland Rail proposed some changes to
the dispute resolution process and transitional provisions.

Overview of the decision
We require Queensland Rail to make some amendments to Part 6 of the 2020 DAU—primarily
the dispute resolution provisions—but there are many provisions in Part 6 we consider
appropriate to be approved.
Administrative provisions (Part 6)—summary
Queensland Rail DAU

Clause

QCA decision

Parties that can access dispute resolution
Dispute resolution is only available to
access seekers.

6.1.2

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to enable other parties to
access the dispute resolution mechanism if they
receive the benefit of an obligation in the
undertaking (see section 10.1).

Disputes referred to the QCA for resolution
The QCA must obtain advice from a rail
safety expert when arbitrating certain
disputes.

6.1.4

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required, so that cl. 6.1.4(b) is
deleted, to enable the QCA to determine an
appropriate approach to resolving safety disputes,
depending on the nature of the dispute (see
section 10.2.1).

The process for the QCA to resolve
disputes may differ depending on the
nature of the dispute.

6.1.4

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to provide certainty as to
the binding nature of QCA determinations (see
section 10.2.2).

Various

Our decision on each provision is provided in Table
18 in section 10.3.

Other matters
Other provisions in Part 6 have been
identified for further consideration.

10.1

Parties that can access dispute resolution (cl. 6.1.2)
Under Queensland Rail's proposal, the dispute resolution mechanism would apply to disputes
between access seekers and Queensland Rail (cl. 6.1.2). Queensland Rail did not propose to make
the mechanism available to other parties, including access holders.
Yancoal and New Hope considered that access holders should retain the right to dispute proposed
changes to master train plans and the accuracy of line diagrams (cl. 6.1.2(b) of the 2016
undertaking).445 In the 2020 DAU, the right of access holders to dispute the accuracy of line
diagrams is still referred to in cl. 1.2.3(f), even though there is no longer a corresponding right in

445

Yancoal, sub. 16: 20–21; New Hope, sub. 15: 7.
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Part 6. Pacific National argued that dispute resolution should be equally available to access
seekers and access holders.446
Where parties other than access seekers receive the benefit of an obligation in an undertaking—
for example, access holders or train operators—it is appropriate that they have the ability to
resolve a dispute in relation to that obligation. While access holders and train operators have
recourse to dispute resolution in access agreements, this mechanism may only apply to disputes
arising under those agreements. Our decision is that Queensland Rail's proposal is not
appropriate to be approved, because it does not adequately balance the rights and interests of
Queensland Rail, access seekers, access holders and other parties (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
We consider that cl. 6.1.2 of the 2020 DAU should be amended so that the scope of the dispute
resolution mechanism is broader, allowing parties that receive the benefit of an obligation in the
undertaking to access the dispute resolution mechanism in relation to that obligation.447
Consequential amendments should also be made, including adding new definitions for 'dispute'
and 'relevant person'.

Summary 10.1
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the scope of
the dispute resolution mechanism in the 2020 DAU is to enable all parties who receive the
benefit of an obligation in the undertaking to access the dispute resolution mechanism in
relation to that obligation, and to make consequential amendments.
Drafting: cls. 6.1.2, 1.2.1(b)(i)(B) and 7.1 (definitions of 'dispute' and 'relevant person').

10.2

Disputes referred to the QCA for resolution (cl. 6.1.4)
Under Queensland Rail's proposal, the process in cl. 6.1.4 applies to disputes that are referred to
the QCA for resolution. The key change to this clause from the 2016 undertaking relates to the
process for resolving disputes about rail safety matters.

10.2.1

Disputes about rail safety matters
Under cl. 6.1.4(b) of the 2020 DAU, we are required to seek and have regard to the opinion of a
rail safety expert (approved by the disputing parties) when arbitrating particular disputes (i.e.
access disputes, as defined in s. 112 of the QCA Act). Queensland Rail advised that its proposed
approach differed from the approach in the 2016 undertaking, to reflect:
 the start of the national rail safety laws and establishment of the national safety regulator as
the body responsible for rail safety regulation in Queensland
 that the national rail safety regulator does not have the power to make a decision on rail
safety aspects of disputes.448
Our draft decision was that Queensland Rail's proposal was not appropriate to be approved
because there were problems with the workability and clarity of the clause.449 In particular, we

446

Pacific National, sub. 17: 11–12.
This position, which is consistent with our draft decision, was supported by Yancoal (sub. 27: 22) and New
Hope (sub. 24: 34–35, sub. 33: 40).
448
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 59, 63.
449
Yancoal (sub. 27: 22) and New Hope (sub. 24: 34–35) supported our draft decision.
447
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considered that it was not clear how an expert would be selected if the disputing parties could
not agree on an expert, and the requirement to seek rail safety advice had not been limited to
disputes involving rail safety matters. However, we said it was appropriate to accommodate
changes to rail safety legislation, as proposed by Queensland Rail, and noted that stakeholders
generally supported Queensland Rail's proposal to require us to have regard to the advice of a
rail safety expert on safety matters.450
After the release of our draft decision, Queensland Rail consulted with stakeholders about
possible revisions to its initial proposal. However, Queensland Rail advised that it could not reach
a resolution with stakeholders, so it proposed to delete cl. 6.1.4(b), which it said would mean we
had no power to resolve safety disputes.451 Stakeholders indicated that a key point of contention
was the potential for the dispute regime to become unworkable if Queensland Rail could reject a
QCA determination that was inconsistent with its view of safety.452
We maintain our draft decision that Queensland Rail's initial proposal is not appropriate to be
approved and consider it is in the interests of all parties that the clauses are workable and clear
(ss. 138(2)(b), (d), (e), (h)).
While our draft decision was that amendments to cl. 6.1.4(b) would address these issues, we
consider that Queensland Rail's revised proposal to delete cl. 6.1.4(b) is reasonable and
appropriate, because it also provides a workable solution. We do not accept Queensland Rail's
view that deleting the clause would mean we cannot resolve safety disputes. Rather, we consider
that removing that specific provision would enable us to determine an appropriate approach to
resolving such disputes, depending on the nature of the dispute.
We acknowledge Queensland Rail's concerns about the importance of meeting safety
requirements but consider there are appropriate safeguards to deal with safety-related matters
in the event of a dispute. For instance, we are required to have regard to various matters when
making a dispute determination under cl. 6.1.4(a)(i)453, including the operational and technical
requirements necessary for the safe and reliable operation of the facility (s. 120(1)(i) of the QCA
Act). Safety would also be relevant to other matters we are required to have regard to, including
the public interest, and the interests of Queensland Rail and other parties (ss. 120(1)(b), (c), (d)
of the QCA Act).
These matters would also likely be relevant considerations when we are required to make a
determination under cl. 6.1.4(a)(ii). Under a current memorandum of understanding (MOU), we
may also seek advice from the Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR) on
rail safety matters. Under that MOU, TMR may seek information from the national safety
regulator or another party to inform its advice.
To the extent Queensland Rail considers there are insufficient safeguards to deal with safetyrelated matters in disputes, it may ask us to reconsider this decision through a DAAU process.
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Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11; Pacific National, sub. 17: 12.
Queensland Rail, sub. 36: 6.
452
New Hope, sub. 33: 40–42; Glencore, sub. 29: 1, sub. 30; Yancoal, sub. 41: 11–12. While Aurizon Coal
(sub. 28: 1) said it supported Queensland Rail's proposed drafting with one exception, Aurizon Coal may have
been referring to an earlier proposal that was not ultimately submitted to us.
453
That is, an 'access dispute' as defined in s. 112 of the QCA Act.
451
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Summary 10.2
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the provisions
in the 2020 DAU relating to disputes resolved by the QCA that involve rail safety matters is
to delete cl. 6.1.4(b), as per Queensland Rail's revised proposal.
Drafting: cl. 6.1.4.

10.2.2

Process improvements
Where disputes are referred to us for resolution, there should be certainty as to the binding
nature of our determinations, including orders as to the payment of costs. This is in the interests
of all potential disputing parties, namely Queensland Rail, access seekers, access holders and train
operators (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)). As Queensland Rail's proposal on the process applying to our
determinations does not include provisions to provide this certainty, we consider that it is not
appropriate to approve.
Our decision is that it is appropriate for Queensland Rail to amend the 2020 DAU to include an
obligation for the disputing parties to be bound by our determination of a dispute described in
cl. 6.1.4(a)(ii).454 This should include any order we make as to the payment of costs relating to the
dispute (otherwise, there may be further disputes regarding liability for costs).
To give effect to this decision, amendments to the 2020 DAU are also necessary to include
requirements for:
 Queensland Rail to be bound by a QCA determination
 any other party to the dispute to execute a deed poll (in favour of the QCA and Queensland
Rail) agreeing to be bound by a determination.
The requirements differ between the parties, because Queensland Rail must comply with the
undertaking (s. 150A of the QCA Act), while no such obligation applies to other parties. In the
draft decision, we suggested that the parties should be required to agree (in a legally binding way)
to be bound by the determination. However, the amendments we now require appropriately
address the concerns raised by some stakeholders that our proposal would have enabled
Queensland Rail to delay or frustrate the process by not providing agreement or providing
agreement on inappropriate conditions.455
We also consider that Queensland Rail should clarify that a dispute may be referred directly to us
if a party fails to comply with the requirements to use reasonable endeavours to resolve the
dispute according to the resolution by escalation procedures in cl. 6.1.3. And, for multi-party
disputes where one or more of the parties refuses to sign the deed poll, we should still be able to
hear the dispute, but only involving the parties that have signed the deed poll. We consider that
amendments to implement these provisions are necessary to prevent the dispute resolution
process from stalling, which is likely to be in the interests of all parties (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

454

It is not necessary to include this requirement in relation to 'access disputes' described in cl. 6.1.4(a)(i),
because the QCA Act already deals with this matter.
455
Yancoal, sub. 27: 22–23; New Hope, sub. 24: 34–36, sub. 33: 42.
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Summary 10.3
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the process in
the 2020 DAU that applies when the QCA is responsible for resolving disputes is to:
(1)

include the following requirements on the parties to a dispute as described in cl.
6.1.4(a)(ii):
(a)
Queensland Rail should be bound by a determination of the QCA, including
orders made by the QCA as to the payment of costs
(b)

(2)

Any other party to the dispute should execute a deed poll (in favour of the
QCA and Queensland Rail) agreeing to be bound by a determination of the
QCA, including orders made by the QCA as to the payment of costs

make clarifying amendments (cls. 6.1.3(d) and 6.1.4(e)) to prevent the process from
stalling.

Drafting: cls. 6.1.3(d), 6.1.4 and 7.1 (definition of 'dispute procedure').

10.3

Other matters
The following table provides our decision on other terms in Part 6 that were identified for further
consideration.
Table 18 Other Part 6 matters—decision
Issue

Clause

QCA analysis and decision

Queensland Rail proposed to update
the transitional provisions so that
references to 'the 2008 Undertaking'
become 'AU1'.

6.4

The proposal is appropriate to be approved.456

Cl. 6.4(f) of the 2016 undertaking—
Queensland Rail proposed to remove a
requirement for tariff reports for the
West Moreton system, which cover the
period before the undertaking
commences.

6.4(f) of the
2016
undertaking

The proposal is appropriate to be approved if the
2020 DAU commences on 1 July 2020. However,
it is appropriate to include a similar clause to cl.
6.4(f) of the 2016 undertaking (as cl. 6.5(f)),
extended to cover other reporting requirements
in Part 5, that would only be triggered if the
2020 DAU commences after 1 July 2020. This
requirement would prevent any gaps in
reporting and reduce information asymmetry
between access seekers/holders and Queensland
Rail (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

456

Yancoal (sub. 27: 23) and New Hope (sub. 24: 34, sub. 33: 42) supported Queensland Rail's proposed
amendments, and Aurizon Bulk (sub. 11) said it did not object to the proposed amendments.
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STANDARD ACCESS AGREEMENT (SCHEDULE H)
Queensland Rail's proposed standard access agreement (SAA) is schedule H of the 2020 DAU—it
sets out the standard terms and conditions for access to Queensland Rail's network.457 An access
agreement must be consistent with the terms of the SAA, unless the parties agree otherwise
(cl. 2.9.4 of the 2020 DAU).
Queensland Rail did not propose to significantly change the current SAA (as approved under the
2016 undertaking). Of the changes proposed, Queensland Rail said some reflected stakeholder
feedback and others related to changes to rail safety legislation.458,459

Overview of the decision
We require a number of amendments to the proposed SAA, but there are many provisions we
consider are appropriate to be approved.
Standard access agreement (schedule H)—summary
Queensland Rail proposed SAA

SAA clause

QCA decision

Variations for efficiency and productivity improvements
Access holders or train operators can seek
a variation to the access agreement to
promote or accommodate a
demonstrable efficiency or productivity
improvement for the supply chain.

1.3

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to enable any party to
the agreement to propose, or be obliged to
consider, a variation to the agreement to promote
or accommodate a demonstrable efficiency or
productivity improvement, as per Queensland
Rail's revised proposal (see section 11.1).

Granting operational rights to train operators
There is a process for granting operational
rights to train operators and nominating
subsequent train operators.

3 and 4

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to clarify that the initial
train operator is appointed at the time of entering
the agreement, and to distinguish and clarify the
processes that apply to the appointment of the
subsequent operator and variations to the
nominations of access rights (see section 11.2).

13.4(a)

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
We accept the intent of this clause, but
amendments are required to clarify the drafting
(see section 11.3).

Liability in relation to performance levels
Queensland Rail is not liable for failing to
meet performance levels, except as set
out in agreed performance levels.

457

References to clauses and schedules in this chapter are to clauses and schedules of the proposed SAA in
schedule H of the 2020 DAU, unless otherwise specified.
458
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 47, 59.
459
New Hope (sub. 14: 6, sub. 15: 23) commended Queensland Rail's approach of making minimal changes to
the current SAA, particularly given the rigorous review undertaken as part of the process for approving the
2016 undertaking. Yancoal (sub. 16: 22) and New Hope (sub. 14: 6, sub. 15: 23) generally supported
Queensland Rail's proposal, but raised concerns about specific matters.
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SAA clause

QCA decision

Security deposits
Access holders must, in appropriate cases
and having regard to the access holder's
financial capability, provide a security
deposit of at least six months of access
charges.

17.1 and
sch. 1

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to set the level of
security as a maximum amount rather than a
minimum amount, as per Queensland Rail's
revised proposal, and to make expected payment
obligations under the agreement a factor to be
considered when determining the security
amount (see section 11.4).

21.2(c)

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to provide for
relinquishment fees for services that are not
required to be consistent with the reference tariff
to be negotiated between the parties (see section
11.5).

Relinquishment fees
Access holders must pay a fee for
relinquishing their access rights, which is
80 per cent of the present value of takeor-pay charges for the remainder of the
agreement (unless the contracting parties
agree otherwise).

Requirements to negotiate or consult in good faith
Various obligations to negotiate or
consult in 'good faith' in the current SAA
no longer apply.

Various

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved.
Amendments are required to reinstate the
requirements to negotiate or consult in good faith
that apply in the current SAA (see section 11.6).

19 (and
others)

Queensland Rail's proposal is not appropriate to
be approved. Amendments are required to refer
to specified technical disputes to an expert, rather
than a court, unless the parties agree otherwise
(see section 11.7).

Various

Our decision on each matter is provided in Table
19 (see section 11.8).

Dispute resolution
The parties must first use reasonable
endeavours to resolve the disputes
themselves. If this process fails, generally
the dispute would be referred to a court,
unless the parties agreed on resolution by
expert determination, or the relevant
clause specifically called for expert
determination.
Other terms of the proposed SAA
Other terms of the proposed SAA have
been identified for further consideration.

11.1

Variations for productivity and efficiency improvements (cl. 1.3)
Queensland Rail initially proposed that access holders or train operators could seek a variation to
the access agreement to promote or accommodate a demonstrable efficiency or productivity
improvement for the supply chain. Queensland Rail would be required to reasonably consider the
proposed variations, having regard to a non-exhaustive list of factors. Having regard to s. 138(2)
of the QCA Act, our decision is that Queensland Rail's initial proposal is not appropriate to be
approved.
Consistent with the views of several stakeholders460, we consider the proposal is not sufficiently
flexible to require Queensland Rail to consider variations that may deliver a broader range of

460

Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11; Aurizon Coal, sub. 12: 2, sub. 23: 1–2; New Hope, sub. 15: 24, sub. 24: 37; Yancoal,
sub. 16: 22, sub. 27: 24; Pacific National, sub. 17: 17, sub. 25: 10.
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improvements. We are also concerned there is no requirement for Queensland Rail to consider
the proposal and negotiate variations in good faith.
In response to stakeholders' concerns, Queensland Rail submitted a revised proposal for our
consideration.461 Under the revised proposal, which Queensland Rail said had widespread
support from stakeholders, any party to the agreement could propose, or would be obliged to
consider, a variation to the agreement to promote or accommodate a demonstrable efficiency or
productivity improvement. The proposed variation must be considered in good faith, having
regard to any relevant factors, including the costs and benefits to each party. Aurizon Coal,
Glencore, Yancoal and New Hope confirmed their support for Queensland Rail's revised
proposal.462 Queensland Rail's revised proposal addresses stakeholders' concerns that the initial
proposal narrowed the scope of potential variations to be considered and did not include a
requirement to consider proposals in good faith. Queensland Rail also said the revised proposal
was designed to work in conjunction with its proposal to establish user groups on the major
systems to identify and implement productivity and efficiency improvements (considered in
section 8.3).463
Our decision is that Queensland Rail's revised proposal is appropriate to be approved. Taking into
account stakeholder support, we consider that Queensland Rail's revised proposal is consistent
with the interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers, access holders and train operators; provides
incentives to improve productivity; and promotes the efficient operation and use of rail
infrastructure (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (e), (g), (h), 168A(d)).

Summary 11.1
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the provisions
on productivity and efficiency variations in the proposed SAA is to apply Queensland Rail's
revised drafting, which:
(1)

(2)

enables any party to the agreement to propose, or be obliged to consider, a
variation to the agreement to promote or accommodate a demonstrable efficiency
or productivity improvement
includes a requirement for proposals to be considered in good faith, having regard
to any relevant factors (including the costs and benefits to each party).

Drafting: cls. 1.3 and 28.1 (definition of 'productivity proposal').

11.2

Granting operational rights to train operators (cls. 3 and 4)
Queensland Rail proposed a process for granting operational rights to train operators and
nominating subsequent train operators (cl. 3). Queensland Rail restructured the clause so that, in
its view, the clause was clearer and the process of allocating access rights from one train operator
to another was clarified.464 Consequential amendments were also proposed (cls. 4.2(a)(ii), (iv)).
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Queensland Rail, sub. 36: 2, 5, sub. 37.
Aurizon Coal, sub. 28: 2; Glencore, sub. 29: 1, sub. 30; New Hope, sub. 33: 21; Yancoal, sub. 41: 13.
463
Queensland Rail, sub, 36: 7–8, sub. 37.
464
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 47.
462
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While Queensland Rail's proposal simplifies the process for appointing subsequent operators, it
also removes:
 the process for nominating, assessing or rejecting the initial operator
 the flexibility for appointing an initial operator after the execution of the agreement.
The proposed changes also affect the clarity of cl. 2.2(a)(i), because this clause indicates that the
initial train operator is nominated to operate some or all services in accordance with the
agreement. The changes are also inconsistent with cl. 2.2(a)(ii).465
In the draft decision, we considered that Queensland Rail's proposal created uncertainty about
the appointment of the initial train operator, particularly if a dispute arose as to the appointment
of that operator.466
Queensland Rail responded that it was not our role to provide legal advice or impose drafting on
commercial parties467, but Yancoal and New Hope said that amendments were required to clarify
the process for appointing the initial operator.468 We maintain our view that Queensland Rail's
proposal is not appropriate to be approved because it is unclear and it fails to provide for the
appointment of the initial train operator. It is in the interests of all parties that the SAA is clearly
drafted and workable (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).
It is appropriate for Queensland Rail to amend the proposed SAA to clarify that the initial train
operator is appointed at the time of entering the agreement (new cl. 3.3). If the initial train
operator is appointed at the time the agreement is entered into, it is not necessary or appropriate
to provide a specific process for nominating the initial train operator in the agreement. The SAA
cannot regulate what the parties must or must not do prior to the date the agreement is entered
into. We do not consider that specific assessment criteria are required in respect of the initial
train operator, given that that the agreement requires that the train operator holds the necessary
accreditation (see cl. 5(a)) and, as a practical matter, Queensland Rail would be able to apply the
assessment criteria in determining whether to sign an agreement with the initial train operator.
While we noted in our draft decision that the drafting proposed by Queensland Rail removed the
flexibility to appoint an initial train operator after the execution of the access agreement, no
stakeholders raised any concerns about this issue. We consider that there is an advantage of
removing such flexibility as it provides for the identity of the initial train operator to be known at
the time the agreement is signed. It would remain open to the parties to negotiate how to amend
or simplify the terms to better suit their circumstances. Queensland Rail indicated that this was
the approach it had taken when negotiating and signing recent access agreements.469
Amendments are also appropriate to clarify the processes for nominating any subsequent train
operators and varying access rights (cls. 3.4 and 4.1). It is appropriate for Queensland Rail to
amend cl. 3.4 so that it only applies to the situation involving the nomination of a subsequent
train operator. To the extent that the clause was also seeking to deal with the situation involving
a variation of access rights under clause 4.1, it is appropriate for Queensland Rail to insert a new
provision (new cl. 4.1(b)) to achieve this. From a drafting perspective this is more appropriate,

465

Clause 2.2(a)(ii) provides that the access holder can only utilise access rights by nominating an accredited
rolling stock operator from time to time in accordance with the agreement.
466
We also noted Aurizon Bulk's comment (sub. 11) that the proposed changes were not necessary or
warranted.
467
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 13.
468
New Hope, sub. 24: 37, sub. 33: 21; Yancoal, sub. 27: 24.
469
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 47.
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and clearer, particularly as cl. 3.4(c) only applies to the subsequent train operator, whereas a
variation under cl. 4.1(a) could apply to the initial train operator as well.
It is appropriate for Queensland Rail to make consequential amendments to the proposed SAA to
amend cl. 27.11 to provide that the agreement becomes binding once executed by all parties and
to update cross references (see cls. 4.1(a)(ii), 4.3(b), 8.5(c)(v) and 14.4(e)).

Summary 11.2
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the provisions
that grant operational rights to train operators in the proposed SAA is to clarify that the
initial train operator is appointed at the time of entering the agreement, and to distinguish
and clarify the processes that apply to the appointment of the subsequent operator and
variations to the nominations of access rights.
Drafting: cls. 3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3(b), 8.5(c)(v), 14.4(e), 27.11 and 28.1 (definitions of 'initial
operator', 'operator' and 'subsequent operator').

11.3

Liability in relation to performance levels (cls. 6.7 and 13.4)
Queensland Rail proposed not to be liable for failing to meet performance levels, except as set
out in agreed performance levels (cl. 13.4(a)(iv)). Queensland Rail argued this was appropriate
because performance levels were subject to negotiation between the parties and were thus
unknown.470
Stakeholders did not support Queensland Rail's proposal.471 Pacific National argued that the risk
of not meeting performance targets should not be shifted to customers, because it would result
in inefficient outcomes.472 Aurizon Bulk stressed the importance of network performance levels
to access holders.473
In our view, Queensland Rail's proposal is consistent with the requirement to report against the
performance indicators listed in schedule 5, rather than to meet certain performance obligations
(see cls. 6.7(a)–(b)). The purpose of reporting against the indicators is to establish a level of
baseline performance that can inform the contracting parties' negotiations to set performance
levels and associated financial incentives and penalties (see cls. 6.7(c)–(f)).
We acknowledge that negotiating performance levels and incentives may be difficult.474
However, we consider the contracting parties are best placed to negotiate and agree appropriate
performance levels and incentives and/or sanctions relevant to their circumstances, taking into
account matters such as the customer's willingness to pay for a particular standard of service and
the cost of operating the network to that standard. We also consider that a certain threshold of
baseline reporting is required to give the parties meaningful data upon which to base their
negotiations.

470

Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 48.
Pacific National, sub. 17: 18–19, sub. 25: 9–10, sub. 34: 3; Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11; New Hope, sub. 15: 25;
Yancoal, sub. 16: 23, sub. 27: 24.
472
Pacific National, sub. 17: 18–19, sub. 25: 9–10, sub. 34: 3.
473
Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11.
474
New Hope, sub. 15: 25, sub. 24: 37; Yancoal, sub. 16: 23, sub. 27: 24; Pacific National, sub. 25: 7, 10.
471
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Pacific National said the timeframe for the parties to reach agreement should be specified475, but
we consider this is appropriately a matter for the negotiating parties, taking into account the
relevant circumstances of each negotiation. To the extent the parties fail to reach agreement, the
dispute resolution mechanism is available (cl. 19).
Nevertheless, we maintain our draft decision is that it is appropriate to amend the proposed SAA
to improve the clarity and workability of the provisions relating to performance levels as follows:
 The SAA should clearly distinguish between the performance levels listed in schedule 5 and
the performance levels to be agreed (see cls. 6.7(c)–(d)) to reflect their different purposes.
As currently drafted, the distinction is not clear; so the former should refer to 'performance
indicators' and the latter to 'agreed performance levels'.
 Based on the revised terminology
 cl. 6.7(d) should clearly state that incentives or sanctions may apply in respect of the
'agreed performance levels'
 the clarity of cl. 13.4(a)(iv) should be improved by replacing the proposed clause with the
following drafting: 'failure to meet Performance Indicators (but not including payments
due for failure to meet the Agreed Performance Levels)'.
 Clause 6.7(e) should be amended so that disputes about a failure to agree performance
levels and incentives/sanctions are directly referred to an expert to be resolved under
cl. 19.3 (unless the parties agree otherwise), because disputes of this nature would likely be
more appropriately dealt with by an expert than by a court.
While Queensland Rail considered these drafting changes were unnecessary and of a minor and
inconsequential nature476, New Hope supported the drafting changes.477 We remain of the view
that the amendments are appropriate, to improve the clarity and workability of the provisions,
which is in the interests of all parties (ss. 138(2)(b), (d), (e), (h)).
We also consider that amendments should be made to remove items 1.2 and 1.3 of schedule 5,
because cl. 6.7(c) contemplates that the performance levels would be agreed after the access
agreement is signed.

Summary 11.3
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the provisions
relating to performance levels in the proposed SAA is to make changes to improve the clarity
and workability of the relevant clauses, as explained in section 11.3 of this decision.
Drafting: cls. 6.7, 13.4(a) and 28.1 (definitions of 'performance indicators', 'agreed
performance levels' and 'performance level reporting regime'); and sch. 5.

11.4

Security deposits (cl. 17.1 and sch. 1)
Queensland Rail initially proposed that access holders must, in appropriate cases and having
regard to the access holder's financial capability, provide a security deposit of at least six months
of access charges (cl. 17.1 and sch. 1, item 11), which is higher than the amount in the current
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Pacific National, sub. 25: 7, 10, sub. 34: 2.
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 14.
477
New Hope, sub. 33: 21.
476
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SAA (12 weeks of access charges). However, in response to stakeholder opposition to its initial
proposal478, Queensland Rail submitted a revised proposal to make the security deposit apply as
a maximum amount.479
The key issues around the security deposits are the amount of the deposit and the criteria that
Queensland Rail must consider when determining that amount.

Security amount
The level of security initially proposed by Queensland Rail was not necessarily unreasonable,
when weighing up the interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers and access holders
(ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)). However, as in the draft decision, we do not consider it appropriate to
approve Queensland Rail's initial proposal to apply the level of security as a minimum amount.480
Queensland Rail said its revised proposal to set the level of security as a maximum of six months
of access charges had broad stakeholder support.481 Yancoal, New Hope, Glencore and Aurizon
Coal confirmed their support in collaborative submissions.482
Our decision is that it is appropriate to approve Queensland Rail's revised proposal to set a
maximum amount of security. Noting stakeholder support, we consider it appropriately balances
the interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers, access holders and train operators (ss. 138(2)(b),
(e), (h)). It also appears to be consistent with Queensland Rail's stated practice of setting a lower
amount of security, or no security, if customers have a demonstrated track record of meeting
their financial obligations.483
However, to the extent that a potential customer does not meet the financial capacity
requirements in the 2020 DAU (cl. 2.8.3), setting a higher level of security would likely generate
greater benefits (including to the customer and Queensland Rail) than a refusal by Queensland
Rail to enter into an access agreement. In such an instance, we consider it should be open to the
customer and Queensland Rail to negotiate an appropriate amount of security. We also consider
that decisions by Queensland Rail to increase or decrease the security amount (after conducting
a review under cl. 17.3) should not be subject to the maximum security amount because, as part
of that review, the past financial performance of the customer would be a factor to consider.
We consider our decision is appropriate having regard to Queensland Rail's legitimate business
interests and the interests of access seekers, access holders and train operators (ss. 138(2)(b),
(e), (h)).

478

Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11; Yancoal, sub. 16: 23; New Hope, sub. 15: 24–25; Pacific National, sub. 17: 19–20.
Queensland Rail, sub. 36: 5; sub. 37.
480
New Hope (sub. 24: 37) and Yancoal (sub. 27: 24–25) supported our draft decision.
481
Queensland Rail, sub. 36: 2, 5.
482
Yancoal, sub. 41: 13; New Hope, sub. 33: 22; Glencore, sub. 29: 1, sub. 30; Aurizon Coal, sub. 28: 2.
483
Queensland Rail, sub. 18: 19.
479
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Summary 11.4
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the provisions
relating to security in the proposed SAA is to:
(1)

apply the proposed level of security as a maximum amount, rather than a minimum
amount (as per Queensland Rail's revised proposal)

(2)

not prescribe a maximum security amount to apply
(a)
when the customer does not satisfy the prudential requirements in cl. 2.8.3
(b)

after a review of security under cl. 17.3.

Drafting: cls. 17.1 and 28.1 (definition of 'security amount'); and sch. 1.

Criteria to consider when determining security amount
Some stakeholders argued that the criteria for determining the security amount should be
specified484, including the creditworthiness of the customer.485 While Queensland Rail's proposal
already includes a requirement to consider the customer's financial capability (cl. 17.1), we
consider that Queensland Rail should also be required to consider the expected payment
obligations under the agreement. This would be consistent with the criteria that apply when the
amount of security is reviewed (cl. 17.3(a)(i)) and would provide appropriate flexibility to amend
the security amount to reflect, for instance, the length of the access agreement. As pointed out
by New Hope, the level of security proposed by Queensland Rail may be a large proportion of
total contract liability for short-term agreements.486
Our decision appropriately balances Queensland Rail's legitimate business interests with the
interests of access seekers, access holders and train operators (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Summary 11.5
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the criteria for
determining the security amount in the proposed SAA is to include expected payment
obligations under the agreement as a factor to be considered.
Drafting: cl. 28.1 (definition of 'security amount').

11.5

Relinquishment fee (cl. 21.2(c))
Queensland Rail proposed to require access holders to pay a fee to Queensland Rail if they
relinquish all or part of their access rights (cl. 21.2(c)). Unless the parties agree otherwise, the
relinquishment fee is 80 per cent of the present value of take-or-pay charges for the remainder
of the term of the agreement. The fee may be reduced if the relinquished access rights are
granted to a new access holder. These provisions are unchanged from the provisions in the
current SAA.

484

New Hope, sub. 15: 25.
Yancoal, sub. 16: 23; Pacific National, sub. 17: 19–20.
486
New Hope, sub. 15: 25.
485
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Some stakeholders argued the relinquishment fee should be reduced:
 Aurizon Bulk said the relinquishment fee should be reduced if Queensland Rail could
reasonably reduce its losses by reducing costs or securing additional volumes. Aurizon Bulk
argued this would provide flexibility to current and future customers, encourage customers
to contract only for those paths required and provide certainty to Queensland Rail to
consider other access applications and its annual maintenance and capital works. It
suggested that limiting relinquishment fees to cover take-or-pay charges for a shorter period
of time, such as one year, would be reasonable.487
 Pacific National considered that the approach to relinquishment fees did not provide
incentives for long-term contracting for some freight operators and said the fee was
excessive compared to other networks. It argued that the current approach did not promote
the most efficient utilisation of the network and considered the fee should also be
reduced.488
Queensland Rail said its proposal was consistent with its legitimate business interests in respect
of revenue certainty and noted that access seekers could choose the contract length. Queensland
Rail considered that a 12-month cap on take-or-pay obligations should not apply, as it would make
the contract term meaningless.489

Application of prescribed relinquishment fee arrangements
Our decision is that it is appropriate to prescribe relinquishment fee arrangements for services to
which the reference tariff applies, but not for other services.
Consistent with our view on prescribing take-or-pay arrangements, we consider that prescribing
relinquishment fee arrangements is appropriate for services to which the reference tariff applies.
This is because the allocation of risks, costs and entitlements has been considered when
determining the approach to set the reference tariff (see Chapters 2 to 4).
However, having regard to the factors in s. 138(2), it is not appropriate to approve Queensland
Rail's proposal because we do not consider that relinquishment fee arrangements should be
prescribed for non‐reference-tariff services. Pacific National and Incitec Pivot supported this
view490, but Queensland Rail said it would lead to anti-competitive practices by encouraging
capacity hoarding and disadvantaging potential new entrants.491 We are not suggesting that
relinquishment fees should not apply. Rather, we reiterate that in the absence of a reference
tariff, the commercial negotiation of an agreement between Queensland Rail and the access
seeker is the appropriate way to consider the best package of risks, costs and entitlements, which
may include relinquishment fees and take-or-pay requirements.492
We consider our approach appropriately balances the interests of Queensland Rail, access
seekers and access holders (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

487

Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11.
Pacific National, sub. 17: 3, 6, 20, sub. 25: 8, sub. 34: 3.
489
Queensland Rail, sub. 18: 25–26.
490
Pacific National, sub. 25: 8, sub. 34: 3; Incitec Pivot, sub. 32: 5.
491
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 14.
492
Incitec Pivot (sub. 32: 4–5) said take-or-pay arrangements on the Mount Isa Line were not aligned to
customers' specific requirements and that it was open to considering modified take-or-pay arrangements.
However, it was not clear whether Incitec Pivot was seeking changes to the 2020 DAU to address these
concerns or whether it considered they should be addressed as part of contract negotiations with
Queensland Rail.
488
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Summary 11.6
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the provisions
relating to the application of the prescribed relinquishment fee arrangements in the
proposed SAA is to provide for relinquishment fees for non-reference-tariff services to be
negotiated between the parties.
Drafting: cl. 28.1 (definition of 'relinquishment fee') and sch. 6 (new schedule).

Relinquishment fees for reference tariff services
We consider that Queensland Rail's proposal on relinquishment fees for reference tariff services
is appropriate to be approved. In our view, a relinquishment fee set at 80 per cent of the present
value of remaining take-or-pay charges sufficiently reduces access holders' remaining take-or-pay
obligations to:
 recognise the lower maintenance and operating costs to Queensland Rail of unused capacity
(but noting that Queensland Rail has limited ability to vary planned maintenance tasks to
respond to temporary fluctuations in usage)
 encourage Queensland Rail to re-contract the relinquished paths.
At the same time, we consider the fee is high enough to incentivise access holders to contract for
capacity they expect to use, and to relinquish unused paths quickly to make them available for
access seekers to contract.
While the proposed clause is an appropriate default contract provision, the parties may negotiate
a higher or lower relinquishment fee, possibly in conjunction with a variation to the reference
tariff (cls. 3.0(b) and 3.3(c) of the 2020 DAU set out how the reference tariff can be varied). There
are also provisions for the relinquishment fee to be reduced if the relinquished access rights are
transferred or granted to an existing or prospective access holder before the date of
relinquishment (cl. 21.3).
In making our decision, we had regard to the factors in s. 138(2), including promoting the efficient
use of, and investment in, the rail network and balancing the interests of Queensland Rail, access
seekers and access holders (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (e), (h)).493

Summary 11.7
The QCA's decision is that it is appropriate to approve the provisions in the proposed SAA to
set relinquishment fees—for services to which a reference tariff applies—at 80 per cent of
the present value of take-or-pay charges for the remainder of the relevant access
agreement.

11.6

Requirements to negotiate or consult in good faith (various clauses)
Queensland Rail initially proposed to remove various obligations to negotiate or consult in 'good
faith' that were in the current SAA494 because the good faith concept was ambiguous and

493

New Hope (sub. 24: 37, sub. 33: 22) supported our position, which is consistent with our draft decision.
The clauses affected by this change were cls. 1.3, 6.7(c), 8.8(b), 18.2(c); sch. 3, cls. 2.2(d), 5.4(a). Queensland
Rail's proposed revised drafting for cl. 1.3 included a good faith requirement (see section 11.1 above).

494
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uncertain,495 but this proposal was not supported by stakeholders.496 Queensland Rail
subsequently agreed to reinstate the obligations497 and stakeholders endorsed this approach.498
We acknowledge there is widespread support from Queensland Rail and stakeholders to reinstate
the obligations to negotiate in good faith and consider this is appropriate and consistent with the
negotiation principle in s. 100(1) of the QCA Act, particularly where there may be an imbalance
in negotiating power. Our decision to retain these obligations balances the factors in s. 138(2),
including the rights and interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers and access holders
(ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Summary 11.8
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the proposed
SAA is to include the requirements to negotiate or consult in good faith that apply in the
current SAA.
Drafting: cls. 6.7(c), 8.8(b) and 18.2(c); and sch. 3, cls. 1.2(d) and 4.4(a).

11.7

Dispute resolution (cl. 19)
Under Queensland Rail's proposed dispute resolution mechanism, the parties must first use
reasonable endeavours to resolve the disputes themselves (cl. 19.2). If this process fails, generally
the dispute would be referred to a court, unless the parties agreed on resolution by expert
determination or the relevant clause specifically called for expert determination.
The dispute resolution mechanism in the proposed SAA is unchanged from the current SAA,
except that Queensland Rail proposed to remove a clause dealing with the resolution of disputes
by the Queensland government's rail safety regulator (cl. 19.4 of the current SAA). Queensland
Rail advised that it proposed to remove this clause to reflect the commencement of the Rail Safety
National Law (Queensland) and the establishment of the Office of the National Rail Safety
Regulator, which has no jurisdiction to resolve disputes.499
Queensland Rail's proposal is not appropriate to be approved, having regard to the s. 138(2)
factors.500 While the changes to the safety laws mean that the national regulator has no
jurisdiction to resolve disputes under the national law, Queensland Rail should amend its
proposal so that disputes relating to safety issues are to be referred to an expert for resolution
under cl. 19.3, unless the parties agree otherwise.501 We expect that safety-related disputes
would be more appropriately dealt with by an expert than a court.
Our draft decision also identified that disputes of a technical nature may be more appropriately,
and potentially more efficiently, dealt with by a relevant expert than a court.502 We sought

495

Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 47, 49.
Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11; Aurizon Coal, sub. 12: 2; New Hope, sub. 15: 23–24; Yancoal, sub. 16: 22; Pacific
National, sub. 17: 17.
497
Queensland Rail, sub. 36: 2, 4, sub. 37.
498
Yancoal, sub. 41: 13; New Hope, sub. 33: 22; Aurizon Coal, sub. 28: 2; Pacific National, sub. 34: 1; Glencore,
sub. 29: 1, sub. 30.
499
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 49.
500
Aurizon Bulk (sub. 11) did not support the removal of cl. 19.4 of the current SAA.
501
New Hope (sub. 24: 42, sub. 33: 27) and Yancoal (sub. 27: 30) also supported this position.
502
We are not suggesting that drafting be adopted that prevents relevant stakeholders from resolving the
dispute between themselves before escalating the dispute to an expert.
496
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comments from stakeholders as to specific circumstances where disputes may be better referred
to an expert and suggested clauses for further consideration.
Yancoal and New Hope agreed that noise mitigation, technical and operational disputes would
likely be better determined by an expert, although New Hope said that the parties should be able
to agree otherwise.503 Queensland Rail said that the contracting parties were best placed to
determine the appropriate forum for resolving disputes, but said it had no objection to expert
determination, provided there was no restriction on referring matters to a court if any party
considered it appropriate.504
Taking into account stakeholders' submissions, our decision is that expert determination should
apply to disputes that involve technical matters, for example, whether noise mitigation
requirements determined by Queensland Rail are reasonable (cl. 10.7). However, where a dispute
would likely need to consider both legal and technical matters (e.g. cls. 9.4 and 11), we consider
that it should remain open to the parties to agree to refer the dispute to an expert, rather than
expert determination applying by default.
Our decision is that disputes under cls. 6.7(e), 8.3(c), 8.6, 8.7(b), 8.8(a), 8.8(c), 8.10, 9.1(a), 9.1(d),
9.2 and 10.7505 should be referred to resolution by expert determination. We consider the parties
to the dispute should still have the ability to agree to refer such disputes to a court instead (as
suggested by New Hope) or any other dispute resolution process instead, because this is likely to
be in the interests of all parties (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)). But, we do not consider it appropriate to
enable one party to unilaterally decide to refer a dispute to a court (as suggested by Queensland
Rail), because this could frustrate the process.
Consequential amendments are also required to clauses referring to disputes that do not require
the parties to first seek to resolve the dispute themselves (under cl. 19.2) to make clear that the
parties may agree to resolve the dispute through any other process. The clauses that need to be
amended are cls. 21.1(c), 27.20(d), 28.1 (definition of 'interest rate') and sch. 3, cl. 1.2(d).
We consider that our decision will improve the efficiency of the dispute resolution process and
that it appropriately balances the interests of the various parties (ss. 138(2)(a), (b), (d), (e), (h)).

Summary 11.9
The QCA's decision is that the appropriate way for Queensland Rail to amend the proposed
SAA is to include a requirement that, unless the parties agree otherwise, disputes about
technical matters that have not been resolved by the parties under cl. 19.2 are to be resolved
by expert determination. Consequential amendments are also required.
Drafting: cls. 19.2(d), 19.4 (new clause), 21.1(c), 27.20(d) and 28.1 (definition of 'interest
rate'); and sch. 3, cl. 1.2(d).

503

Yancoal, sub. 27: 28, 30; New Hope, sub. 24: 40, 42–43, sub. 33: 26, 28.
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 14.
505
Pacific National (sub. 17: 18) also argued that the ability to use dispute resolution in relation to noise
mitigation requirements under cl. 10.7 should be made explicit. However, this is not necessary, because the
dispute resolution mechanism would already apply.
504
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Other terms of the proposed SAA
The following table provides our decision on other terms in the proposed SAA that were identified
for further consideration. It should be read in conjunction with the proposed SAA.
Table 19 Other terms of the proposed SAA–decision
Issue

SAA clause

QCA analysis and decision

Queensland Rail proposed to
remove the references to
subsequent agreements contained
in the current SAA to clarify the
drafting.506

4.1(c)(i)

The proposal is appropriate to be approved, as it is a
minor procedural change relative to the current
SAA.507

Queensland Rail proposed an
amendment to the current SAA to
clarify that each party to the
agreement (including the
operator) should provide the
relevant representations and
warranties.508

4.6(a)

The proposal is not appropriate to be approved. An
operator must provide representations and warranties
under cl. 23, so there is no need to add an additional
requirement in cl. 4.6(a). Therefore, our decision is
that amendments are appropriate to reinstate the
drafting that applies in cl. 4.6(a) of the current SAA. 509

Queensland Rail proposed
amendments to the current SAA to
reflect changes to rail safety
legislation and clarify that only
relevant information is to be
provided.510

5

The proposal, which reflects changes to rail safety
legislation, is largely appropriate to be approved,511
but some changes are required to improve the clarity
of the clause.

Pacific National argued that the
timeframe of 10 business days for
making payments, as proposed by
Queensland Rail, should be
extended to 45 days in line with
rail industry practice.512 Yancoal
made a similar argument, but did
not suggest an alternative
timeframe.513

6.2(a)

Queensland Rail's proposed payment timeframe is
appropriate to be approved.514 Pacific National and
Yancoal have not justified their positions that it is
appropriate to extend the timeframe and we are not
aware of evidence to suggest that 10 business days is
out of line with industry practice. A 10-business-day
timeframe also applies in Aurizon Network's current
SAA.515

Under Queensland Rail's proposal,
the parties are not required to
provide notification of actual or
likely failures to comply with the
access agreement. These

7.3(f) and
8.4(d) of
current
SAA

Queensland Rail's proposal is not appropriate to be
approved, because it prevents the parties from
preparing for likely breaches or mitigating the effects
of actual breaches.517 It does not appropriately
balance the interests of Queensland Rail, access

506

Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 47.
Yancoal (sub. 27: 25) and New Hope (sub. 24: 38, sub. 33: 22) supported this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
508
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 47.
509
Yancoal (sub. 27: 25) and New Hope (sub. 24: 38, sub. 33: 22) supported this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
510
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 48.
511
Yancoal (sub. 27: 26) and New Hope (sub. 24: 38, sub. 33: 23) supported this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
512
Pacific National, sub. 17: 17.
513
Yancoal, sub. 27: 26.
514
New Hope (sub. 24: 38, sub. 33: 23) supported this position, which is consistent with our draft decision.
515
See cl. 5.3(a)(i) of Aurizon Network's 2017 access undertaking SAA.
517
We also note that Queensland Rail's proposal was not supported by Aurizon Bulk (sub. 11) or Pacific
National (sub. 17: 17–18).
507
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SAA clause

requirements are in the current
SAA, but Queensland Rail said the
requirements were inappropriate
and not customary in commercial
contracts.516

Aurizon Bulk considered that
additional train services and ad
hoc train services were similar and
should be consolidated under one
request for extra train services
that counts towards an access
holder's take-or-pay obligations.520
Incitec Pivot generally supported
Aurizon Bulk's submission, arguing
that failing to provide take-or-pay
relief for certain ad hoc services
could be a cost barrier to trialling
services that may lead to a
productivity or efficiency
improvement.521

QCA analysis and decision
seekers, access holders and train operators (ss.
138(2)(b), (e), (h)). Queensland Rail should amend the
proposed SAA to reflect the requirements in the
current SAA518, except that notification should only be
required for material breaches or likely breaches
(otherwise the obligation is likely to be too
onerous).519

8

Queensland Rail's proposal of allowing additional
services, but not ad hoc services, to offset an access
holder's take-or-pay liability is appropriate to be
approved. As noted by Queensland Rail, there are
differences between ad hoc and additional services (as
those terms are defined in the proposed SAA). An
additional service is the same type of service as the
contracted service, but an ad hoc service differs from
the contracted service (e.g. it could be a service with a
different origin and destination).
Take-or-pay obligations require an access holder to
pay for the paths it has contracted, whether or not
those paths are used. We do not consider it
appropriate to include a requirement that revenue
from different types of services (i.e. ad hoc services)
would reduce an access holder's take-or-pay liability.
This requirement could also reduce the incentive for
Queensland Rail to provide ad hoc services. However,
if take-or-pay obligations are negotiated, the parties
may agree to alternative arrangements.

Queensland Rail argued that the
two services were different. It did
not support consolidating the
definitions or consider there was a
case for ad hoc services to be
offset against take-or-pay
obligations.522

Our decision to approve Queensland Rail's proposal
appropriately balances the interests of Queensland
Rail, access seekers and access holders (ss. 138(2)(b),
(e), (h)).523

Aurizon Bulk submitted that
amendments were appropriate to
ensure Queensland Rail provided
additional and ad hoc train
services wherever available, and
evidence to support any rejection
of the request.524

8

Queensland Rail's proposal is appropriate to be
approved.525 We consider Queensland Rail has an
incentive to provide additional and ad hoc services to
increase its revenue. Aurizon Bulk commented that
Queensland Rail had been accommodating and
reasonable in practice.526

Pacific National submitted that
Queensland Rail should only be

8.4(c),
10.2(c),

Queensland Rail's proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. In relation to cls. 8.4(c), 10.2(c) and 11(c), it

516

Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 48.
However, to resolve a formatting error in the current SAA, cl. 7.3(f) of the current SAA should be inserted as
cl. 7.3(d) of the proposed SAA.
519
Yancoal (sub. 27: 26) and New Hope (sub. 24: 38, sub. 33: 23) supported this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
520
Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11.
521
Incitec Pivot, sub. 32: 6–7.
522
Queensland Rail, sub. 18: 26–27.
523
Yancoal (sub. 27: 26) and New Hope (sub. 24: 38, sub. 33: 23) accepted this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
524
Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11.
525
Yancoal (sub. 27: 27) and New Hope (sub. 24: 39, sub. 33: 24) accepted this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
526
Aurizon Bulk, sub. 11.
518
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SAA clause

QCA analysis and decision

allowed to recover 'reasonable'
costs and expenses.527

10.7(a) and
11(c)

is appropriate to include the caveat proposed by
Pacific National, to balance the interests of the
contracting parties. Queensland Rail should be able to
recover reasonable costs, while access holders should
not be liable for costs that are excessive (ss. 138(2)(b),
(e), (h)). However, we do not consider it is appropriate
to add this caveat to cl. 10.7(a), because there are
sufficient protections within the clause requiring
Queensland Rail to act reasonably.528

Queensland Rail proposed to
clarify that changes to the
interface risk management plan
(IRMP) could be made by
exchanging written notices.
Queensland Rail considered the
amendment would remove an
unnecessary administrative
burden and enable safety issues to
be dealt with quickly.529

9.2(d)

Queensland Rail's proposal is appropriate to be
approved. We accept the intent of Queensland Rail's
proposal to simplify the process of changing the IRMP
and consider that the rights of the contracting parties
are not adversely affected. In the draft decision, we
suggested amendments to cl. 9.2(d) to clarify the
drafting, which were supported by Yancoal and New
Hope.530

Queensland Rail proposed a
number of amendments to the
current SAA to reflect changes to
rail safety legislation and the
establishment of the Office of the
National Rail Safety Regulator.532

9.3, 9.10,
10.1 and
28.1

Pacific National submitted that
amendments should be made to
cl. 10.2(c) to only enable
Queensland Rail to do anything it
considers 'reasonably'
necessary.535

10.2(c)

However, we have considered Queensland Rail's
submission that our proposed change is minor and
inconsequential531, and formed the view that
Queensland Rail's proposed drafting is sufficiently
clear to be approved. It would be open for the parties
to negotiate an amendment to the SAA if they
considered it necessary.
Queensland Rail's proposal is generally appropriate to
be approved. However, removing the definition of
'railway operator' requires consequential amendments
to schedule 2, where the term 'railway operator' is still
used.
In the draft decision, we considered that the definition
of 'RSNL' should be amended. However, we
acknowledge Queensland Rail's submission that the
proposed changes are not necessary533 and note that
the Queensland legislation now replicates the South
Australian legislation. Therefore, we consider that
Queensland Rail's proposed definition is
appropriate.534
Queensland Rail's proposal is not appropriate to be
approved. It is appropriate for Queensland Rail to
amend cl. 10.2(c) as suggested by Pacific National. In
our view, including this caveat is appropriate to guide
the actions taken by Queensland Rail and strikes a

527

Pacific National, sub. 17: 17.
Yancoal (sub. 27: 27) and New Hope (sub. 24: 39, sub. 33: 24) supported this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
529
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 48.
530
Yancoal, sub. 27: 27; New Hope, sub. 24: 39, sub. 33: 25.
531
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 13.
532
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 48–49.
533
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 14.
534
We note that Yancoal (sub. 27: 28) and New Hope (sub. 24: 40, sub. 33: 25) agreed with the amendments
we proposed in the draft decision.
535
Pacific National, sub. 17: 18.
528
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SAA clause

QCA analysis and decision
reasonable balance between the interests of the
contracting parties (ss. 138(2)(b), (h)).536
Queensland Rail argued that including this caveat
could result in rail safety, engineering, operational or
other requirements being watered down, disputed or
replaced, and could adversely affect its ability to
perform its statutory duties.537 However, if
Queensland Rail is required to take steps to comply
with a legal obligation or a statutory duty, these steps
would be reasonably necessary. If the steps are for
compliance with safety, engineering or operational
policies or practices, we also expect this would provide
a strong argument that the steps are reasonably
necessary.538 There are also various other provisions in
the undertaking dealing with safety and related
matters that Queensland Rail could seek to rely upon.

Pacific National initially argued
that cl. 12.2 should be clarified to
specify that Queensland Rail
would not be indemnified in the
event that it was negligent539, but
subsequently proposed the clause
should be deleted.540

12.2

Queensland Rail's proposal is appropriate to be
approved. This clause applies where the operator's
customer is not a party to the SAA and is intended to
apply the same limitations on the potential liability of
Queensland Rail as those that apply to the operator's
customer. Queensland Rail's potential liability for
negligence is considered in cl. 13.542

Pacific National also suggested
removing cls. 12.2(c) and
12.2(d).541

Pacific National did not provide reasons for deleting
cls. 12.2(c) and (d). These clauses are consistent with
the intent of cls. 12.2(a) and (b).

Queensland Rail proposed to
amend the current SAA by
including cl. 15.1 to clarify that
cls. 15.2(c), 15.3(c), 15.4(a) and
15.5(a) are subject to relevant
legislation and regulations
regarding the enforcement of
contractual provisions that relate
to insolvency events. Queensland
Rail advised that these changes
were necessary to address the ipso
facto legislative amendments.543

15 and 17

Queensland Rail's proposal is largely appropriate to be
approved, given the introduction of the new ipso facto
regime.544 However, we consider that consequential
amendments should be made to cls. 15.1 and 17.2, so
the ipso facto provisions would be considered in
relation to Queensland Rail's powers to call on
security.545

Pacific National considered the
operator should be protected from

15.2(a) and
15.3(a)

We maintain our draft decision that Queensland Rail's
proposed cls. 15.2(a) and 15.3(a) are not appropriate

536

Yancoal (sub. 27: 28) and New Hope (sub. 24: 40, sub. 33: 25) supported this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
537
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 14.
538
New Hope (sub. 33: 25) also commented that the words 'reasonably necessary' would encompass the
broader interests that Queensland Rail refers to.
539
Pacific National, sub. 17: 18.
540
Pacific National, sub. 25: 9.
541
Pacific National, sub. 17: 18
542
New Hope (sub. 24: 40, sub. 33: 26) and Yancoal (sub. 27: 28) supported this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
543
Queensland Rail, sub. 2: 49.
544
New Hope (sub. 24: 41, sub. 33: 26) and Yancoal (sub. 27: 29) supported this position.
545
In its initial submission, Queensland Rail (sub. 2: 49) advised that consequential amendments should be
made to cl. 17.2, but this was not reflected in the proposed SAA.
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SAA clause

Queensland Rail terminating the
agreement, if the operator was
not liable for a failure under the
agreement. Pacific National
proposed similar wording to
cl. 15.4(c).546

QCA analysis and decision
to be approved. Queensland Rail should amend cls.
15.2(a) and 15.3(a) to reflect the wording in
cl. 15.4(c).547
Queensland Rail considered the draft decision did not
recognise the distinction between Queensland Rail's
role as network operator and its obligations to other
network participants.548 We maintain that the
amendments are appropriate, because they confirm
that Queensland Rail could not terminate an
agreement under cl. 15 if another clause in the
agreement restricted termination.
Providing reciprocal rights and protections in relation
to the termination of agreements appropriately
balances the interests of Queensland Rail, access
seekers, access holders and train operators
(ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)). It is not clear why Queensland
Rail considers its role as network operator means it
should not be subject to the restrictions on
terminating agreements that apply to access holders
and train operators.

Pacific National argued that the
operator should be able to
terminate an agreement if
Queensland Rail fails to comply
with safety related obligations in
the agreement (consistent with
Queensland Rail's rights in
cl. 15.2).549

15.4

Queensland Rail's proposal is appropriate to be
approved. We do not consider that the amendments
proposed by Pacific National are necessary, noting that
the operator's rights under cl. 15.4(c) are likely to
address Pacific National's concern.550

Pacific National argued that
cl. 16.9 appeared to be incorrectly
drafted because insurance claims
paid were for liability to
Queensland Rail, not necessarily
damage to the network.551

16.9

Queensland Rail's proposal is appropriate to be
approved.552 We do not consider that cl. 16.9 implies
that all claims are paid in respect of damage to the
network. Clause 16.9 covers a specific situation where
there is damage to the network, but does not limit
other circumstances of liability to Queensland Rail.

Pacific National argued that access
holders should not be required to
accept the full impact of higher
costs due to a change in taxes, law
or credit. It said this was an
example of Queensland Rail
attempting to shift risk on to its
customers who were not better
placed to manage the risk.553

18.2

Queensland Rail's proposal, which only applies to nonreference-tariff services, is appropriate to be
approved. The clause appropriately addresses how
adjustments to access charges are to be made when
there is a change in costs due to certain events that
are outside Queensland Rail's control. Relevantly, it
provides for adjustments that reflect cost decreases,
as well as cost increases. While we consider the

546

Pacific National, sub. 17: 19, sub. 25: 10, sub. 34: 4.
New Hope (sub. 24: 41, sub. 33: 26) and Yancoal (sub. 27: 29) supported this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
548
Queensland Rail, sub. 26: 14.
549
Pacific National, sub. 17: 19, sub. 25: 10, sub. 34: 4.
550
New Hope (sub. 24: 41, sub. 33: 27) and Yancoal (sub. 27: 29) supported this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
551
Pacific National, sub. 17: 19, sub. 25: 10.
552
Yancoal (sub. 27: 29) and New Hope (sub. 24: 41, sub. 33: 27) supported this position, which is consistent
with our draft decision.
553
Pacific National, sub. 17: 20, sub. 25: 10, sub. 34: 4.
547
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SAA clause

QCA analysis and decision
proposed clause is an appropriate default contract
provision, the parties may negotiate variations.
Our decision appropriately balances Queensland Rail's
legitimate business interests with the interest of
access seekers and access holders (ss. 138(2)(b), (e),
(h)).

Pacific National argued that
Queensland Rail should reimburse
train operators for take-or-pay
charges incurred on the Aurizon
Network sections of the North
Coast Line, when train services are
not used on those sections due to
a Queensland Rail cause.554

n/a

In the absence of a reference tariff applying on the
North Coast Line, and given the limited and specific
circumstances to which reimbursement may apply, it
would be appropriate for these matters to be
negotiated between the contracting parties as part of
an overall package of risks, costs and entitlements.555
In our view, this approach appropriately balances the
interests of Queensland Rail, access seekers and
access holders (ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Pacific National argued that
Queensland Rail should develop a
separate SAA for freight and bulk
commodities on the North Coast
Line and Mount Isa Line. Pacific
National said the proposed SAA
was more appropriate for coal
operations on the West Moreton
system.556

n/a

We do not consider it appropriate to require
Queensland Rail to develop a separate SAA. Pacific
National did not provide any reasoning or justification
for its view that the proposed SAA was more
appropriate for coal traffic. It was also the only
stakeholder to raise this concern and we note the
matter was raised late in our review process.

New Hope said that the SAA
should include a mechanism to
deal with uncertainty associated
with Inland Rail.557

n/a

The SAA sets out standard terms and conditions of
access to Queensland Rail's network, not just the West
Moreton system. Issues that apply in a more limited
and specific set of circumstances should be negotiated
between the contracting parties. This approach is
appropriate having regard to the interests of
Queensland Rail, access seekers and access holders
(ss. 138(2)(b), (e), (h)).

Various corrections, updates and
clarifications

various

It is appropriate for Queensland Rail to make the
following amendments:

Even if Pacific National justified its position, it would
need to be established that the benefits of developing
separate agreements outweighed the costs. This may
be a matter for Queensland Rail and stakeholders to
consider as part of the next DAU process.

 Clause 14.1(a)(iii)—remove this clause, as it is
already included in cl. 15.2(f) and therefore is a
repeat of cl. 14.1(a)(i).
 Clause 16.2—amend the clause to clarify its
meaning.
 Clause 19.3(a)(i)(B)558—refer to the Chairperson of
the Resolution Institute, rather than the President
of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Australia.559

554

Pacific National, sub. 17: 21.
New Hope (sub. 24: 43, sub. 33: 28) supported this position, which is consistent with our draft decision.
556
Pacific National, sub. 25: 8, 10, sub. 34: 2–3.
557
New Hope, sub. 24: 43–44.
558
This was cl. 19.3(b)(i)(B) in the 2020 DAU.
559
These amendments are required because Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (formerly the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia) no longer provides nomination services.
555
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Issue

Standard access agreement (schedule H)

SAA clause

QCA analysis and decision
 Clause 28.1—amend the clause to reflect the terms
defined in the SAA.
 Other clauses—make other amendments to correct
identified typographical or cross-referencing errors
and to improve clarity and workability, as specified
in Appendix B.2.
It is in the interests of all parties that the SAA is
workable and free from errors (ss. 138(2)(b), (d), (e),
(h)).
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Glossary

GLOSSARY
ACCC

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission

AER

Australian Energy Regulator

ARTC

Australian Rail Track Corporation

cl., cls.

clause, clauses

CPI

consumer price index

CQCN

Central Queensland coal network

DAAU

draft amending access undertaking

DAU

draft access undertaking

DBCT

Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal

DTP

daily train plan

ERA

Economic Regulation Authority (Western Australia)

FFO

funds from operations

Frontier

Frontier Economics

gtk

gross tonne kilometres

HVCN

Hunter Valley Coal Network

Incenta

Incenta Economic Consulting

IPART

Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (New South Wales)

IRMP

interface risk management plan

MOU

memorandum of understanding

MRP

market risk premium

MTP

master train plan

mtpa

million tonne(s) per annum

NMPs

network management principles

nt

net tonne

ORM

operating requirements manual

QCA

Queensland Competition Authority

QCA Act

Queensland Competition Authority Act 1997

RAB

regulatory asset base

RBA

Reserve Bank of Australia

s., ss.

section, sections

SAA

standard access agreement

sch.

schedule

Systra

Systra Scott Lister

TMR

Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads
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Glossary

TPI

The Pilbara Infrastructure

TSC

Transport service contract

TSE

train service entitlement

WACC

weighted average cost of capital

2015 DAU

the draft access undertaking submitted by Queensland Rail to the QCA on 5 May
2015

2016 undertaking

Queensland Rail's current access undertaking, which came into effect on 11
October 2016 and terminates on 30 June 2020

2020 DAU

the draft access undertaking submitted by Queensland Rail to the QCA on 14
August 2018
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Appendix A: List of submissions

APPENDIX A: LIST OF SUBMISSIONS
We received the following submissions during its investigation of Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU. The
submission numbers below are used in this draft decision for referencing purposes. The submissions are
available on our website unless otherwise indicated.
Stakeholder

Submission

Aurizon Bulk

Submission on Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU

11

17 Oct 2018

Submission on the QCA's draft decision on Queensland Rail's
2020 DAU

22

11 July 2019

Submission on Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU

12

17 Oct 2018

Submission on the QCA's draft decision on Queensland Rail's
2020 DAU

23

11 July 2019

Collaborative submission on the QCA's draft decision

28

27 Sept 2019

Submission on the QCA's discussion paper on the West
Moreton coal pricing approach

43

19 Dec 2019

Collaborative submission on the QCA's draft decision

29

27 Sept 2019

Attachment 1—Collaborative undertaking and SAA drafting

30

27 Sept 2019

Attachment 2—Regional Network User Group drafting

31

27 Sept 2019

Aurizon Coal

Glencore (Mount Isa
Mines)

Number

Date

Incitec Pivot

Collaborative submission on the QCA's draft decision

32

27 Sept 2019

New Hope

Submission on Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU—cover letter

13

17 Oct 2018

Volume 1—Overview and Reference Tariffs

14

17 Oct 2018

Volume 2—Undertaking and Standard Access Agreement

15

17 Oct 2018

Submission on the QCA's draft decision on Queensland Rail's
2020 DAU

24

11 July 2019

Collaborative submission on Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU

33

27 Sept 2019

Submission on the QCA's discussion paper on the West
Moreton coal pricing approach

44

19 Dec 2019

Submission of Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU

17

7 Nov 2018

Submission on the QCA's draft decision on Queensland Rail's
2020 DAU

25

11 July 2019

Collaborative submission on the QCA's draft decision

34

27 Sept 2019

Submission of Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU

1

14 Aug 2018

Explanatory document to the submission of Queensland Rail's
2020 DAU

2

14 Aug 2018

Attachment 1—West Moreton Tonnage Forecasts (not
published)

3

14 Aug 2018

Attachment 2—report by Frontier Economics: Estimates of
asset beta and equity beta for Queensland Rail, July 2018

4

14 Aug 2018

Attachment 3—submission on West Moreton system DAU2
capital expenditure

5

14 Aug 2018

Attachment 4—report by GHD: Peer Review of Queensland
Rail's proposed capital expenditure for DAU2, 13 July 2018

6

14 Aug 2018

Pacific National

Queensland Rail
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Stakeholder

Appendix A: List of submissions

Submission

Number

Attachment 5—West Moreton System DAU2 maintenance
costs 2020–21 to 2024–25

7

14 Aug 2018

Attachment 6—report by GHD: Peer Review of Queensland
Rail's proposed maintenance expenditure for DAU2, July
2018

8

14 Aug 2018

Attachment 7—report by HoustonKemp: DAU2 Price
differentiation, 19 July 2018

9

14 Aug 2018

Attachment 8—report by HoustonKemp: DAU2 Renewal
rights, 19 July 2018

10

14 Aug 2018

18

16 Nov 2018

Attachment 1—report by Frontier Economics: Response to
submissions on low volume scenarios, 14 Nov 2018

19

16 Nov 2018

Attachment 2—report by Frontier Economics: Response to
submissions on the required return for Queensland Rail, 26
Oct 2018

20

16 Nov 2018

Submission on the QCA's draft decision on Queensland Rail's
2020

26

11 July 2019

Collaborative submission on the QCA's draft decision

35

27 Sept 2019

Response to collaborative submissions on the QCA's draft
decision

36

27 Sept 2019

Attachment 1—Drafting changes

37

27 Sept 2019

Attachment 2—report by HoustonKemp: DAU2 cost
allocation for the West Moreton System, 22 September
2019

38

27 Sept 2019

Attachment 3—report by HoustonKemp: Approaches to the
WACC for rail networks, 16 September 2019

39

27 Sept 2019

Attachment 4—report by HoustonKemp: Evaluation of
inflation forecasting methods, 16 September 2019

40

27 Sept 2019

Further submission on DAU2 West Moreton System low
volume coal reference tariff

42

22 Nov 2019

Submission on the QCA's discussion paper on the West
Moreton coal pricing approach

45

19 Dec 2019

48

19 Dec 2019

Maintenance cost variation model (MS Excel spreadsheet—
not published)

47

10 Dec 2019

Submission on Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU

16

17 Oct 2018

Collaborative submission on Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU

21

16 Nov 2018

Submission on the QCA's draft decision on Queensland Rail's
2020 DAU

27

11 July 2019

Collaborative submission on the QCA's draft decision

41

27 Sept 2019

Submission on the QCA's discussion paper on the West
Moreton coal pricing approach

46

19 Dec 2019

Response to submissions on Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU

Attachment 1—Proposed DAU2 Loss Capitalisation Drafting

Yancoal

Date
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Appendix B: Amended 2020 DAU

APPENDIX B: AMENDED 2020 DAU
Appendix B sets out the way in which the QCA considers it appropriate for Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU to
be amended, subject to the incorporation of any further amendments necessary to correct any
demonstrated typographical or cross-referencing errors.
Appendix B incorporates the attached mark-ups to Queensland Rail's 2020 DAU.
B.1

Parts and Schedules of the 2020 DAU (except schedule H)

B.2

Standard Access Agreement (schedule H)
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